Dear Readers,
A warm welcome to all parents who have joined the
Centre Point Group of Schools in 2018-2019. The academic
year started with that precious tick on the checklist . Excellent results in class 10 and 12. With
Amisha Kelkar and Tanaya Ramani being the city toppers in Science, Ishrita Gupta being the city
topper in Humanities in AISSCE and Aashna Chopra as the City & Vidarbha topper in AISSE the
tone was set for the year.
Integrated into the almanac were not only the regular schedules, but also the thrust and focus
for the way ahead. The need was to create opportunities for sustained learning over sporadic
unconnected activities. Borne out of this thought were clubs like 'Speak to Lead', 'Green Finger'
and 'We make Change'. Students who organically associated with the clubs became their
members. All the clubs have listed objectives with a core idea of ' instead of one big project, do a lot
of small projects'. Instead of material contribution , contribute with time and service.
The Career Counselling Cell is growing from strength to strength, guiding senior students with
options, psychometric tests. The counsellors are equipping themselves by attending seminars and
conferences. With the objective of providing a portal for the city schools' access to quality career
discussions, the school is hosting a 1-day Regional Conference collaborating with International
Career and College Counselling IC3 in February 2019.
The school has taken over the maintenance, beautification and upkeep of the triangular park
on seminary hills near the school. Under the aegis of 'Design for Change' , students have been
visiting the site , taking part in designing the changes required, suggesting means by which
toddlers can get a green space to play, senior citizens, morning and evening walkers can get a
quiet space to meditate or catch their breath.
The month of September will be remembered for the collaborative efforts of students and exstudents of the school in staging a full length play 'The Great Golden Gang'. The entire gang put up
a mesmerising and funfilled drama, with some exceptionally brilliant enactments.
All these activities have set the tone for the year. With major sporting tournaments on the
anvil, 2 concerts and 1 Sports Meet, Abhivyakti-exhibition of student paintings, Rangotsav, the
school is looking forward to an exciting and eventful year. Wishing all students happy and
funfilled schooling and all stakeholders a happy association.
Thank you.
MRS. SHILPEE GANGULY
PRINCIPAL
Centre Point School, Katol Road,
Nagpur.
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Centre Point School International
FIRST DAY IN CENTRE POINT SCHOOL INTERNATIONAL
The new Centre Point School International, following the Cambridge
st
nd
curriculum, started its 1 academic session on 2 July'18 in Dabha on
Amravati Bypass Road, Nagpur. Students ranging from classes 1 to 6
entered the portals of the school looking smart in their crisp new
uniforms. Mrs. B. Anuradha, Academic Head of the school along with the
specially trained teachers welcomed the students.
The school with its
bright cheerful
ambience was ready to
receive its students.
The G-20 flags in the
corridors, the
impressive I-mac Lab,
the Robotics Lab, the
Art Room, the
Parents of the little cherubs
Informative Dispay
Boards, the smart air
c o n d i t i o n e d
Arun Sir, Aruna Ma'am with
classrooms and not to
Mrs. Venkat and Radhika Ma'am
forget the attractive cafeteria, aroused an enthusiasm and
eagerness among the students and parents alike. A grand
st
celebration was planned for parents & students on this 1 Day
of school. A number of interesting activities were conducted.
The excited students
The celebrations were held in the air conditioned Conference
Hall of the school. Parents, students and teachers attended the first assembly
which started with the prayer “Let there be peace”. The musical bonanza by
Torrins (the Pune based Institution for training students in Instrumental &
Vocal Music) was applauded by parents, teachers, guests and students. There
was a demonstration of Robotics.
Parents had an hour to interact with
the Management over a cup of tea, as
well as with the teachers. There were
provisions for photography of each
student within a designed frame with
Mukta ma’am with Anuradha ma’am
the caption “My First Day at CPSI”.
At the end of the day each student
was given a personal gift which was
very thrilling. Prominently present on
this special day were the Founder
Directors of Centre Point Group of
Schools, Mr. Arun Upadhyaya & Mrs.
Aruna Upadhyaya, Directors Dr. Jai
Musical bonanza by Torrins
Singh Rajwade & Mrs. Radhika
Rajwade, Executive Director, Mrs. Mukta Chatterjee, Mrs. Savita Venkat,
a Cambridge expert & consultant to Centre Point School International &
Principal & Vice Principals Centre Point School Dabha.
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FOUNDER'S DAY AT CENTRE POINT SCHOOL INTERNATIONAL
An atmosphere of celebration filled Centre Point
School International when the learners and
teachers gathered to celebrate FOUNDER'S DAY on
16th Aug'18 to celebrate the birth anniversary of our
Founder Director, Mrs. Aruna Upadhyaya whose
th
birthday falls on 19 Aug'18. The pleasant day began
with fancy races. Our tiny tots of Grade 1 to Grade 4
lit up the tracks with their enthusiastic
Grade 1
participation. Participants of Grade 1A raced for a
Beach Party, where they had to get ready for a beach party
by gathering the items required. Arkit Naha came first in
the race, Molee Goyal came second and Rajveer Kale was
third. Grade 1B was out on a Shopping Spree. In the race
the participants had to get ready with their sunglasses,
pick up the shopping bag and shop for items required at
school. The fastest one to achieve the target was Jayaditya
Grade 2, 3 & 4
Patel, followed by Garv Manshani and then Aena Parekh.
Birthdays are always exciting. Grade 2 was all enthused for running the Birthday Bash Race. They wore
caps and burst balloons to complete the race.
Ayaan Thakkar secured the first place, whereas,
Athang Patil and Vihaan Gupta were second and
third. Grade 3 was shuttling for flags for their race
on the occasion of Founder's Day. They shuttled as
fast as they could, and Muzzammil Sheikh
defeated all the other participants thereby
obtaining the first place. Shiv Tumane performing
his best, achieved the second place and Rudrakshi
Grade 3 learners flag making
Khemani
came third. That creativity can be showcased while running a
race was proved by Grade 4 as they raced to make the school flag.
Alika Panchmatiya came out on top followed by Atharva Agawal
and Adwik Agrawal obtaining second and third positions
respectively. Soon after the races learners of Grade 5 and Grade
6 displayed their energetic participation in the football match
held on CPS Dhaba ground. Yuvraj Mhaisalkar led grade 6 to
victory by scoring both the goals for the team. All the winners
were awarded personalized certificates.
Grade 2 Birthday party

Grade 1 beach party

Grade 5 & 6 football match
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Learners entertaining their Senior Citizens

Mukta ma'am, grandparents & learners watch the show
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CENTRE POINT SCHOOL INTERNATIONAL OBSERVES WORLD SENIOR CITIZEN DAY

CPSI learners celebrated World Senior Citizen Day
on 8th Aug 2018 in the true spirit and purpose of the
reason it was created. It is a day to support, honour and
appreciate the contributions that senior citizens make
to society. Whether it was expressing love and
affection to their own grandparents or being
sensitized towards the needs of other senior citizens
in the society, from entertaining the senior citizens
with song and dance to having a question-answer
session with them, from collecting golden nuggets of
wisdom and experience through interviews to doing an
extensive research on the rights and provisions for senior
citizens- they did it all.
GRADE 1 & 2 : The little learners of Grades 1 & 2
enthralled their grandparents by putting up a Dance and
Music performance. They expressed their gratitude to their
grandparents through a song. The other group danced to a
medley of songs which had their grandparents tapping their
feet. After the show
they were taken to
the Galleria to show
the exhibits put up
by Grade 5 & 6. From
t h e r e t h e y
proceeded to their
classes where they
played musical
chairs with their
Involved Grandparents
grandchildren. Time
just flew as grandparents became children themselves and
relived their childhood. The winners were awarded gifts in
the form of saplings. Grandparents went back wishing that
the day would never end.
GRADE 3 & 4 : Learners visited an old age home in
Untkhana. The inmates bubbled with energy, as they shook a
leg with the learners and hummed to the tune of evergreen
songs! The learners had carried a cake for the residents and
had a great time sharing it with them.

Grandparents interacting & observing the display

On a visit to the old age home

Learners and teachers visit the home for the aged
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Few of the learners recited poems for the grandmas and
grandpas of the old age home. It was a different kind of
satisfaction altogether. The very purpose of the visit was
achieved when the hall reverberated with their joyous laughs,
their toothless smiles and hushed giggles. GRADE 5 : Learners
of Grade 5 interviewed their grandparents at home and got an
insight into their journey of life. They came to know about the
hopes and aspirations of their grandparents which they have
even at this age, their wishes and wants from their
ma'am & Radhika ma'am observing the
grandchildren and what they would love to do for their little Aruna
display of the activities done by the learners
ones. The grandparents enjoyed the interview sessions and were
impressed seeing their grandkids coming up with such thoughtful
questions. The learners then put together all the answers and made
a collage of the same which was displayed for the grandparents on
Senior Citizens Day when they visited the school. GRADE 6 : Grade 6
researched about the rights and privileges granted to the senior
citizens. They looked into issues faced by our seniors and how the
g ove r n m e n t a n d
Engrossed grandparents
other organizations
address them. They made charts displaying their findings
and had a wonderful time explaining it to the grandparents
when they visited the school. They also put up charts on the
achievements of senior citizens and they themselves were
astonished as they discovered the grit and dedication
displayed by the senior citizens in achieving their aims even
at this ripe age. It was an eye opener and a great learning
experience for the learners. The event was planned &
coordinated by grade 3. The little learners were present
Aruna ma'am planting a sapling as the learners look on everywhere ushering and guiding the grandparents. Grade
6 being the senior most grade, was also the strong that held
the day together. From compering the show to guiding the
grandparents around, explaining their research work and
finally being the volunteers helping teachers in classes, they
were the star performers of the day. Their hospitality had
the grandparents floored and all had a smile on their faces as
they left. In conversation with..... Having an interactive
session with the Senior most members of the CPS and the
CPSI family i.e. our Founder Director Mrs. Aruna Upadhyaya
was an added bonus for the learners. They interacted with
her as they would do with their best friend and she also
pampered them to the hilt. They asked her about her
childhood, her own grandparents and what were the pranks
she played as a child. She joked with them and her answers
had them in splits. Her friendly approach and the anecdotes
she narrated were so interesting that the learners and their
teachers could not help but listen on and enjoy. The learners
took back an important lesson of balancing fun with work
Aruna ma'am interacting with the learners
and responsibility.
(4)

As Kerala battles its worst floods in nearly a century, the CPS
International Community of educators, learners and parents joined
hands to contribute to help the flood victims in their time of need.
The donations included medicines, toiletries and other articles of
daily need. The staff members personally checked all items,
collected and packed them according to different categories. It was a
generous contribution towards a larger initiative taken by
Keraleeya Samajam of Nagpur.
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CPSI COMMUNITY CONTRIBUTES ITS MITE FOR KERALA FLOOD VICTIMS

SUPERB PERFORMANCE BY CPS INTERNATIONAL SWIMMERS
The Swimmers of CPSI Dabha displayed superb athleticism and sportsmanship as they dived into the
inviting waters and speedily made their way to win bronze in the Relay in CENSPORTS organized by CPS Dhaba
and conducted by the Aquatic Association, Nagpur on 25th July'18. There
were 41 schools who participated in this event. The members of CPSI team
were Hryday Chelwani, Aarit Singhania from grade 5 and Vishwajeet
Chopde, Shivamm Jaiswal from grade 6. The winners received certificates
and Bronze Medals for their splendid performance.
The claps and splashes echoed throughout the swimming pool with
enthusiastic swimmers going in and climbing out of the pool. The staff and
the management congratulated the swimmers and their coaches Chetan
Anuradha ma'am with Hryday, Shivamm,
Samrit, Madhuri Bhagat and Pritam Pinjarkar.
Vishwajeet and Aarit

CENMUN ORIENTATION AT CPS INTERNATIONAL
On 31st Aug'18 a Cenmun presentation was conducted for Grade 6
learners by Archit Venugopalan (Secretary General) and Bhavika Waghdhare
(Deputy Secretary General) of Cenmun. Both the committee members of
Cenmun from CPS W'Nagar enlightened the learners of CPS International
about MUN (Model United Nations) and all about the working of the
committees.
They motivated the learners
to participate in the upcoming
Archit and Bhavika addressing Grade 6
Cenmun in Oct'18. The learners
took keen interest in the presentation and will be participating in
CENMUN as a school delegation. They will use this opportunity to enrich
their skills & broaden their knowledge on international relations and
world affairs.

CPSI LEARNERS GO FOR SCIENCE EXPLORATION AT RSC

Learners of grade 5 and 6 of CPSI visited Raman Science Centre on 31st Aug'18 to reinforce the concepts of space –
especially our solar system and galaxies that they had already explored in the class. The learners visited the
Planetarium and 'Science on Sphere' section of the centre. In the planetarium, the learners were exposed to a
stimulating experience of basic celestial motions, names of constellations, locations of stars, the planets in our Solar
System and formation and destruction of galaxies. The feeling of travelling through the Space was an experience the
learners enjoyed a lot. In 'Science on Sphere', the learners went to a room where there was a big Sphere
(approximately 4 feet in diameter) in the centre. The sun, all the planets
and some of their satellites were shown on the sphere through projectors.
An official from the science centre gave information on each of the celestial
object shown. In addition to that, real time traffic movement all around the
world was shown. Before the show started, the learners went through
some of the Science exhibits in the Science Centre and understood the
scientific philosophy behind some phenomena. Their accompanying
teachers were Veena Deshmukh ma'am and Ketal Kothari ma'am.
Lerners of Grade 5 & 6 @ Raman Science Centre
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STUPENDOUS RESULTS BY CPS KATOL ROAD STUDENTS IN CBSE AISSCE 2018
Class 12 students of Centre Point School, Katol Road performed extremely well in the CBSE AISSCE results declared on
Saturday 26th May 2018. Amisha Kelkar an industrious student from the Science Steam is the CITY TOPPER in Science
with a commendable 97.8% aggregate. She scored the highest percentage in English, Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry &
Physical Education. Tanaya Ramani, another tenacious student of CPS KR Science Stream is the 2nd CITY TOPPER with
96.8% aggregate. Tanmay Bundiwal also of CPS KR Science Stream scored 96.2% and is the 3rd CITY TOPPER. Ishrita
Gupta a highly proficient student of class XII Humanities is the City Topper in Humanities with 97%. She scored 99% in
History, 98% in English, 97% in Mathematics & Economics and 94% in Political Science. Azeem Panjwani with 97%
aggregate is the 4th CITY TOPPER in the Commerce Stream. Out of 86 students who appeared in the Science stream 27
scored 85% and above. In the Commerce stream from among 108 students 52 students scored 85% and above. In
Humanities from among 40 students 20 scored an aggregate of 85 % and above. The three Science stream toppers
include: 1. Amisha Kelkar with 97.8% 2. Tanaya Ramani with 96.8% 3. Tanmay Bundiwal with 96.2%. The three
Commerce stream toppers include: 1. Azeem Panjwani with 97.0% 2. Achintya Kothari with 96.8% 3. Mohammed
Kuresh Naseem with 96.0%. The three Humanities Toppers include: 1. Ishrita Gupta with 97% 2. Niharika Deshpande
with 93.6% 3. Shivam Mulik with 90.6%. The subject wise toppers from all 3 streams include: SCIENCE STREAM:
Engineering Graphics – 100%- Tanaya Ramani, Ritika Mulchandani, Lulua Master, Palak Pradhan. Physical Education
100%- Amisha Kelkar. Mathematics- 99%- Amisha Kelkar, Tanaya Ramani, Yashashree Chaudhari. English- 98%- Amisha
Kelkar, Tanmay Bundiwal, Ritika Chakraborty. Computer Science- 98%- Tanmay Bundiwal. Chemistry –96% - Amisha
Kelkar. Physics – 96% Amisha Kelkar. Psychology – 95%- Batul Hussain. Biology –93% Muskan Bali, Insheera
Rangoonwala. COMMERCE STREAM: Business Studies – 100% Azeem Panjwani. Economics: 99% Dhanisha Gade. Maths
– 99% Achintya Kothari. Informatics Practices –98% Mohammed Kuresh Naseem. English- 96% Ragini Khandelwal.
Accountancy –95% Achintya Kothari, Mishi Yadav, Kalyani Agrawal, Dewang Chokhani. Physical Education- 95%
Nishchay Bhasin. HUMANITIES: History –99% Ishrita Gupta. English- 98% Ishrita Gupta. Maths- 97% Ishrita Gupta.
Painting – 99% Megan Lawrence Jayasingh. Psychology- 92% Shivam Mulik. Economics – 97% Ishrita Gupta. Creative
Writing & Translation Studies – 93% Niharika Deshpande. Political Science: 94% Ishrita Gupta. The numbers of A1
scored in different subjects are: English -125, Maths-26, Psychology-1, Economics-45, Physics-19, Chemistry-10,
Biology-3, Physical Education-44, Engg Graphics- 5, Accountancy -24, Business Studies- 42, Informatics Practices -4,
History- 28, Painting -4, Political Science-5, Computer Science-1. The scores achieved with tenacity by the students were
appreciated by Mrs. Aruna Upadhyaya, Mr. Arun Upadhyaya, Mrs. Radhika Rajwade and Dr.Jaisingh Rajwade, Directors,
Centre Point Group of Schools, Mrs. Mukta Chatterjee, Executive Director, Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly, Principal CPS, KR and Vice
Principals, Staff & Students of the school.

CENTRE POINT SCHOOL KATOL ROAD CLASS XII SCIENCE TOPPERS-2018
TY
ST CI
1 PPER
TO

TY
nd C I
2 PPER
TO

Y
rd CIT
3 PPE R
TO

Amisha Kelkar 97.8%

Tanaya Ramani 96.8%

Tanmay Bundiwal 96.2%

Yashashree Chaudhari 95%

Ritika Mulchandani 94.6%

Muskan Bali 94.6%

Hardik Dara 94.2%

Siddhartha Dange 93%

Tania Oberoi 91.8%

Ria Gogiya 91.2%

Uttirna Chahande 90.2%
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Dwaipayan Munshi 93.8%

Urvi Negi 90%

Y
th CIT
4 PPER
O
T

Azeem Amin Panjwani
97%

Achintya Kothari
96.8%

Mohammed K. Naseem
96%

Mishi Yadav
95.2%

Ashika Jain
95%

Nishchay Bhasin
94.6%

Kalyani Agrawal
94.2%

Umar Sheikh
94.2%

Aayushi Baldwa
94%

Kashish Ramchandani
93.6%

Neha Bahilani
93%

Ragini Khandelwal
91.8%

Arpan Mohota
91.8%

Taha Daud
91.6%

Achyut Daga
91.6%

Ayush Agrawal
91.4%

Kanak Nagpal
91.2%

Nishita S. Tekwani
91%

Dewang Chokhani
91%

Nishant Raja Bajoria
90.6%

Tanishka Grover
90.6%

Adesh Saraf
90.6%

Dhanisha B. Gade
90.4%

Isha Lakhankar
90.2%

Mahika Panchmatia
90.2%
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CENTRE POINT SCHOOL KR CLASS XII COMMERCE TOPPERS-2018
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Ritik Bhatia
90.2%

Anjali Tomar
90%

Y.V.N. Leeladhar
89.8%

Sakshi A. Mehadia
89.8%

Gantavya Maheshwari
89.6%

Kunal Rathi
89.6%

Shirin S. Hedaoo
89.4%

Yashika Manwani
88.8%

Ushab Kothari
88.6%

Pratiksha Premkumar
88.4%

Daniyal Khan
88%

Neil Sircar
87.8%

Pragat Totla
87.2%

Jatin Vidhani
87.2%

Raashi V. Panchmatia
87.2%

Srishti Vaidya
86.8%

Drishti Hirani
86.6%

Tanishq Surana
86.6%

Sanjeet Singh Khanduja
86.2%

Deepshree S. Agrawal Jeet Kumar Khilnani Upneet Kaur Chauhan
85.8%
85.6%
85.6%
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Neel U. Pagariya
85.4%

Sanjana Sapra
86.2%

Sanchit Nagpal
85.8%

Raashi A. Lulla
85.4%

Manika Hirani
85%

ITY
st
1 CPPER
TO

Ishrita Gupta
97%

Niharika Deshpande
93.6%

Shivam Mulik
90.6%

Aarti P. Kamble
90.4%

Sakshi D. Panda
90.2%

Megan M. Jayasingh
90%

Pavanta Kaur Bhasin
89.8%

Yukta Admane
89.4%

Kaumudi Misra
88.6%

Khushi Kshirsagar
88%

Ritik Dubey
88%

Rupal Kaur Bhangoo
87.6%

Mehak Bhargava
87.4%

Rishika S. Gupta
87.4%

Saanchi Dhimole
86.8%

Sanskruti Harode
86.2%

Eeshpreet Kaur Sehgal
85.6%

Priyanka Gupta
85.6%

Ayona Roychoudhury
85%

Shriya N. Dangur
85%
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CENTRE POINT SCHOOL KR CLASS XII HUMANITIES TOPPERS-2018

STELLAR PERFORMANCE BY CPS KATOL ROAD IN CBSE AISSE 2018
Class 10 students of Centre Point School, Katol Road proved their mettle by giving a superlative performance in
AISSE 2018 conducted by CBSE. Arunav Bhowmick & Dishita Sibal both are joint 3rd CITY TOPPERS with 98.2%.
Arunav Bhowmick scored 100 in Sanskrit and Social Science, and 97% in English, Mathematics and Science.
Dishita Sibal also scored 100 in Sanskrit and Social Science, and 99% in Mathematics and 96% in English and
Science. Vishesh Gupta with 97.2% agg. is at the second position. Vernika Mrig and Jiya Agrawal with 97% agg. are at
the third position. Out of 210 students 60 students scored 90% and above.
The subject wise toppers are: Social Science–100: Arunav Bhowmick, Dishita Sibal, Jiya Agrawal, Rachit
Mantri, Nikhil Isaac. Sanskrit-100: Arunav Bhowmick, Dishita Sibal, Vishesh Gupta, Atharva Tagalpallewar, Siddhant
Poshattiwar and Mahanaryamansingh Bhonsle. Mathematics-100: Vernika Mrig, Ankita Veerabahu. Science-99:
Parth Bora, Siddhant Poshattiwar. Hindi-99: Karanveer Singh Khurana. English 97: Arunav Bhowmick, Ishana
Sureka. e–Publishing & e-Office- 86 : Kavya Bhartia. The number of students who scored A1 in various subjects
are : English-50 students, Mathematics-81students, Social Science-65 students, Science-66 students, Sanskrit-67
students, Hindi-30 students. The scores achieved with tenacity by the students were appreciated by Mrs. Aruna
Upadhyaya, Mr. Arun Upadhyaya, Mrs. Radhika Rajwade and Dr.Jaisingh Rajwade, Directors, Centre Point Group of
Schools, Mrs. Mukta Chatterjee, Executive Director, Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly, Principal, Centre Point School, Katol Road
and Vice Principals, Staff and Students of the school.
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CENTRE POINT SCHOOL KATOL ROAD TOPPERS CLASS X - 2018
Y
rd CIT
3 PPER
O
T

Y
rd CIT
3 PPER
O
T

Arunav Bhowmick
98.2%

Dishita Sibal
98.2%

Vishesh Gupta
97.2%

Jiya Agrawal
97%

Vernika Mrig
97%

Rachit Mantri
96.8%

Nikhil Isaac
96.4%

Sidak Bhatia
96.2%

Parth Bora
95.8%

Riya Roychoudhary
95.6%

Atharva Tagalpallewar
95.4%

Swasti Jain
95.2%

Ammar A. Mallick
95%

Chirag Bhojwani
95%

Vidhi P. Thakkar
94.8%

Siddhant Poshattiwar
94.8%

Nishtha Batra
94.8%

Vanshita Vajirani
94.6%

Sakina Dhamangaonwala
94.6%

Karanveer Singh Khurana
94.6%

Shikhar S. Arora
94.4%

Tanisha Pacheriwala
94.2%

Palak Taori
94.2%

Sharvaree Deshpande
94.2%

Ankita Veerabahu
94%
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Poorna Ambwani
94%

Aditi Kasat
93.8%

Khushi Aswani
93.6%

Ishaan A. Saraf
93.6%

Chirag Shah
93.4%

Sriram Srivatsan
93.4%

Saniya Khushalani
93.4%

Vandya Jaiswal
93.2%

Kautuk Agrawal
93%

Vaishnavi Jaiswal
92.8%

Dheeraj Ahuja
92.8%

Tanishka Kothari
92.6%

Srishti Sahni
92.6%

Rasika Alur
92.6%

Arnav Puri
92.6%

Atharva Balpande
92.4%

Gargi Hiwase
92.4%

Stuti Agrawal
92.4%

Sanjali Khemani
92.4%

Ishika Jain
92.2%

Laveena Tharwani
92%

Sudhanshu Bhure
91.6%
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Blessy Meday
91.6%

Sahej Kaur Sidhu
91.4%
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Ishana Sureka
94%

Intellect & Interest

Jasnoor Kaur Anand
91.2%

Arush Agrawal
91.2%

Bhavesh Katariya
91.%

Bhumika Mittal
90.8%

Aadi Ahuja
90.6%

Nishtha Parashar
90.6%

Palak M. Patel
90.4%

Khushi Verma
90.2%

Drishti Somyani
90%

Kalpesh Katariya
90%

MOHIT & PARTH OF CPS KR SCORE WELL IN MTSE 2018
Mohit Chandak and Parth Gupta of class 10 CPS, KR appeared in the
th
Maharashtra Talent Search Examination conducted on 28 April'18 when the
two students were in class 9. For his meritorious performance in this State
level examination Mohit Chandak was awarded a special prize and Parth
Gupta received a consolation prize. The two industrious students were also
awarded certificates and were applauded in the morning assembly by Mrs.
Shilpee Ganguly, Principal, CPS Katol Road.

Mohit Chandak

Parth Gupta

CENTRE POINTERS ATTEND WORKSHOP ON ELECTRON MICROSCOPY & WIN CASH AWARDS
A workshop on Electron Microscopy was organized on 21st April'18 by Jawaharlal Nehru Aluminum Research
Development and Design Centre (JNARDDC) in association with MME, VNIT, Nagpur and Electron Microscope Society
of India supported by Board of Research in Nuclear Science. From Centre Point School, Katol Road Amruth Menday,
Agnidev Bhattacharya, Kaiz Dhamani, Pali Pranjal, Sonali Kalekar and Vanshika Agrawal of Class 12 Science
Stream, attended the workshop along with Mrs. Manimegalai Sivanand, the Physics teacher. The workshop was
conducted by two eminent scientists, Dr. T.R. Ramachandran (Founder Director JNARDDC, Nagpur, Retd. Professor IIT
Kanpur.) and Dr. P. Parameswaran, (Head XR DSES, Physical Metallurgy Division, IGCAR.) Dr. Ramachandran
introduced scanning Electron Microscopy and Dr. Parameswaran explained the application of SEM and TEM. He
elaborated on the “specimen preparation methods” and led the delegates on
a lab visit to observe the working of the electron microscope. A quiz on
Electron Microscopy was also conducted by Dr. Parameswaran. All the six
students of CPS Katol Road qualified for the final round after the
preliminary written test. After the tough but interesting 6 rounds, Vanshika
Agrawal and Sonali Kalekar won the 1st position. They got a cash prize of Rs.
2250/- and Agnidev Bhattacharya, Kaiz Dhamani stood 3rd and won a cash
prize of Rs. 750/-. All the participants received certificates. The participants
were commended by Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly, Principal, CPS Katol Road.

CPS KR COUNSELLING CELL CONDUCTS WORKSHOP FOR TEACHERS
The team of counselors in Centre Point School, Katol Road conducted a workshop on 22nd June'18 for Class
Teachers of classes 1 to 8. This was part of the Orientation for implementing the ESD curriculum (Emotional,
Social Development) in the classrooms. Class teachers were given an insight into how classroom teaching can be
made effective during the ESD sessions. The ESD curriculum was formulated by the team of counselors of Centre
Point Group of Schools.
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The 3 meritorious students with
Shilpee ma'am & Manimegalai ma'am

National Standard Examination in Physics was conducted by Indian
Association of Physics Teachers on 26th Nov'17. The result was declared
in the last week of April 2018. From CPS, Katol Road, three students of
class 12 Science Stream received certificates of Merit. These included Mohil Mehra, Mehul Madne & Dwaipayan Munshi. They were placed
among the top 10% out of 30 candidates enrolled at this centre. The
examination was conducted at 1509 centres all over India with a total of
58765 candidates enrolled. Mrs. Manimegalai Sivanand of the Physics
department guided the students. The three meritorious students were
commended for their effort by Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly, Principal, CPS KR.

Intellect & Interest

THREE FROM CPS KATOL ROAD DECLARED MERITORIOUS IN PHYSICS NSE

CPS KR CONDUCTS CEREMONY TO FELICITATE TOPPERS & SCHOLARSHIP HOLDERS
Centre Point School, Katol Road conducted a felicitation programme
for the top achievers in the AISSE and AISSCE which was held on 9th July'18.
The guests gracing the occasion were former Principals, Mrs. Supriya
Chaudhuri, Mrs. Kana Roy Chaudhuri, Executive Director, Mrs. Mukta
Chatterjee, Principal Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly, Vice Principal Mrs. Delnaaz
Kapoor, Consultants Mrs. Nirupama Varma & Mrs. Renu Singh,
Coordinator Mrs. Anagha Mishra, teachers and parents. The school
awarded Merit certificates & gift vouchers to its class 12 & class 10 toppers
of 2017-18 batch, which were handed over by Mrs. Mukta Chatterjee,
Executive Director, Centre Point
Toppers class 12 with Mukta ma’am
Group of Schools. Amisha Kelkar the City Topper in class 12 Science Stream
with 97.8%, Tanaya Ramani the 2nd City Topper with 96.8% also received the
Raisoni Award for Excellence for their academic proficiency, which included
a medal and a cash award of 7000/- & 5000/- respectively. Tanmay
Bundiwal was the third topper in Science with 96.2%. Azeem Panjwani who
scored 97% in class 12 Commerce and was the 4th City Topper and Achintya
Kothari with 96.8% were also felicitated. Ishrita Gupta with a whopping
97% declared as the City Topper in Humanities and Niharika Deshpande
with 93.6% and Shivam Mulik with 90.6%, received thunderous applause
Toppers class 10 with Mutka ma’am
for their commendable scores.
Class 10 meritorious students including Arunav Bhowmick & Dishita
Sibal both with a commendable 98.2% were 2nd City Toppers and along
with Vishesh Gupta with 97%, Jiya Agrawal and Vernika Mrig with 97%
were felicitated in the school. These meritorious students also received
the Hitavada Trophies for Excellence in Academics.
On this special occasion the school also declared Scholarship for top
10 meritorious students who have taken admission in CPS, KR. These
industrious students have received a 50% waiver on the school tuition fee
for class 11 & 12. The Declaration For Scholarship was given away at the
Scholarship students with Supriya ma’am
hands of Mrs. Supriya
Chaudhuri, Mrs. Kana Roy Chaudhuri, the two erstwhile Principals of CPS
KR. The Scholarship winners include Aashna Chopra, Arunav Bhowmick,
Jasmine Singh, Ridhima Chopra, Vishesh Gupta, Jiya Agrawal, Vernika
Mrig, Rachit Mantri, Mihir Patil and Sidak Bhatia. Amidst a thunderous
applause, the parents and guests welcomed this gesture by the school.
The high achievers and scholarship winners were commended by the
august gathering. The programme, brilliantly conceptualised by Mrs.
Shilpee Ganguly, was conducted by Mrs. Ziya Buhariwala, Mrs. Esther
Tudu and Mrs. Mousumi Aich.
Scholarship students with Kana Roy ma'am
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CPS KATOL ROAD RECEIVES BEST SCHOOL SHIELD

Centre Point School, Katol Road won the Best School Shield
in West Zone which includes Maharashtra, Gujarat and Goa. This
feat was achieved by participation of the meritorious students of
the school in the FIITJEE Talent Reward Exam held in December
2017 the results of which were declared recently. FIITJEE
provided a platform to the students to know their standing at the
National level. Based on the exemplary performance of its
talented students in Mathematics and Science, Centre Point
School, Katol Road won the Gold Trophy as well as the Silver
Trophy. The school is also the recipient of the Overall Best
School Shield in West Zone. The students who excelled in FTRE 2017 from CPS Katol Road and who brought
glory to the school include : Dhanish Ladwani of class 7, Nikunj Vasayani and Falgun Sukhija of class 8,
Anushka Subramanian of class 9, Mohit Chandak & Parth Gupta of class 10, Arunav Bhowmick of class 11
and Nikhil Isaac an ex-student who passed out class 10 in May'18.
th
In a whole school assembly on Monday 6 Aug'18, the trophies were handed over to Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly,
Principal CPS Katol Road by Mr. David Timothy, Senior Manager, Academic Operations-FIITJEE.

NEW STUDENT COUNCIL SWORN-IN AT CPS KATOL ROAD
The Investiture Ceremony at Centre Point School, Katol Road on 9th
July'18 ushered in a new beginning for all the students to gear up for
House activities in the new session under a new leadership. A Special
Assembly was held and though the rains threatened to play spoilsport,
nothing could dampen the excitement of the incumbent team. The new
Student Council was sworn-in in the august presence of former
Principals, Mrs. Supriya Chaudhuri and Mrs. Kana Roy Chaudhuri,
Executive Director, Mrs. Mukta Chatterjee, Principal, Mrs. Shilpee
Ganguly, Vice Principal, teachers and proud parents. Mrs. Anagha
Mishra, the School Coordinator explained the democratic procedure of
the formation of the student cabinet. The solemn Investiture
Ceremony was conducted by Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly, Principal, Centre
Point School, Katol Road. She announced the positions designated to
New Student Council with Principal,
each of the 30 members of the School Council and gave a detailed
Vice Principal and House In-charges
account of their sterling qualities and achievements.
Advait Jagtap, the School Captain received his sash from Mrs. Renu Singh and his tie and badge from Mrs.
Delnaaz Kapoor. Taranjot Singh Narula the School Vice Captain received the sash from Mrs. Nirupama Varma and
the tie and badge from Mrs. Anagha Mishra. Karanveer Singh Khurana and Vernika Mrig the former School Captain &
School Vice Captain handed over the school flag to them after which they took an oath. As Shilpee Ma'am announced
the names and designation of each member and gave a brief introduction, a thunderous applause went up. The House
in-charges, Blue House-Mrs. Aasawari Chauthaiwale, Green House-Mrs. Prajakta Mistri, Red House- Mrs.
Krishnalata Kurup and Yellow House-Mrs. Shanu Mathew did the honours for their respective House Captains and
Prefects. The outgoing captains handed over the House flags to the new House
Captains proudly displaying their House motto. The cabinet members were a
picture of solemnity as they donned the mantle of responsibility and took the
oath to put duty before self. The school choir, under the guidance of the Music
Dept. enthusiastically rendered a celebratory song in Hindi 'Kandho Se Melte
Hain Kandhe' to celebrate the Investiture.
The new team was congratulated by the guests of honour, the Principal,
Vice Principals, the teachers and the parents. Tree plantation was also done
by the newly elected School Council on 9th July'18 signifying their concern for
the environment and their willingness to shoulder the responsibility of
taking care of Mother Earth.
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BLUE HOUSE :
HOUSE INCHARGE – Mrs. Aasawari Chauthaiwale
House Captain
– Ansh N. Agrawal
House Vice Captain
– Dhruv Rewatkar
Prefect Cultural Activities – Shrutika Jain
Prefect Special Projects – Yashasvi Bhede
Prefect Golden Rules
– Vidhi Gandhi
Prefect Anti Bullying
– Nimish Mishra
Prefect Sports
– Raunit Sethi

GREEN HOUSE :
HOUSE INCHARGE – Mrs. Prajakta Mistri
House Captain
– Girikshit Bandhu
House Vice Captain
– Sanika Bhajani
Prefect Cultural Activities – Devanshi Chokhani
Prefect Special Projects – Samyukta Tati
Prefect Golden Rules
– Daksh Agrawal
Prefect Anti Bullying
– Mohit Chandak
Prefect Sports
– Arbaan Malak

RED HOUSE :
HOUSE INCHARGE – Mrs. Krishnalata Kurup
House Captain
– Anjuli Mothe
House Vice Captain
– Aditi Alsi
Prefect Cultural Activities – Debalina Dutta
Prefect Special Projects – Ritika Jeswani
Prefect Golden Rules
– Sarvesh Singhania
Prefect Anti Bullying
– Ansh Mulchandani
Prefect Sports
– Nalin Iyer

YELLOW HOUSE :
HOUSE INCHARGE – Mrs. Shanu Mathew
House Captain
– Saranya Jaiswal
House Vice Captain
– Yukti Makan
Prefect Cultural Activities – Letitia Nimshi
Prefect Special Projects – Raunak Tibdiwal
Prefect Golden Rules
– Parth Gupta
Prefect Anti Bullying
– Jacinth Meday
Prefect Sports
– Sumeet Gidwani
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CAREER COUNSELLING WORKSHOP CONDUCTED FOR CLASS 11 AT CPS KATOL ROAD
The Career Counselling Cell of CPS, Katol Road organised a workshop for
the students of class 11 on 12th July'18. The resource person, Mr. Pushkar
Thakre, is a faculty member at T.I.M.E. He is an Electrical Engineer from VNIT
and M.B.A from IIM Ahmedabad. He is also a qualified C.A. Mr. Thakre
enlightened the students on various career options and their scopes. He
broadened the perspective of the students regarding careers and made them
aware of the admission procedure to various institutions. He highlighted the
importance of self analysis, identifying their strengths and weaknesses while
choosing a career. It was an enriching workshop for the students. Vernika Mrig
of class 11 introduced the speaker and also proposed the vote of thanks.

Mr. Pushkar addressing the students

THE ECO CLUB OF CENTRE POINT SCHOOL KATOL ROAD

The Eco Club Members

CPS, KR has initiated 'Green Fingers' an Eco Club for its young
enthusiastic students of classes 6 & 7. Green Fingers aims at taking up
various environmental activities in the school and outside it. The club
was introduced by the members of the club in the school Senior
Assembly on 24th July’18. Its aims and objectives were informed to the
students. The teachers Incharge from the school include Rinku
Chakraborty, Soma Datey, Anu Sood, Anindita Thomas, Sruthi Nair,
Roshan Choudhary & Rajesh Gautam.
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AAYUSHI OF CPS KATOL ROAD WINS CASH AWARD IN ICSO

Aayushi Baldwa, an industrious student of class XII Commerce in
Centre Point School, Katol Road cracked the International Company
Secretaries Olympiad conducted by Science Olympiad Foundation. In
the exam conducted in January 2018, the results of which were
announced recently, Aayushi achieved an appreciable International
Rank 30 & a Zonal Rank 3 in Maharashtra & Goa Zone.
She has been awarded a certificate of Zonal Excellence, a Zonal Gold
Medal and a cash prize of 3333/-. In a special assembly in school she
was felicitated by C S Tushar Pahade, Chairman, Nagpur Chapter of
Aayushi with ICSO Award
Company Secretaries, C S Piyush Kataria, Vice Chairman and Sudhakar
Rao (Branch Incharge). Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly, Principal, CPS, KR commended Aayushi for her success in the Olympiad.

ACTIVE PARTICIPATION BY GREEN FINGERS OF CENTRE POINT SCHOOL KATOL ROAD
An Audio-Visual presentation was
organised by Centre Point School, Katol
Road on 26th July'18 for its members of
the school Eco Club 'Green Fingers'.
Mrs Sulabha Chakravarty, the resource
person from KIDS FOR TIGER
conducted the workshop. She gave an
inspiring talk & an excellent power
point presentation which kept the students spellbound & interested. Another
activity was conducted on 29th July'18 in which four members of 'Green Fingers'
joined a rally to mark The Global Tiger Day. Participants from other schools were
also part of this event where awareness about the magnificent endangered big cat
'The Tiger' was shown, Students carried banners with slogans and had their face
painted. The participating members from CPS KR included Saniya Kothari, Amena
Fidvi, Jigesha Shivdasani & Shubhom Mukherjee. It was a good gesture in
environmental awareness. ‘Green Fingers' The eco club of Centre Point School,
Katol Road also participated in a month long competitions to celebrate Global
Tiger Day, which is observed the world over on 29th July'18. Ramdeobaba
Engineering College Environmental Forum (REEF) organized a competition 'How
green is your campus'. There were four segments including online riddles,
videography of the model making, quiz, exhibition of model and logo display. The
final round of 'Model and Logo exhibition' and 'Quiz competition' was held on 28th
July'18 in RKNEC. 11 schools from all over Nagpur participated and displayed their
logos and models. CPS Katol Road were the winners of Wild Life Quiz, which
comprised of Written Rounds, Oral Round and Buzzer Round – Eshan Sarda of VIII D and Jui Jagtap of IX B brought
accolades for the school in this event and received a trophy. The CPS Katol Road participation was laudable.
The Logo was appreciated very much by the Conservator of Forests. The children of the CPS Katol Road Eco Club,
who participated were – Amena Fidvi (IX-E), Kayna Dhamani (IX-E), Sanya Kothari (IX-B), Jui Jagtap (IX-B), Eshan
Sarda (VIII-D), Shubhom Mukherjee (VIII-D), Maanvi Kapoor (VII-F), Anoushka Ingewar (VIII-C), Vikramaditya Sinha
(VII-D), Hriday Agrawal (VII-D), Pratyush Jaiswal (VI-F), Rishit
Agrawal (VI-F). The children were mentored and motivated by
teachers of the Eco Club including Soma Datey, Anu Sood and
Sruthi Nair. The teachers who guided the students in Model
Making were Sujata Giri, Logo Making- Sanjay Waliokar,
Videography- Ashish Dalwankar, Sujata Kanor, Shruti Pillai and
Bhagyashree Deshpande. Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly, Principal, Centre
Point School Katol Road, lauded the students for their enthusiasm
shown in participating in the various events.
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ROBOTICS IN CENTRE POINT SCHOOL KATOL ROAD
Robotics has been initiated in Centre Point School, Katol Road as an
activity in Day boarding time and has received an overwhelming response
from students. The Junior Club includes interested students from classes 3 to
5 while the Senior Club students are from classes 6 to 8. Robotics aims at
enhancing skills in Mathematics, Science & Computer programming. Other
skills that will be honed to perfection include problem solving, team work,
reflection leading to logical and sequential thinking. The sessions started on
19th July. There are 35 members each in the Junior & Senior Club. Faculty
from Neo Robos, Nagpur are training the students and the activity is
powered by Lego Education. The activities are held on every working
Thursday of the week.
The Junior Club and the Senior Club have
finished with three sessions so far. The
activities done by the Junior Club include : 19th
July – Kit introduction, Gear-pulley mechanism
with motor car model and activity. 26th July –
Introduction to wedo 2.0 software with fan
model. 2nd Aug. – Satellite model-construction
& programming. The activities that members of
the Senior Club accomplished include : 19th
July – Model Walker-construction & working.
26th July – Model making crane modelJunior Club Activity
construction & working. The students doing
Robotics in their day boarding time are happy with the enriching experience that
they are receiving as an initiative by Centre Point School.
Senior Club Activity

CPS KR GREEN HOUSE PREFECTS ENCOURAGE STUDENTS TO READ
The Harry Potter series is one of the most celebrated novel series of all times. It holds many records and has
won lots and lots of awards. There is a film series made based on the novels. Its writer, J. K. Rowling, who is a
British author, celebrated her 53rd birthday on 31st July'18. In the light of this event, Mohit Chandak, Devanshi
Chokhani and Daksh Agrawal, the Green House Prefects, urged their school mates to read the novel series by
giving a short speech about it in the morning assembly. They made them aware that the books are available in the
well stocked library of the school. Mohit gave a gist of the series by telling how Harry struggles against Lord
Voldemort, a dark wizard, who intends to become immortal. He also told the gathering that the series included
many genres including fantasy, drama coming of age, thrill, mystery, horror & romance. Devanshi quoted the
words of J. K. Rowling and included her name in the list of children celebrating their birthdays on that day. They
were applauded by the students and commended for their initiative by Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly, Principal, Centre
Point School Katol Road, Vice Principal, staff & students.

A PRESENTATION ON THE ARMED FORCES
th

On 24 July'18, a few students from the Prahar Samaj Jagruti Sanstha conducted a talk for the students of
class 7 about a career in the armed forces. The talk took place in Conference Room 2 on the fifth floor. The Prahar
Samaj Jagruti Sanstha trains young boys and girls who aspire to
become officers in the Indian Armed Forces. The representatives spoke
about selfless devotion to the motherland as a pre-requisite for a
career in the armed forces which is one of the most honourable
professions across the globe. These aspiring Armed forces officers
gave a presentation on the Kargil War. They told stories of valiant war
heroes which raised the patriotic fervor of each student and evoked in
them a desire to serve the nation. The presentation was appreciated by
the students and teachers.
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An Interschool Spelling Bee Competition was organised by Ira International School on 18th Aug'18. Centre Point
School, Katol Road, put up a spectacular show with 2 of the 8 participants making it to the 2nd round surging ahead of
about 250 other participants from 28 schools. The spellers, all from class 10, Centre Point School, Katol Raod, were –
Simran Sharma, Ayushi Kothari, Dipshikha Das, Jagrit Khatri, Ritika Jeswani, Shivam Jha, Girikshit Bandhu &
Nalin Iyer. Simran Sharma and Ayushi Kothari proved their mettle and advanced to the 2nd round, which was a
Synonym Round. Simran qualified for the 3rd round and reached the final round where she was eliminated in a tiebreaker. She was the 2nd Runner-up. The students who had been preparing for the competition received participation
certificates. They were trained by Esther Tudu of the English Department.

CROONERS OF CPS KATOL ROAD BRING LAURELS
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CPS KATOL ROAD PARTICIPATES IN SPELLING BEE COMPETITION

The strong choir of Centre Point School, Katol Road
participated in various singing competitions & were appreciated
for their talent & training. The First event was organised by
Lokmat Campus Club and Adarsh Sanskar Vidyalaya. It was an
interschool patriotic song competition held on 18th Aug'18 at
Scientific Hall. The crooners of CPS Katol Road participated in 2
groups, i.e. Middle School and High School. The singers in the
middle school category were : Kaveri Gadre, Anshaja Tarkunde,
Ira Satpathy, Siddhant Malpani, Shruti Vasani, Amrit Rughwani,
Utkarsha Atal, Deepika Kewalramani, V. Esther Tirgah, Gauri
Singers of Middle Group
Prasad, T. Aarya Rao. The crooners from high school included :
Kunal Diplani, Aryansh Thapar, Sanya Kothari, Himanshu Trivedi, Raghav Gadre, Nalin Iyer, Nehal Sanghi, Arindam
Kanoria, Advaid Patwardhan, Aditya Bagchi, Saanya Pillai. The Second competition was organised by Lotus Cultural
and Sporting Association. It was again an interschool patriotic group song competition in memory of Late.
Ravishankar Tarachand Madan held on 21st Aug'18 at Gandhibagh garden. A total of 29 schools participated in 3
categories, i.e. Primary, Middle and High School. In the Junior group i.e. class III to V the talented singers of CPS Katol
Road bagged the 2nd position and a cash prize of 1100/-. In the middle school category also CPS KR stood 2nd and was
awarded a cash prize of Rs. 1100/-. The participants in the Junior category were : Shubhashree Waghmare, Nishi
Dangra, Sayali Pakhmode, Surabhi Jajoo, Aagam Jain, Paridhi Sedani, Omisha Jain, T. Sowmiya, Daliya Bhattacharya,
Kritika Uppal, Kavya Jaiswal, Anannya Ingewar. Participants in the middle school category included : Deepika
Kewalramani, T. Aarya Rao, Gauri Prasad, Amrit Rughwani, Kaveri Gadre, Anshaja Tarkunde, Ira Satpathy, Pranay
Golechha, Siddhant Malpani, Esther Tirzah, Asmita Bag, Shruti Vasani. Participants from the high school included :
Nalin Iyer, Saanya Pillai, Aditya Bagchi, Advaid Patwardhan, Arindam Kanoria, Nehal Sanghi, Raghav Gadre, Himanshu
Trivedi, Sanya Kothari, Aryansh Thapar, Kunal Dipani. The Third singing event was organised by The Royal
Gondwana Public School which had organised “OCTAVE” an interschool patriotic Group Singing Competition held on
24th Aug'18 in its school campus. A Total of 28 schools participated in 2 groups i.e. middle and high school. CPS KR
singers stood 1st in this competition & received a large impressive Trophy. The winners from the middle school
included : Kaveri Gadre, Anshaja Tarkunde, Ira Satpathy, Siddhant Malpani, Shruti Vasani, Amrit Rughwani,, Utkarsha
Atal, Deepika Kewalramani, V. Esther Tirzah, Gauri Prasad, T. Aarya Rao, Pratyush Jaiswal. And the participants from
high school were : Aditya Bagchi, Saanya Pillai, Advaid Patwardhan, Arindam Kanoria, Raghav Gadre, Nehal Sanghi,
Himanshu Trivedi, Devanshi Chokhani, Nalin Iyer, Aryansh Thapar and Kunal Dipani. A Fourth event was organised
by Sanskrit Department. It had organised an interschool patriotic group song competition on 25th Aug'18 at G. H.
Raisoni CBSE Vidya Niketan. Thirty one schools participated in
this challenging competition. Only lyrics were given to the
participating schools and they had to set it to music themselves.
Pankaj Rangari the Hindi music teacher from CPS KR set the music
for the song and the crooners of CPS KR it to perfection to bag the
1st position. The singers included : Pratyush Jaiswal, Vihaan
Saraf and Jagjeevan Thakral.
Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly, Principal, Centre Point School Katol
Road, Vice Principals, staff & students commended the singers
and the effort put in by the Music Department.
Singers of Junior Group
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UNIVARIETY TRAINING ORGANISED BY CAREER COUNSELLING CELL OF CPS KATOL ROAD

As an initiative to acclimatize students and parents to the use of the
new Univariery Portal offered by Centre Point School for seeking career
guidance, training sessions were organized on the 2nd and 3rd of August,
2018 for all students of classes 9 to 12 and their parents. The resource
person was Mrs. Pamela Ray Pawar, a Certified Global Career Counselor
and trainer from Univariety. Through an interactive Power Point
Presentation and one-on-one interaction with students and parents,
she spoke about the different milestones on the Career Path of a
student, the importance of career counselling and the need to plan and
research for reaching one's destination. A clear understanding of the roles of 'Interest' and 'Aptitude' in deciding a
Career Path was explained. An orientation about the various resources available on the portal helped the students and
parents to understand how to use research tools, library of webinars, mock
tests, different psychometric tests, Deep Dive Section for information on
various careers. The opportunities to connect with universities admission
officers and interact with alumni for valuable guidance were also explored.
The students showed great enthusiasm about the Live Chat facility with a
professional career counsellor through this portal, as it can be availed online
at a time convenient to them. An analysis of scatter grams, brain mapping
techniques, understanding of financial and Non-financial domains helped
students to get a better idea of different aspects of their profiles to be worked
upon to enhance their chances
of selection to eminent universities across different countries. Parents were
happy to know that a record of every interaction of their ward on this portal
will be available for them to track through separate login IDs which will be
provided to them and this exclusive facility comes to every student free of cost
as an endeavour of the Centre Point School management for the role it believes
it must play in guiding the students through this path in their life. On 4th Aug’18
Teacher Counselors of the school also underwent intensive training to equip
them in helping and guiding the students through this powerful portal.

CPS KATOL ROAD MUNners BRING LAURELS IN MODMUN 2018
Student participants of Centre Point School, Katol Road gave an
impressive performance in MODMUN 2018 conducted on 11th & 12th
Aug'18 in Modern School, Koradi. The MUNners exuded confidence and
expressed their views with conviction. They represented different
countries through various committees and won prizes for their
performance. Aryansh Thapar of class 9, Devanshi Malviya of class 10 and
Prakriti Sharma of class 11 secured a VERBAL MENTION. Aaryan Gantavar
of class 9 secured a HIGH COMMENDATION and Jayeesha Taneja of class 11
received a SPECIAL MENTION. Ira Urkude also of class 11 was declared as
the BEST PHOTOGRAPHER. The MUNners worked under the guidance of
Mrs. Tripti Rathi, Mrs. Mani Verma & Mrs. Papiya Debroy of the Social Studies Dept of the school. The MUNners & Mentors
were commended by Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly, Principal, CPS Katol Road, Vice Principals, staff & students.

READER OF THE WEEK IN CPS KATOL ROAD
The three students selected for the Reader of the Week title in CPS, KR included : Raunak Golchha of IV A and S.
Sanidhya Jain of IV B who read 4 and 5 books respectively. Raunak gave a review of 'Noddy Goes To Work' and S. Sanidhya
gave the review of Fairy Tales. They have been consistently reading books by good authors available in the school library.
Raunak Golchha
S. Sanidhya Jain Sanika Palsapure
They were awarded the 'Reader of the Week' badge for one week i.e. 10th to 18th
Aug'18 and also received a discount coupon of 15% from City Book Shop.
Sanika Palsapure of VIII A read 7 books and gave the review of 'Divergent'.
She is a voracious reader and has been awarded the 'Reader of the Week' badge
for one week i.e. 20th to 28th Aug'18. She also received a discount coupon of 15%
from the City Book Shop.
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Morning Assemblies become Special on Tuesdays and Fridays
for the students of Centre Point School, Katol Road. On Tuesdays
students of classes 6 to 10 and on Fridays students of classes 1 to 5
get to showcase their talent in the assembly with the support of the
Music and Dance department of the school.
In the special assembly conducted on 3rd Aug'18, Saanvi Sahni
of class 5 D regaled the staff & students by singing the song 'Bandhe
hain hum uske'. On Saturday the 4th Aug'18, Cyrus
Ghosh a talented vocalist & percussionist from class 11
G floored the audience including the Principal, Vice
Arayansh Thapar & Jacinth Meday
Principal, staff & students with his exceptionally brilliant. Tabla performance giving a glimpse of
India's rich culture. He took the audience on a journey of the country from East to West & North to
South and all this with only the variations in the 'taal' on his tabla. On Tueday 7th Aug'18, Arayansh
Thapar of class 9 F sang a popular Western song with the guitar as the accompaniment played by
him and by Jacinth Meday of class 10 C. The Special Assembly, tapping the potential of the
students, was conceptualised by of Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly, Principal, CPS Katol Road.

CPS KATOL ROAD STUDENTS DISCOVER THEIR CULTURAL ROOTS
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SPECIAL ASSEMBLY IN CPS KATOL ROAD

Cyrus Ghosh

The 6th International Convention of SPICMACAY, held at IIT Kharagpur, provided a platform to discover their roots and
experience the rich cultural heritage to 7 students of CPS Katol Road – Farha Mirza, Shardul Kamble, Prithav Bang, Jigesh
Chhangani, Mahi Laddhad (all from 12 E), Divya Bhargav and Prachi Tiwari (12 A) and their teacher in-charge Mrs. Kirtee
Bokare. The Intercon was not only a meeting ground for delegates across the globe (Australia, Bhutan, Bangladesh, Belarus,
Japan, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Kenya etc.) but also for them to listen to world renowned exponents of various art forms, thus
making them aware of their legacy and discovering their true selves.
The five day cultural fest at the picturesque sprawling campus of IIT-Kharagpur, served as a catalyst to spark and ignite
the young minds and kept them connected to the rich and varied world of Indian classical art forms and heritage. The
Intercon included nearly 40 workshops and Intensives, including morning Yoga sessions, 17 classical music and dance
concerts (classical, folk and puppetry) besides screening cinema classics as Richard Attenborough's 'Gandhi' and an
engrossing soul stirring play- reading by noted film personalities Shabana Azmi and Javed Akhtar. In an attempt to enable
the delegates to become worthy custodians of their heritage, roots and identity, they were allotted intensives to learn
various art forms by acclaimed artists and artisans of India. Farha learnt the basics of Bharatnatyam while Divya excelled in
Kalighat painting. Prithav was enchanted by the intricacies of Mughal wood carving while Jigesh tried his hands at Kangra
Painting. Mahi made an attempt to learn Kathak while Prachi and Shardul enjoyed clay pottery. Even the teachers were not
left behind. Kirtee ma'am enhanced her vocal singing skills while Rinku ma'am tried to perfect the nuances of patua
painting. This grand cultural fest spanning five days, gave a chance to the
dynamic young delegates to experience the mysticism embodied in the rich
and heterogeneous cultural tapestry of Indian and world heritage, through
musical concerts such as violin by Dr. N. Rajam, Carnatic Vocal by Vidwan T.V.
Shankar Narayanan, Hindustani vocal by Begum Parveen Sultana and Vidushi
Ashwini Bhide Deshpande, Mohanveena by Pt. Vishwamohan Bhatt, Sitar by
Ustad Shahid Parvez, Chitraveena by Vidwan Ravikiran and Ghatam by
Vidwan Vikku Vinayakram. Dance recitals – Sattriya by Guru Ghanakanta
Bora, Bharatnatyam by Vidushi Priyadarshini Govind, Koodiattam by Shri
Margi Madhu Chakyar and Puppetry by Sudeep Gupta enthralled and
charmed the delegates. The Music-in-prayer session that included Qwwali by Chishti Brother, Gurbani by Baljeet Singh
Namdhari, Baul Sangeet by Shyam Sunder Das as well as Art Talk by Smt. Anjolie Ela Menon, aroused the devotional and
aesthetic feelings of the delegates. Moreover, the overnight concert by eminent top vocalists of the country of both
hindustani and Carnatic genre – Pt. Ulhas Kashalkar, Vidushi, Shruti Sadolikar, Pt. Ajoy Chakraborty and Ustad F. Wasifudin
Dagar inspired and enthused the delegates, helping them in their inward journey towards self-discovery. The early morning
yoga sessions, the focus on punctuality, the spirit of service and Volunteerism or 'Nishkam Seva', that are intrinsically
woven into the pattern of this ashram life, play a major role in influencing the way of life and thinking of the young delegates
whose lives are impacted greatly at a later stage. It is this aspect of SPICMACAY that makes a delegate come back for more
and our delegates too returned home, carrying in their hearts a solid value based education that involved absorption of
aesthetics and spirituality to fight against an increasingly technical mundane and competitive world.
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SANCHI BHIMBETKA EDUCATIONAL TOUR

An educational tour was conducted for the Humanities students of class 12 of Centre Point School, Katol
Road. The students visited the UNESCO World Heritage sites of Sanchi and Bhimbetka from 16th to 19th Aug'18.
The students were accompanied by the school senior teachers Mrs. Bhagyashree Soman and Mrs. Aruna
Jaiswal. There was an expert guide from the Archaeological Survey of India to explain the salient features of the
sites. The students study some important Archaeological and Historical sites in their CBSE class 12 curriculum
and it was therefore important for them to reinforce the classroom explanation more importantly this
excursion was undertaken as a part of British Council Project for the International School Award. The group was
assigned a lot of tasks to be conducted at the site. Some did photography; few were in charge of taking
interviews of the other tourists and local people, while some sketched the sites from different angles. All the
students diligently carried out their duties and collected valuable material for the project. The primary
objective of the educational tour was to develop an understanding and appreciation for the rich heritage and culture
and at Sanchi, the students learnt the essence of Buddhist architecture and sculpture. The pre-historic paintings of
Bhimbetka left everyone spellbound. The visit to the Bhopal State Museum and Tribal Museum was a great cultural
experience. The excursion was a very successful one & the students were able to apply their lessons to the real world.

BHOPAL TRIP
A Report by Akanksha Mishra of class XII “We started on our journey en route Bhopal, staying awake until the
teachers had to force us to sleep (of course). History is more than just the past of civilizations. A passion for history was
what had brought us to Madhya Pradesh. Stacking luggage like a bootleg game of Tetris, we rode to our hotel on a rainy
morning. Even on the cramped and gloomy morn, passing by monuments like the Taj-ul-Masajid got us a giddy inside.
After the necessities were taken care of, we departed to tour for the day. The Bhojeshwar Temple at Bhojpur, known for its
18 ft. tall monolithic shivalinga, was our first stop. Built by King Bhoj for his devout queen, the temple stands on a hill near
the Betwa River, the one where Kunti had abandoned Karna in Mahabharata. Lush greenery and cold winds gave the
incomplete temple a rustic backdrop, and it was hard to not lie down and take in the moment. A slab that lay beside held
the ancient plans for the temple, faded blueprints from centuries ago. Having a quick lunch at an eatery on a highway, we
arrived at the Bhimbetka Caves. The caves contained evidences of Homo erectus residence from several millennia ago.
Rock faces all over the area contain cave paintings that have been ageing for quite a while, some for almost 30,000 years.
The painting of the Roaring Animal showcases the only documentation at the caves of humans being attacked by wildlife.
The Zoo Rock is a huge rock face showcasing hundreds of animal figures. Other paintings showed “wizards” dancing,
hunters approaching prey and even medieval paintings showcasing battles. Our prehistoric tour was interrupted by a
heavy shower, and we had to take shelter in the caves. I would be lying if I did not have the urge to strike up a fire like our
ancient ancestors had thousands of years ago. Exhausted, we reached our abode at eve for bite and bed. The next day, we
set for Sanchi. On the way, we stopped at the Tropic of Cancer because pictures are very important, okay? Now, let's talk
about the Sanchi Stupa because that place was amazing. On a stretch of around 50 acres, the three stupas, the Gupta
temple, the Ashokan pillar and the remains of a monastery stood calmly. It was as if our textbooks had sprung to life. The
guide explained, in detail, the votive inscriptions on the railing, the many carvings on the gateways with the history and
philosophy behind them, and the every other detail about the complex. Ashoka had built the Great Stupa here and we felt
Students on the excursion with Aruna ma’am & Bhagyashree ma’am that peace. We started for our next destination. Just next to the
road, like any other building, stood the Udayagiri Caves. These
rock-cut caves house some of the oldest Hindu temples and
iconography. Sculptures of Reclining Vishnu and the Varaha
Avatar were guarded by iron gates. Many sculptures were
unfortunately damaged, usually beheaded, due to wars and
vandalism.
On the last day of the trip, in the Bhopal State Museum, we
saw artefacts varying from fossilized trees and seals from the
Indus Valley to letters of the Independence struggle and
flintlock pistols. The Tribal Museum, which was more of an
exhibit, showcased how the native tribes of Madhya Pradesh
lived. It also exhibited their beliefs and their practices. We
boarded the train in the evening which marked the end of our
historical excursion”.
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EXEMPLARY PERFORMANCE IN CBSE BY CPS WN CLASS 12

The Class XII students of Centre Point School, Wardhaman Nagar who appeared for their AISSCE for the 201718 session invested earnest efforts tasted sweet success. Hailing from all three streams i.e. Science, Commerce and
Humanities, these high achievers made their alma-mater very proud. Securing a perfect 100% result, the school
maintained its academic excellence by recording commendable scores in all the three streams. The A1s achieved by
the students in all subjects were : English-71, Economics-16, Business Studies-17, Physical Education-18,
Accountancy-22, Political Science-2, Multi Media & Web Technology-2, Mathematics-7, Physics-2,
Chemistry-3, Biology-1, History-9. COMMERCE STREAM : Ruling the achievers roost with a stupendous score of
95.4% was Mishika Singla who also bagged a whopping score of 98% in Accountancy. Trailing behind her by a
whisker were two joint toppers for the second position namely Adityaraj Modhsaraf and Ritik Gurnani who
clinched 95.2% with Ritik Gurnani securing an excellent score of 99% in Accountancy. Muskan Rathi with an
admirable score of 94.8% emerged as the third topper of the school. SCIENCE STREAM : Ketan Lambat played a
master stroke to emerge the topper with an enviable 95% under his belt with Soumya Agrawal laying claim to the
position of the second topper with a praiseworthy 93.2%. Palak Amesar was elated to notch up 91.6% with her
meritorious performance. Here's a look at the performances of the top achievers. HUMANITIES STREAM : Simran Dey
rose to the top of the charts with a commendable 90%, emerging as the topper in this stream while Dhristi Joshi secured a
creditable second position with 86% in her kitty. Krupa Sheth earned a deserving 85% to become the 3rd school topper.
The brilliant and remarkable performance of the students earned them a huge round of applause from Mrs. Aruna
Upadhyaya and Mr. Arun Upadhyaya, the Founder Directors of Centre Point Group of Schools, Mrs. Radhika Rajwade and Mr.
Jai Singh Rajwade, Directors, Centre Point Group of Schools, Mrs. Mukta Chatterjee, Executive Director, Mrs. Sumathi
Venugopalan, Principal, Centre Point School, Wardhaman Nagar and the entire staff of the school. Hearty congratulations
also rang out for all the teachers whose untiring efforts, mentoring and guidance reaped these wonderful results.

CPS WARDHMAN NAGAR CLASS XII COMMERCE TOPPERS-2018

Mishika Singla
95.4%

Ritik S. Gurnani
95.2%

Adityaraj Modhsaraf
95.2%

Muskan Rathi
94.8%

Sakshi Motghare
93.8%

Nandini Mundra
93.8%

Dipesh Lakhwani
93.8%

Sakhi R. Sarda
93.6%

Vidhi Kothari
92.8%

Ankit Diwani
91.8%

Murtaza Topiwala
91%

Gaurangi Jaiswal
90%

Nidhi Vijaywargia
89%

Neeraj Vatyani
88%

Achal Suchak
88%

Megha K. Saboo
86.6%

Om V. Sawarkar
86.4%

Yash Shah
86.2%

Ronak Chawla
86.2%

Manan Neb
86.2%

Pulkit G. Malhotra
85.8%

Nishtha Sibal
85.6%

Anvi Chauhan
85.6%

Paras Shah
85%
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Anjali Jain
85%

Akshit D. Baidmutha
85%

CENTRE POINT SCHOOL WARDHMAN NAGAR CLASS XII SCIENCE TOPPERS-2018

Ketan Lambat
95%

Somya Agrawal
93.2%

Palak Amesar
91.6%

Khushi Sajnani
88.8%

Ayush Kannake
86.6%

CPS WARDHMAN NAGAR CLASS XII HUMANITIES TOPPERS-2018

Simran Dey
90%

Drushti Joshi
86%

Krupa Sheth
85%

STUPENDOUS PERFORMANCE BY CPSWN CLASS X STUDENTS IN AISSE 2017-18
The super achievers of Centre Point School, Wardhaman Nagar excelled in the CBSE Class X Examination
2018. Not only did they prove that the phobia surrounding 'full course' remained a misconstrued one but also
became sterling examples of balancing academics with co-curricular activities.
Girls reigned supreme as the elated school topper, Kriti Jejani set a new benchmark by securing an
outstanding 97.6 % with a whopping 100 in Social Science and 99% in Sanskrit. In close pursuit, Riya Jain
emerged second topper with an equally impressive 97.2% in her kitty with a 100 in Mathematics while
Shruti Jham's very admirable 96.8% with a 100 in Sanskrit skyrocketed her to the third position. The
excellent results gave the school another reason to celebrate as 5 students achieved a perfect score of 100 in
Social Science with 3 students proving their proficiency in Sanskrit with scores of 100 and 2 students
showing their mastery in Mathematics with scores of 100.
With 253 students appearing for the examination, as many as 64 students scored above 90% and a 100
above 85%. In addition, 41 students secured an A1 in English, 61 in Mathematics, 69 in Science, 73 in
Social Science, 20 in Hindi and 84 in Sanskrit. This exemplary performance couldn't have been possible
without the perseverance, tenacity and hard work of the students and teachers and the constant support of
parents. With academics and co-curricular activities being joint thrust areas, the commendable result became
an added feather in the school's cap of success and merited congratulations from Mr. Arun Upadhyaya and Mrs.
Aruna Upadhyaya, Founder Directors, Centre Point Group of Schools, Mrs. Radhika Rajwade and Mr. Jai Singh
Rajwade, Directors, Centre Point Group of Schools, Mrs. Mukta Chatterjee, Executive Director, Mrs. Sumathi
Venugopalan, Principal, the Vice-Principals and the staff of the school.
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CENTRE POINT SCHOOL WARDHMAN NAGAR TOPPERS CLASS X - 2018

Kriti Jejani
97.6%

Riya Jain
97.2%

Shruti Jham
96.8%

Keshav Mundra
96.6%

Tasneem Vali
96.6%

Vidhi Raika
96.4%

Divya S. Suchak
96.2%

Krish Agrawal
96.%

Phalguni Karumuri
96%

Hardik Somaiya
95.8%

Kanika Kedia
95.8%

Kumkum Jhawar
95.8%

Nikta V. Daga
95.8%

Shritija Agrawal
95.6%

Tanishq Kohli
95.2%

Atharvaraj Modhsaraf
95%

Afifa Zarin
94.8%

Tanvi Singh
94.8%

Chirag V. Jaju
94.6%

Priyank Shah
94.6%

Jaini Pasad
94.4%

Kshitij Agarkar
94.4%

Harshal M. Kariya
94.2%

Pranshu Khandelwal
94.2%

Vedant Gawande
94.2%

Saurabh Suchak
94%

Chetna Bhansali
93.8%

Dhanashree Akotkar
93.8%

Falguni Gupta
93.8%

Rounit Amesar
93.8%
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Harsh P. Thawale
93.6%

Harsh Raoka
93.4%

Vaidahi Paliwal
93.4%

Devesh Ghodpage
93.2%

Kunal Verma
93.2%

Aaditya Kiratkar
92.8%

Gaurav Jaiswal
92.8%

Akanksha Soni
92.6%

Ashish Gupta
92.6%

Hitesh Sugandh
92.4%

Hiya Sejpal
92.4%

Rohil Agarwal
(Bhiwapurkar) 92.4%

Chirag Pillai
92.2%

Anshul Kedia
92%

Vaidehi Satfale
92%

Aditi Hatewar
91.8%

Ayushi Singh
91.6%

Hiral Parekh
91.4%

Shriyash Saxena
91.2%

Rohit Dhengle
91%

Arya Suda
90.8%

Ritik Jain
90.8%

Avinash Praveen
90.6%

Vedika Lakhanpal
90.6%

Ishika Kalra
90.4%

Khushi Goyal
90.2%

Prabhash Bhajani
90%

Purab Chandrana
90%
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FIRST ALUMNI LAUNCH AT CPSWN

It turned out to be a memorable day, a poignant moment at
Centre Point School, Wardhaman Nagar as it welcomed back its very
first batch of Class X students of 2006 to be an important part of a
th
prestigious event to be held that morning on 30 June '18 – the
Investiture Ceremony. The occasion also marked the first Alumni
Launch venued in the NKP Salve Hall of the school. The inaugural,
18 student-strong Class X batch, most of whom were also Student
Council members were personally contacted from the school and
invited to be a part of the Alumni
Meet. An official e-mail was later
sent to them whereby they filled
up the alumni form on the school
website and became
immortalized in the school's
database. It was a pleasure to see
as many as 14 of them becoming
a part of the memorable event.
Being proudly honoured with a
Members of the first batch with
their proud Principal & teachers
token of appreciation by Mrs.
Mukta Chatterjee, the founder Principal of the school, now Executive
Director, along with the Principal, Mrs. Sumathi Venugopalan , the first
'Censhines' included Amod Gupta, Apurva Gokhale, Divya Suhandani,
Himanshu Patel, Nikita Agrawal, Punit Jain, Rachana Menon,
Sameedha Sahane, Tanay Shrivastava, Yogesh Aswani, Tanvi Jain,
Aaditya Jain (was in
Mrs. Chatterjee honouring students
of first Class X batch
school till Class VIII),
Sawmitra Anadeo and Aayush Gajbhiye. All these students
have achieved great heights of success in their respective fields
and are all proud to call themselves ex-Centre Pointers!
Amongst them, two ex-students had some endearing words to
say to the young audience. Rachna Menon, the first School
Captain, who is now working as a teacher and a curriculum
designer, could actually relate herself to the present School
Captain and could remember the day when she was badged as
a School Captain. She recalled how the nervousness she felt at
that time could be sensed by her school mates. Tanay
Shrivastava, who was actually the naughtiest one of the batch,
is now working at MNC, Bangalore. His motivational words
encouraged the children to listen to their hearts and achieve
great success in future. He considers himself as a branch of the
ever flowering tree, The Centre Point Group of Schools. After
badging the new Student Council Members of Centre Point
School, Wardhaman Nagar, they had an interesting interaction
with the teachers who had taught them and were pleased to see
their class photos displayed on the soft boards. They had a
delightful time reading the remarks from their teachers and
even saw their Class X result as it had appeared in the
newspaper. They even came up with ideas where they could do
something for the school in terms of Community Service.
Going down memory lane & interacting with their teachers
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DIVINE BLESSINGS SOUGHT AT CPSWN

'Look back and thank God, look forward and
trust God, for it is Him who can close doors that
no man can open and it is Him who can open
doors that no man can.' Keeping this thought in
mind, Classes X and XII at Centre Point School,
Wardhaman Nagar attended a traditional
'puja' invoking the divine blessings of
Goddess Saraswati to give an auspicious start
Mrs. Sumathi Venugopalan performing the Saraswati Puja and
Teachers seek blessings as Class X students look on
to their new academic session. Venued in the
multi- purpose hall of the school on 2nd April '18, the ceremony began with the school Principal, Mrs. Sumathi
Venugopalan, the Vice Principals and teachers teaching Classes IX to XII lighting the traditional lamp. A solemn
atmosphere prevailed as prayers were said by the whole gathering. In her address that followed, Sumathi Ma'am offered
them good wishes, advising them to adhere to time management and make
good use of their time and caliber to prepare well for their upcoming year.
Reminding them of the 'full course' syllabus, she stressed on the importance
of maintaining a disciplined schedule and keeping focus as these are the
years that set a definite course into their future. On a concluding note, the
students accepted 'prasad' as a divine offering and sought blessings from all
their teachers before they returned to their classes to begin their first day.

SPICMACAY OFFERS UNFORGETTABLE OPPORTUNITY TO CPSWN STUDENTS
SPICMACAY, Nagpur Chapter continues to
offer culture buffs of Centre Point School,
Wardhaman Nagar great opportunities to make
themselves more aware about Indian and world
cultural heritage. This makes their education
more holistic and meaningful as it highlights all
Urja & Kreeshna giving a vocal performance that is abstract, inspiring and mystical in the
Meghna's presentation with her doll
world, teaching one to look within oneself. One
more opportunity came their way when five girls
along with their teacher, Mrs. Pallavi Punekar
got a chance to attend the Sixth International
Convention of SPICMACAY at IIT, Kharagpur
from 3rd to 9th June '18. As part of a disciplined
regime that began in the wee hours of the morning
Teresa presenting her art
and continued till the day's end, the 5 attendees
Prakriti presenting a few Kathak steps
actively participated in the respective intensives chosen by them. A Class XII student,
Meghna Aryan chose puppetry as her intensive where she learned to make dolls from Shri Sudeep Gupta, a wellknown artist from DOLLS Theatre. Not only did she learn how to make her own puppet but also got a chance to dramatize it
along with the other participants. Prakriti Shrivastav, also from Class XII learnt Kathak from Smt. Malbika Mitraji. She
discovered her mentor to be a treasure trove of knowledge and considered herself lucky to be trained under her during
those 6 days. Also from Class XII, Meenakshi Ruia felt very lucky to get an opportunity to learn Fado, which for the
uninitiated means 'Goan folk music', an art which was taught to her by Ms. Sonia Shirsat. Teresa Roy, also hailing
from Class XII, was a part of the Sholapith Intensives. Talented singers from Class X, Urja Bahadure and Kreeshna
Gahlod were only too thrilled to learn Hindustani vocals from Shri Omkar
Dadarkar. The attendees found themselves mesmerized every evening as they
watched and listened to scintillating performances by renowned Indian artists who set
the stage ablaze with their talent and energy.
The five participants left the audience enthralled and inspired by all that they had
learnt when they gave a brief presentation during the morning assembly in the
school. They expressed their gratitude to everyone including Mrs. Sumathi
Venugopalan , their Principal, Vice Principals, Mrs. Abha Parashar, Coordinator,
SPICMACAY Nagpur Chapter and Mrs. Pallavi Punekar for encouraging them and
giving them this once in a lifetime opportunity.
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GRAND FELICITATION OF CPSWN SUPER ACHIEVERS

The stupendous results of Class XII and X students at Centre
Point School, Wardhaman Nagar in the AISSE, especially in the
daunting face of 'full course' earned them huge rounds of hearty
congratulations from everyone. On 30th June'18, beginning with the
Class X toppers where girls captured the limelight by bagging
the top three pole positions, Kriti Jejani (97.6%), Riya Jain
(97.2%) and Shruti Jham (96.8%) were awarded with the
prestigious Hitavada Trophies by Mrs. Mukta Chatterjee,
Executive Director of Centre Point Group of Schools in the presence
The Class X awardees of the Hitavada Trophies
of their proud parents. The school also awarded special gift
vouchers to felicitate the Class XII toppers from all the three streams at the hands of the Principal, Mrs. Sumathi
Venugopalan along with their parents. The Commerce Stream toppers being felicitated included Mishika Singla
(95.4%), Adityaraj Modhsaraf and Ritik Gurnani (95.2%) and Muskan Rathi (94.8%) while vouchers were also
presented to the three Science toppers i.e. Ketan Lambat (95%),
The Class XII awardees
Somya Agrawal (93.2%) and Palak Amesar (91.6%). The awardees
from the Humanities Stream i.e. Simran Dey (90%), Drishti Joshi
(86%) and Krupa Sheth (85%) were also gifted vouchers at the hands of
Mrs. Venugopalan. All the elated awardees were congratulated heartily for
their achievements by Mrs. Venugopalan who wished them the very best
in all their future endeavours and also acknowledged the instrumental
role of parents in their success.

CPSWN MERIT HOLDERS AWARDED SPECIAL SCHOLARSHIPS
Not only did the meritorious students of Class X from Centre Point
School, Wardhaman Nagar prove that extra curricular activities and
academic excellence can go so well hand-in-hand but they also stamped
their self reliance loud and clear. Many of them weaved their own success
stories solely on their own steam without the support of tuitions, facing
the 'full course' challenge head on.
It was only apt that the school management expressed its appreciation
The proud scholarship recepients
of their achievement and acknowledged their unwavering dedication and
will power by honouring and rewarding them. All the meritorious ones were granted a special scholarship in the
form of a 50% waiver on the tuition fee for the next two years i.e. Classes XI and XII. These were presented to all
students by Mrs. Zahida Malik, former Vice Principal of the school on 30th June '18. The awardees included Kriti
Jejani, Riya Jain, Shruti Jham, Tasneem Vali, Divya Suchak, Nikita Daga, Tanishq Kohli, Atharvraj Modhsaraf
and Priyank Shah. But of course, the achievers also merited a big round of applause and congratulations from the
school management, teachers, parents and the students who witnessed the programme.

CPSWN CYBER WHIZKIDS EXCEL IN OLYMPIAD
Students of CPS, W’Nagar demonstrated their awareness about cyber security and cyber safety when they
participated in the National Level Inter-School Cyber Olympiad which was conducted by Appsoft Infosystem Pvt.
Ltd. in association with Wisemindz. Conducted on 27th Feb '18 for Class VII students, the examination saw an
enthusiastic participation and had some bright minds clinching the top positions. While Pranish Panpaliya and
Harshita Bothra bagged the 1st position, the second place was shared by Hiteshree Nagarnaik, Janak Patel,
The proud winners of the Cyber Olympiad
Tanay Mohata, Shreya Sawalkar, Vikram Jaiswal and Prathamesh
Chaakankar. The acheivements did not end with the students as the school
was also awarded a special Certificate of Participation for 'Active
endorsement of Information Security and Cyber Safeguard'. Working
under the close guidance and training of their Computer teachers, Mrs. Renu
Muniyal, Mrs. Aparna Shrivastava, Mrs. Smita Chakankar, Mrs. Pragya
Chakraborti and Mrs. Seema Bhad, the achievers were hearitly congratulated
by the school management and staff for their wonderful performance.
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CPSWN ARTISTS CAPTURE LIMELIGHT ON THE NATIONAL STAGE

Talented performers from Centre Point School,
Wardhaman Nagar showcased their skills at the
prestigious All India Multilingual Drama, Dance,
Music Contest – '14th Global Harmony 2018 which
was jointly organized by the Akhil Bharatiya
Sanskrutik Sangh, Pune and UNESCO. The
multifaceted Aishwarya Yerpude from Vivekanand
Kala Academy and a student of the school
Disha Murarka
Aishwarya Yerpude
participated in this contest and was awarded a
trophy and a Talent Certificate after being adjudged a winner.
Another star, Disha Murarka also participated in the event and was awarded a trophy and a Certificate of Honour
for bagging the 1st position at the national level of the competition. The two talented achievers were applauded and
appreciated for their remarkable efforts by the management and teachers of the school.

NEW STUDENT COUNCIL SWORN IN AT CPSWN
The first major event of the school calendar, the Investiture Ceremony at Centre Point School, W’Nagar on 30th
June '18 ushered in a fresh beginning for the four Houses to reorganize themselves under the inspiring leadership of
new student and teacher heads, ably supported by the School Captain and Vice Captain. Gracing the special occasion
was Mrs. Mukta Chatterjee, Executive Director, CPS Group of Schools as well as Mrs. Sumathi Venugopalan, Principal,
all the Vice Principals, proud parents, teachers and ex-students from the school's first Class X batch of 2006. After the
Indian Classical Music choir presenting a welcome song, the proceedings got under way with Ishika Kalra and
Tanishq Kohli, the compeers for the day, throwing light on the nature of the elections that led to the formation of
the Student Council. The democratic process was explained. Tense moments changed to smiles that lit up faces as
the results were announced and a brand new Council came into being. At the outset, Aman Sheikh was proudly
honoured with a sash and a badge by Mrs. Mukta Chatterjee as he donned the mantle of the new School Captain
while Mrs. Sumathi Venugopalan bestowed this honour on the new School Vice Captain, Nayan Sarawgi as she
presented him with a sash and a badge. The ceremony continued with the House Captains of the 4 Houses namely
Green, Blue, Yellow and Red Houses being presented with their sashes and badges by Ms. Deepa Chakraborty, Mrs.
Kanchan Ukey, Mrs. Jayati Chakraborty (Vice Principals) and Mrs. Vandana Deshpande respectively. The House Vice
Captains were conferred with their badges by their House Mistresses while all the House Prefects were honoured
with their badges by the ex-students of the first Class X batch of the school who were specially present on the occasion.
Taking the pledge, all the Student Council members later vowed to serve the school and their Houses to the best of
their abilities. Having donned the mantle of responsibility, the School Captain and Vice Captain together with the
House Captains enthusiastically shared their dreams and aspirations in their speeches. While the School Captain,
Aman Sheikh went down memory lane reminiscing on how the school has moulded and nourished his personality,
Nayan Sarawgi, the School Vice Captain drew inspiration from his senior council members and expressed how his
alma mater had equipped him to face the world. Manan Agrawal, the Green House Captain looked forward to
proactive participation from his teammates to soar higher while the Red House Captain, Chahak Sarda implored
her listeners to 'carry the child within their hearts' always to attain success. Dhruv Chandak, as the Blue House
Captain correctly equated power with responsibility to be taken up by every member of his House while Sakshi
Singh, the Yellow House Captain urged her mates to remember the importance of humility, undeterred efforts, unity
and learning. Their crisp words spoke volumes for the efforts they promised to invest executing their duties and also
heaped praises on their teachers for having moulded them into such deserving personalities. With her inspiring
words, Mrs. Venugopalan showered her blessings on the new
student cabinet, acknowledging the contribution of the proud
parents who had every reason to feel as proud as the school of
their children's success. Imploring the students to scale greater
heights in every arena, she wished them all the success that they
deserved. All credit to the House Activity team of teachers Mrs.
Beena Samuel, Mrs. Aparna Dalvi and Mrs. Pratibha Jambulkar
under the able guidance of Vice Principal, Ms. Deepa Chakraborty
for the smooth execution of the entire proceedings.
The newly appointed Student Council
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BLUE HOUSE :
HOUSE INCHARGE – Mrs. Yogita Wadbudhe
House Captain
– Dhruv Chandak
House Vice Captain
– Jaya Mukerjee
Prefect Cultural Activities – Radha Jaiswal
Prefect Special Projects – Prakhar Singhania
Prefect Golden Rules
– Tanika Mathur
Prefect Anti Bullying
– Owais Khan
Prefect Sports
– Aryan Dhuvavia

GREEN HOUSE :
HOUSE INCHARGE – Mrs. Rupali Bose
House Captain
– Manan Agrawal
House Vice Captain
– Shashank Kashyap
Prefect Cultural Activities – Sakshi Samant
Prefect Special Projects – Yashika Pachisia
Prefect Golden Rules
– Bhavya Magnani
Prefect Anti Bullying
– Saksham Goyal
Prefect Sports
– Kreeshna Gahlod

RED HOUSE :
HOUSE INCHARGE – Mrs. Bijilata Pillai
House Captain
– Chahak Sarda
House Vice Captain
– Gandharvraj Gwalani
Prefect Cultural Activities – Yuvika Sajnani
Prefect Special Projects – Aayush Srivastava
Prefect Golden Rules
– Sahil Patre
Prefect Anti Bullying
– Dev Amesar
Prefect Sports
– Musaibuddin Ansari

YELLOW HOUSE :
HOUSE INCHARGE – Mrs. Bindiya Agrawal
House Captain
– Sakshi Singh
House Vice Captain
– Shailey Maloo
Prefect Cultural Activities – Urja Bahadure
Prefect Special Projects – Ruchir Dakhate
Prefect Golden Rules
– Divyani Kadao
Prefect Anti Bullying
– Mohak Mogre
Prefect Sports
– Shazil Jalil
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CPSWN MUNNERS CORNER ACCLAIM AT CITY CONFERENCE

With experience on their side, young delegates from CPS, W’Nagar
proved their prowess yet again on the MUN platform when they
participated in the Nagpur Model United Nations Conference which
was venued at YCC Engineering College on 23rd and 24th June '18.
The 22-member delegation representing the school made its
presence felt at the conference as it debated on important global issues.
Needless to say, their hard work and research brought them laurels as a
number of them bagged prizes for their strong debating skills and
knowledge on international diplomacy.
Nagpur MUN winners and OC members
Here's a look at these outstanding delegates: SPECPOL (Prabhat
Thaokar-Best Delegate), (Shrey Kala-High Commendation), UNHRC (Aman Sheikh-Best Delegate), Lok
Sabha (Priyank Shah-Best Delegate), ECOSOC (Nayan Sarawgi-High Commendation), Lok Sabha (Sahil Patre-High
Commendation), DISEC (Anshul Kamble-Special Mention), ECOSOC (Ishika Agrawal-Special Mention), UNEP
(Sanchit Khedkar-Special Mention) and WHO (Bhavika Waghdhare-Special Mention). Not only was the school well
represented at the delegate level, but the following students were an important part of the Organizing Committee and put
their best foot forward to make the event a grand success. Archit Venugopalan (USG Workshops), Bhakti Parwani (USG
International Press), Sanchit Khedkar (Organizing Committee), Rishabh Asrani (Organizing Committee), Hiten
Muniyal (OC to the Secretary General), Sahil Patre (Organizing Committee), Aishwarya Mandhalkar (Organizing
Committee) and Samyak Surana (International Press Head).
These young achievers were congratulated and appreciated by the management, Principal, Mrs. Sumathi Venugopalan,
the Vice Principals and teachers for their super achievement. Accolades also went out to all the teachers who played a big
role in mentoring them.

CPSWN MUSIC BUFFS EXCEL IN MUSIC EXAMINATIONS
Talented music enthusiasts of Centre Point School, Wardhaman Nagar passed their examinations with flying
colours. Appearing for their Indian Classical Music Examinations which were conducted in November 2017 by the
Akhil Bhartiya Gandharva Mahavidyalay Mandal, Mumbai, these students achieved praiseworthy results. In the
Prarambhik exam, Sanchi Purohit (Class VI) and Bhakti Maniyar (Class V) cleared the Vocal exam with merit
while Tinkal Khedikar achieved the 3rd Division in Harmonium. In the Praveshika Pratham exam, Devesh
The Indian Classical Music exam students
Khandelwal (Class VI) secured the 1st division in Harmonium while
Radhika Agrawal (Class IV) cleared her Vocal exam with Merit. In the
Praveshika Purna exam, Adima Gupta (Class VII) achieved a 1st
Division in her Vocal exam while Kalpak Thawakar secured a 1st
Division in Tabla. The students were congratulated by the school
management and the teachers for their wonderful performance. They
gave full credit for their success to their Music gurus, Mr. Sanjay Taywade
and Mr. Milind Upadhyaya and the training given to them in the school.

CPSWN FINANCE WHIZ KID MAKES SCHOOL PROUD
A sound knowledge of financial matters brought Kshitij Agarkar success
in a reputed international competition which saw wide participation from a
number of city schools. A Centre Pointer from Wardhaman Nagar who
appeared for his Class X Board Examination this year, Kshitij won the Final
Round of the 6th BSE International Finance Olympiad and was awarded a
trophy and a cheque of Rs. 10,000 for his achievement. The event was
jointly conducted by Bombay Stock
Kshitij being interviewed
after his big win
Exchange Institute Limited and Edu Heal
Foundation at Bombay Stock Exchange,
A proud winner, Kshitij Agarkar
Mumbai on 13th April '18. Kshitij qualified
rd
st
for the 3 and final round after clearing the 1 two rounds conducted in the school
which consisted of a pen and paper written examination and an online exam
respectively. The finalists competed in an exciting quiz which was venued at the
Bombay Stock Exchange. A jubilant Kshitij was proudly congratulated by the school
management and staff for his wonderful performance.
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CPSWN ACADEMIC SUPER-ACHIEVERS FELICITATED

The annual File Signing and Prize Distribution functions were held in
Centre Point School, Wardhaman Nagar. 2nd May '18 was the date slated for
the event to be held for Classes I, II and III as well as for Classes VIII, IX X, XI
and XII. The special invitees on the occasion were undoubtedly the joyous
parents who were present in large numbers to attend the functions. Eager
youngsters of Classes I, II and III, accompanied by their parents ascended
the steps and made a beeline for their classes to receive their certificates and
to
wait with bated breath to see who was awarded the prestigious Student of
Class XI toppers
the Year Award for every section. With the school being a benchmark for the
all round development of a child, the winners were chosen on the basis of (a)
academics (b) dress turnout (c) discipline and behaviour (d) co-curricular
activities and (e) following the Golden Rules. Both the winners and their parents
couldn't contain their excitement as they received their prizes. Applauding their
success, Mrs. Sumathi Venugopalan, the Principal stated that these prizes would
increase their confidence to do even better in the years to come. The Prize
Distribution ceremony for the Seniors of Classes VIII, IX, X, XI and XII was held in
the early morning hours and witnessed by the proud parents. Similar functions
Class X achievers
were held for the Juniors of Classes IV and V on 3rd May '18 and the middle-school
students of Classes VI and VII on 4th May '18. Meritorious students of each class and section were felicitated with prizes and
merit certificates for General Proficiency and General Progress as well as topping in various subjects. Receiving these
coveted prizes at the hands of their Principal, Mrs. Venugopalan was a
memorable moment for all. The highlights of the ceremonies were the
awarding of 2 special prizes. Vidhi Parekh of Class IX received the Aditi
Sarda Prize (outstanding academic achievement and Deportment in
Classes VI, VII and VIII) while Abhishek Jhawar of Class X was presented
the Unnati Gaglani Prize (Maximum General Progress and Deportment).
Congratulating all the super achievers for their diligence and hard work
which enabled them to taste sweet success at the year end, she encouraged
them to raise their bars of excellence higher every year. She also appreciated
The seniors of Class VIII
the key role parents play in becoming a backbone for their children and giving
them their total backing and support. All the prize winners had a photo session with their teachers after the events. The
functions on all the days were ably conducted by Mrs. Ruchi Tyagi, Mrs. Manju Hirani and Mrs. Abha Parashar.

CPSWN QUIZZERS SHINE IN SCIENCE QUIZ
Quizzers from CPS, W’Nagar left their mark and made their presence felt at the 5day 'Inspire Camp' which was organized by Shri Shivaji Education Society's Science
College in collaboration with the Department of Science and Technology from 26th to
30th March '18. Open to students of Class XI, the aim of the camp was to motivate
students with a scientific temper to pursue a career in Science. The five-day camp saw
wide participation of students from as many as 19 schools across the city who attended
informative talks by various scientists, made laboratory visits, paid a visit to the Raman
Science Centre, engaged in Interactive Sessions and battled it out in a Science Quiz. The
The Inspire Camp quiz winners
3 member team representing the school at the camp included Geetika Dhruv,
Meenakshi Ruia and Parimal Hedaoo and this team locked horns with 19 other teams in challenging rounds of the
Science Quiz to clinch the 2nd coveted Prize (1st Runners up) at the end of the event. The elated students along with
their mentor, Mrs. Anagha Bhake were congratulated by the school management & staff for their marvellous achievement.

CPSWN MATHS ENTHUSIAST EXCELS IN MENTAL MATHS
For the brainy Centre Pointer from W’Nagar, shining in a Mental Arithmetic
competition was an easy challenge and he came away by claiming the top position.
Young Adi Dhanraj Zodape competed in the World City Cup Competition 2018 in
nd
st
Hong Kong on 22 July '18 and bagged the 1 Prize and a trophy in the Abacus,
Mental Arithmetic and Mathematics of Primary Three categories. His superb
achievement earned him a round of applause from the school management and staff.
Adi Dhanraj Zodape
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CPSWN WHIZ KID PROVES HIS METTLE IN OLYMPIADS
This Class III grader from CPS, W’Nagar excelled in the Zonal Level of two Olympiads
conducted by the Science Olympiad Foundation and proved his academic acumen. Arnav
Chakole secured an International Rank of 6762 and a Zonal Rank of 1869 in
Maharashtra and Goa when he appeared for the SOF International Mathematics Olympiad
which was conducted in Feb '18. He also secured a Zonal Rank of 22 in Maharashtra and Goa
in the 1st Level of SOF National Science Olympiad which was held in Nov '17. He was
awarded medals and certificates of excellence for his distinctive performance in both the
competitions. A very proud Arnav was congratulated by the management & staff of the school
for his wonderful performance.

CPSWN STUDENTS EXCEL IN NATIONAL LEVEL SCIENCE COMPETITION
Students from Centre Point School, Wardhaman Nagar gave a brilliant
performance when they participated in the Pan India Competition for Science
of Living which was conducted at the all India Level in 2017. The participants
were given a book themed on Science of Living to read followed by an answer
booklet in which they were required to answer all the questions and submit the
completed manual at the Pan India Office. It turned out to be a proud moment for
the school when 5 students bagged Consolation Prizes at the national level
and received travel bags and certificates. These achievers include Vatsal
Science of Living winners
Agrawal, Manthan Uttamchandani, Vaidehi Bajaj, Neelam Bhojwani and
Adya Girha. Three Gold, two Silver and three Bronze medals were also awarded at the school level together with a
special shield awarded to the school. The winners include Mahi Bhutda, Devanshi Dhabaliya and Vedanti Dhoot
(Gold Medals), Rashi Mundhada and Aayushi Tulsyan (Silver Medals) and Chahak Makharia, Aasawari Baitule and
Harsha Arora (Bronze Medals). All the elated winners, together with their in-charge teachers Mrs. Rupali Bose and Mrs.
Shubhra Sanyal were congratulated by the management and staff for their superb performance.

DANCING THEIR WAY TO SUCCESS
Talented dancers from CPS, W'Nagar appeared and excelled in the Kathak
Examination conducted by Akhil Bharatiya Gandharva Mahavidyalya. Conducted
at the Prarambhik (Level 1) and Praveshika Pratham (Level 2), these exams are
offered to all day boarding students who have chosen Dance as their extracurricular activity. Rashi Bodhe excelled by securing the 1st Division in
Prarambhik while Shruti Khungar and Sumiran Agrawal also performed
commendably and secured the 1st Division in Praveshika Pratham. Pradumyna
Andhare and Nakul Balwaik also appeared for the Tabla Examination at the
Day boarding students
Madhyama Pratham and Madhyama Purna level respectively. Pradumyna
st
nd
secured the 1 Division while Nakul cleared the exam in the 2 Division. Applauded for their success by the management
and staff of the school, the delighted students are grateful to their teachers and mentors, Mrs. Abha Parashar, Mrs. Pallavi
Punekar, Mr. Milind Upadhyaya and Mr. Sanjay Taywade for all their training and guidance.

CPSWN ADVENTURISTS BAG BEST TEAM AWARD AT DUDHWA
The three trips undertaken by nature enthusiasts of CPS, W’Nagar to
Dudhwa last winter as part of the annual National Environment
Science Camp organized by Karvaan became even more memorable for
members of the first trip as they bagged the Best Team Trophy for
having earned the highest tally of points amongst all schools visiting
Dudhwa last year. It came as a very pleasant surprise for these
The 1st group going to Dudhwa
adventurists when Mr. Alok Nath himself, one of the organizers of NESC
at Dudhwa came down to Nagpur and personally visited the school to present the trophy to the elated winners. The school
Ecstatic members of the winning team
also had every reason to feel ecstatic as it was awarded the Best School
Trophy and a special Plaque commemorating the active participation of its
students in the camp. Mr. Nath was all praise for the school's endeavour to
continue sending children every year to the camp and also applauded every
student for their enthusiastic participation and team spirit displayed by them in
all activities conducted there. The proud winners were congratulated by Mr. Nath,
the school management and the teachers for their super achievement.
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'BAN PLASTICS' – SHOUT OUT CLASS VII STUDENTS AT CPSWN

Class VII Centre
Pointers at W’ Nagar were
all geared up with their
innovative ideas and
creativity to participate
with gusto and enthusiasm
in the Inter-House Soft
board Competition slated
for them on 21st July '18.
Working with a topic which
BLUE HOUSE
GREEN HOUSE
has been screaming for attention every day, twenty artists from each House aimed to showcase their own strong
views on 'Banning Plastics' and to create awareness to minimize the use of plastics in our day to day lives.
The participants came up with lovely ideas to convey the message loud and clear and gave the judges a tough time in
scoring their presentations.
While Blue House claimed the
pole position with a score of
56.5 points, Red House came
in second with a tally of 55
points. Green House bagged
the third position scoring 53.5
points while Yellow House
finished fourth with 47 points.
The jubilant winners and all
RED HOUSE
YELLOW HOUSE
the participants were applauded by everyone for their original ideas and creative presentations.

CLASS X CPSWN ARTISTES SHOWCASE CREATIVITY
The Class X graders at Centre Point School, W'Nagar got a golden
opportunity to put all their wonderful ideas on paper when they enthusiastically
participated in the Inter-House Soft board competition themed on the
'Investiture Ceremony' on 21st July '18. Being the first competition of the
session which sees the 4 Houses locking horns with each other. While Yellow
House chose to depict their unity as
'one team' with 'one dream' on the
Designed by the School Captain
and School Vice Captain
football field charging towards their
goals with fair play and honesty, Blue House highlighted the importance of
education which instills compassion and courage to make global citizens. Red
House implored the whole of humanity
to stand up against the ruthless forces
of time and tide with discipline and
BLUE HOUSE
determination while Green House
worked with the colour 'green'
symbolizing a reconnection with
nature, one another and a higher
purpose. Even the School Captain and
RED HOUSE
Vice-Captain designed and worked on
their idea of success by drawing a
parallel to redwood trees which don't
GREEN HOUSE
grow deep but wide and support
others. All the boards were appreciated for their original ideas and the way in
which photographs were thoughtfully placed to blend with the themes.
The judges were also impressed with the detailing and the write-ups
included. It was Blue House which was declared the winner with 62 points,
followed closely by Red House with 59 points, Green House with 53.5 points
YELLOW HOUSE
and Yellow House which finished with 53 points.
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CAREER GUIDANCE AT CPSWN

Endeavouring to make new avenues for professional
development available to Centre Point School students, an initiative
has been taken by the management to collaborate with Univariety,
a career guidance set up with the objective of aiding the students
and their parents in making informed career choices. With this
objective in mind, several orientation sessions were organized at
Centre Point School, W’ Nagar on 3rd and 4th Aug '18 for students of
Classes 9, 10, 11 and 12 and their parents. These 1 hour sessions
The Univariety session in
progress for Class IX & Class X
were conducted by
representatives from Univariety, Mrs. Swati Bhagchandani and Mrs.
Pamela Pawar. They spoke to the students at length about subject
choices and selecting the appropriate stream after Class 10. The
students were informed about how the school and Univariety would
assist them in achieving that end with the help of various tests that are
available on their website. These tests will help the students discover
their strengths, interests, abilities and the careers suitable for them.
Parents attending the Univariety session
They were also informed
about the availability of admission dates, dates of entrance exams to
various universities and other facilities that can be availed on the
Univariety website. After their detailed briefings, the representatives
also answered various queries of parents as well as students during the
question and answer sessions. The attendees found the sessions very
informative as many showed an interest in pursuing further studies
abroad. They expressed their 'thank you' to the school management
and concerned teachers for opening up such avenues for their benefit.
The Univariety session organized for Class XI

COMMENDABLE PERFORMANCE BY CPSWN MUNNERS
Delegates from Centre Point School, Wardhaman Nagar proved their caliber once again as MUNners when
they represented their school at MODMUN (Modern MUN) hosted by and venued at Modern School, Koradi
Road on 11th and 12th Aug '18. The school delegation of 40 students from Classes VII to XI made its presence felt
as it strongly voiced its opinions on global issues as a part of various committees and, in the process, merited
deserving awards at the end of the event. In the UNGA – DISEC committee, the Best Delegate title was
bagged by Ishika Agrawal while Aishwarya Mandalkar earned a Special Mention and Harshika
Waghdhare and Sejal Giripunje got Verbal Mentions. In the UNSC committee, Nayan Sarawgi received the
Best Delegate title while Yugal Aswani got a Verbal Mention. In the UNODC committee, Sahil Patre bagged
a High Commendation while Digvijay Nimbalkar received a Special Mention. In the UNHRC committee,
Sarthak Pandit was adjudged the Best Delegate while Varun Kalantri earned a High Commendation.
Abhinav Somani and Muskan Agrawal received Verbal Mentions. In the Lok Sabha, Shrey Kala was
adjudged the Best Delegate while Jinanshi Mehta received a High Commendation and Pranav Khati got a
Verbal Mention. The event also saw three seniors from the school being chosen as members of the Executive
Board. The United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime
(UNODC) was chaired by Archit Venugopalan while
Prabhat Thaokar served as Vice Chair. Rishab Asrani
served as the Lok Sabha Speaker. The school had
another reason to be proud as the school bagged the
Best School Delegation Award. All the elated winners
and their mentors, Vice Principal Mrs. Jayati Chakraborti,
Mrs. Rupa Datta and Mrs. Shubra Sanyal were applauded
by the school management and staff for their superlative
The MODMUN winners
performance.
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CPSWN HOSTS CAREER GUIDANCE ORIENTATION

Class XI Science students at Centre Point School,
Wardhaman Nagar got an excellent opportunity to know more
about a career in Merchant Navy when Mr. Ketan
Chakranarayan, working with the Anglo- Eastern Ship
Management Ltd. Hong Kong addressed them on 26th July '18.
As the students listened intently, they were informed what a
career in Merchant Navy entails, especially for those who love
travel and adventure along with technology. Mr. Chakranarayan
spoke to the students about the eligibility criteria, the selection
process, the training structure and placements if the students chose to
take up a career in Merchant Navy. He enlisted the exciting
opportunities like financial independence at a young age, excellent pay
packages, career flexibility and other benefits that await the students if
they join this field.
Students attending the Merchant Navy orientation
On a concluding note, Mr. Chakranarayan answered questions put
up by the students which went a long way in clearing their doubts. Some students showed a keen interest in
joining Merchant Navy and interacted with Mr. Chakranarayan at length. All the students expressed their 'thank
you' to their Principal, Mrs. Sumathi Venugopalan and concerned teachers for arranging such programmes that
served as useful eye-openers for them and would definitely help them to make informed career choices.

CPSWN TEACHERS ATTEND PRESTIGIOUS CONFERENCE
Centre Point School, Wardhaman Nagar teachers attended a prestigious
conference held annually in the city on 22nd July '18 where they broadened
their horizons on trends in education. Mrs. Akansha Pathak, Mrs. Satwant
th
Bumra, Mrs. Vani Jog and Mrs. Aditi Bhattacharya attended the 13 Annual
Principals Conclave themed on 'Back to Basics in Education'. Organized by
the Hitavada Knowledge Magazine, the school edition at Hotel Centre Point, the
conference had a number of luminaries hailing from the field of education
addressing the august gathering. Asawari Shenolikar, compering the event
commented on the role that technology plays in our lives today and our Mrs. Venugopalan addressing the conference
dependence on it to such an extent that we can't handle small calculations without the help of a calculator.
Amongst those who expressed their valuable views were Mr. Vijay Phanshikar who asserted that schools were
not required for education as long as one continued to read and Mrs. Parvati Ayer who spoke on the kind of
educators who are truly valued today-from a loving family to passionate professionals at schools to a society
with a positive mindset. She opined that expectations from a child should be of value and not just scores and
should take into consideration a child's caliber to learn.
Mrs. Sumathi Venugopalan, the school Principal shared her insightful views on education being a
continuous process that accompanies development or a product of development in a society. While
Harvinderpal Kaur cited examples of Sudha Murthy, Thomas Edison and former President, A.P.J Abdul Kalam,
Brother Shine Elex strongly voiced his opinions on inefficient
resources in most of our schools and the commercialization of
education which doesn't allow the child to play. Neema Jain reflected
on the need to go back to basics, combining modern education trends
with the traditional system and evolving a more systematized
approach. Sarika Kapse, Kanika Anand and Chavi Chaurasuya also
expressed their views on the need to boost physical and soft skills
education and how the present system is murdering a child's creativity.
The conference was well attended by principals, teachers and
educators from schools across the city.
The eminent speakers at the conclave
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ENGLISH TEACHERS ATTEND ENLIGHTENING WORKSHOP BY MALA PALANI

With a firm belief in the philosophy that 'Life is a continuous
process of learning', the Centre Point Group of Schools organized a one
day workshop on training teachers teaching English to students of
Classes VI to XII in all the three branches of the school. It was also
attended by Mrs. Mukta Chatterjee, Executive Director of CPS Group of
Schools and HOD of the English Department as well as the Vice Heads
from the three branches namely Mrs. Parveen Cassad, Mrs. Renu Singh
and Mrs. Ruchi Tyagi. Venued at Centre Point School, Wardhaman Nagar
Mala Ma'am throwing light on a concept
on 21 July '18, the workshop was taken by Mrs. Mala Palani, currently
the Director at the Indus Training and Research Institute and a resource person and teacher trainer associated with
British Council. Learning and sharing ideas for improving the English
language being her passion, Mrs. Palani was invited to CPS to equip the
teachers with techniques to teach English grammar to their pupils.
Themed on 'Grammar through Context', the workshop emphasized the
importance of teaching grammar in context. Mrs. Palani caught the attention
of the teachers with her active interactions with them and set an example of
how
class room teaching should be. She also threw light on the 'Inductive and
Mrs. Palani conducting the workshop
Deductive Approach' in teaching and learning, highlighting how grammar
can be taught with the help of day-to-day, real life experiences. The objective
was to enable teachers to learn to extract answers from their pupils, help them
to identify errors and then formulate the rules of grammar. Another
interesting tool that the teachers were introduced to was the 'Memory Star'.
This thought-provoking individual activity enabled teachers to use their
senses and emotions to communicate. The ultimate aim of the workshop was
The engrossed attendees at the workshop
to involve each pupil in a class and nurture the 'Columbus' feeling of the
learner, enabling him to achieve greater understanding. The attendees found the workshop to be a very enlightening and
interesting one with lots of useful takeaways which they looked forward to putting into practice in their classes.

CPSWN SENIORS UNDERTAKE INDUSTRY VISIT
As part of their practical exposure, students
of Class XII, Commerce stream at Centre Point
School, Wardhaman Nagar embarked on an
educational trip to the Coca Cola industrial
setup in Butibori on 17th Aug '18. Accompanied by
their Business Studies teachers, Mrs. Sunita
Uniyal and Mrs. Neha Vasvani, the students got a
Touring the Coca Cola factory
conducted tour of the setup soon after their
arrival. They were informed that Superior Drinks Pvt. Ltd. is a franchise that handles
the manufacturing and retailing of Coca Cola products in the entire Vidharbha region. Interacting with the GM of Coca Cola
The students got an opportunity to see the manufacturing unit of Thumbs Up right from purification of water that comes to
them from the MIDC area to the moulding of bottles, labeling, capping, packaging and storage. They also got a chance to see
the packaging of plastic and glass bottles. At the end of the tour, the students spent time interacting with the General
Manager of the factory in the conference hall. The interesting question answer session helped them to get a better
understanding of setting up and running a business venture successfully. Presenting a plant as a token of gratitude to the
officials, the students thanked them for making their trip an enlightening one.

CPSWN WHIZ KIDS SHINE IN OLYMPIADS

Science Olympiad 2nd Level winners

Two bright young minds at Centre Point School, W'Nagar won accolades when
they came up with praiseworthy performances in the 2nd Level of the Science
Olympiad which was conducted by the Silverzone Foundation.
Kushagra Agrawal of Class III bagged the Silver Medal while Amir
Varawala of Class V won the Bronze Medal. They were awarded Pierre Cardin
pens as prizes for their achievement. The duo was congratulated by the
management and staff of the school for their super performance.
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EXCEPTIONAL PERFORMANCE BY STUDENTS OF CPS, AB IN CBSE AISSE 2018

Centre Point School, AB class X batch of 2017-2018 recorded excellent results and has continued the
tradition of a 100% pass result in the CBSE AISSE. The results declared on 29th May, 2018 proved that the
eighth batch of class X has stood true to the School's motto 'Strive Harder, Soar Higher'. Their persistent
efforts, guidance from their parents and teachers showed them the way to glory. The full course
examination, which initially seemed to be a challenge, did in no way affect the performance of the children.
The efforts put in by the students, teachers and parents throughout the year proved fruitful as the batch
raised the bar of excellence. Aashna Chopra, the SCHOOL TOPPER who is also the VIDARBHA TOPPER
scored 98.6%. This added to the celebration and marked the continuation of the tradition of
excellence. She scored 100 in Mathematics, 100 in Science, 99 in Social Science and Sanskrit and 95
in English. Nishita Barapatre, made the school proud with 98%. She is the SECOND SCHOOL
TOPPER and the FOURTH CITY TOPPER. She scored 100 in Social Science, 99 in Sanskrit, 98 in
Mathematics, 97 in Science and 96 in English. Swayam Basu, stood THIRD by scoring 97.8%. He scored
99 in Social Science and Sanskrit, 98 in Mathematics and Science and 95 in English.
From the school, 158 students appeared for the exam. Among them, 48 students scored 90% and above as
their final aggregate. 56 children scored above 90 marks in English, 59 in Sanskrit, 18 in Hindi, 71 in
Mathematics, 47 in Science and 52 in Social Science. The subject wise toppers include – *Social Science: 100
- Nishita Barapatre, Aarsheya Kalmegh, Radhika Rajan, Kavya, Mihir Patil, Anushri Mundhada. *Mathematics:
100 - Aashna Chopra and Aarsheya Kalmegh. *Sanskrit: 100 - Radhika Rajan. *Science : 100 - Aashna Chopra.
*English: 98 - Epsita Khan. *Hindi: 96 - Abheshek Kamble. Directors, Mrs. Aruna Upadhyaya, Mr. Arun
Upadhyaya, Mrs. Radhika Rajwade, Dr. Jai Singh Rajwade and Mrs. MuktaC hatterjee; Principal, Mrs. Radhika
Mehra, Vice-Principals, Mrs. Perveen Cassad and Mrs. Anita Sharma, and the staff commended the students on
their excellent results and wished them success in their future endeavours.

CENTRE POINT SCHOOL AMRAVATI RD BYPASS TOPPERS CLASS X - 2018
ha
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Aashna Chopra
98.6%

Nishita P. Barapatre
98%

Swayam Basu
97.8%

Aarsheya H. Kalmegh
97.4%

Radhika Rajan
97.4%

Epsita Khan
97.4%

Kavya
97.4%

Jasmine Singh
97.2%

Ridhima Chopra
97.2%

Mihir R. Patil
96.6%

Aayush Hedaoo
96.2%

Vidhi Maheshwari
95.8%

Kartiki Kotawar
95.4%

Mayan Agrawal
95%

Abheshek Kamble
94.8%

Anushri Mundhada
94.6%

Zahra Shakir
94.6%

Arunim Kanitkar
94.4%
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Niharika Sharma
94.4%

Burhanuddin Hassonjee
94.2%

Yashi Ojha
93.8%

Nikhil Chandak
93.8%

Dev Mishra
93.6%

Rahul S. Sakharkar
93.4%

Shivangi Prasad
93.4%

Arjun Ans
93.2%

Nikunj Bende
93.2%

Sunishka Malviya
93%

Kevin Rambhia
92.8%

Atharva A. Rewatkar
92.2%

Poorvi Asatkar
91.8%

Vaidehi Choudhari
91.8%

Sambhavi S. Rathi
91.8%

Janhvi Bajirao
91.6%

Srushti Kawale
91.6%

Saniya Khatwani
91.6%

Praptee Pendke
91.4%

Jay G. Jeswani
91.2%

Vishrut Jaiswal
91%

Aneesha Manke
90.6%

Ananya Upadhye
90.4%

Rajeev R. Tidke
90.4%

Vedant Wankhade
90.2%

Priyansh Gupta
90.2%

Sanika Kokawar
90%

Akshat Pattiwar
90.4%

Shaunaki A. Kokate Shivamm Warambhey
90.2%
90.2%
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Centre Point School, Amravati Road Bypass held a book fair organized by
Scholastic India Pvt. Ltd. and World of Knowledge with Fun on the 27th of
April, 2018 for the junior classes, and on the 2nd and 4th of May, 2018 for the
senior classes in the School premises.
The book fair for the junior classes was inaugurated on the 27th of April,
2018 by Maanendra Trivedi of class I D and Pehel Agrawal of class II D in the
presence of the Vice Principal, Mrs. Perveen Cassad. For the senior classes, the
book fair was inaugurated on the 2nd of May, 2018 by Deepshika Uskey of class IV
Inaugurating the Book Fair
E and Joshma Joseph of class X C, in the presence of the Principal of CPS, AB Mrs.
Radhika Mehra. These students were elated to
receive a book as a token for the commencement of
the book fair. There was an overwhelming response
from students and parents who had come to attend
the PTM, which was scheduled during the same time.
The students had an opportunity to surf through
a wide array of subjects. The School librarians Ms.
Pehel Agrawal & Maanendra Trivedi with
Chandra Ma'am, Peerveen Ma'am & Vinita Ma'am Vinita Yadav and Mrs. Chandra Negi encouraged the
students to take a cool dip in their books to beat the summer heat.
Glimpses of the Book Fair
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BOOK FAIR TO INSPIRE STUDENTS

TABLA ARTISTES OF CPS, AB PROVE THEIR METTLE
Centre Point School, Amravati Road Bypass' young Tabla maestros performed very well in the Akhil Bhartiya
Gandharva Tabla Examination which was conducted in December 2017 by Akhil Bhartiya Gandharva Maha
Mandal, Mumbai. The young Tabla artists from CPS, AB Aaryan
Dhawankar, Arpit Pattiwar, Siddhant Agrawal and Parth Waghmare
cleared the second level exam, Praveshika Pratham with flying colours.
They all played secured the first rank in the exam. This exam was
conducted by Aalap Sangeet Vidyalaya, Nagpur. Dhairya Mirani stood
third in the third level exam, Praveshika Purna. The children were
mentored by Mr. Uday Rajkarne. This commendable achievement of
the talented kids has indeed brought laurels to the School. The
Principal, Mrs. Radhika Mehra, congratulated them.

ANNUAL PRIZE DISTRIBUTION @ CPS, AB
At Centre Point, an academic session begins and ends on a note of
success. The Annual Prize Distribution which was held on the 3rd and 4th
of May, 2018 celebrated the academic achievements of the students.
This achievement was all the more special as the children had balanced
it with excellence in co-curricular activities. The School motto 'Strive
Harder, Soar Higher' reflected in their actions and its result. The School
acknowledged the efforts and rewarded the children for the same
during the Annual Prize Distribution.
The event was attended by the students and parents of classes IV to
The Yellow House team with Radhika Ma'am
X. Certificates were given to the children for excellence in curricular
and co-curricular activities. The performance of each child for the session was closely monitored for this
purpose. Students received certificates for General Proficiency, General Progress, 100% attendance, excellence
in language, Mathematics, Social Science, Science, Art and IT. Various inter-house activities were conducted
throughout the year to enhance the children's social, communication, kinesthetic and spatial skills, and to help
them unleash their creativity and realize their potential. Marks were awarded to each house on the basis of their
performance. Each house worked hard to score these points. Yellow House earned the maximum points and was
awarded the Championship Trophy for the session. Principal, Mrs. Radhika Mehra, in her address to the
gathering shared words of encouragement and congratulated the children and parents for a successful year.
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ADOLESCENT EDUCATION PROGRAMME @ CPS, AB
Adolescent Education Programme (AEP) workshops were conducted in CPS AB, as part of the school
curriculum, for the students of classes VI to X in the academic session 2017-18. Numerous age appropriate
modules were included in this workshop to help the children cope up with various physical, mental and
emotional changes that they undergo during 'Adolescence'. Being comfortable with the process of growing up,
understanding the process of puberty and maturity etc. were some of the topics deal with Dealing with bullying,
teasing, peer pressure etc. are the challenges that children face mentally and emotionally. Also certain topics
concerning life skills were covered in these workshops. Few tools were also used to make these topics relatable
and easy to understand. Role plays were taken, case studies were discussed, subject related videos were shown,
discussions were held and last but not the least games were conducted pertaining to the issue being discussed.
This workshop served as a platform for the students to voice their thoughts without any hesitation and without
the fear of being judged. Through these sessions they were able to clear any doubts, queries and confusion regarding
adolescence. Mrs. Shupriya Apte and Mrs. Reeta Manke were the facilitators for these workshops.

CPS, AB'S STUDENT COUNCIL TAKES OATH
“Leaders are not born but are made by their experiences in life” – to
inculcate the leadership qualities in students and to give them a feel of
the functioning of the administrative body, the Student Council was
formed at Centre Point School, Amravati Road Bypass and the
th
investiture ceremony was held on 29 June'18.
Our Executive Director, Mrs Mukta Chatterjee graced the occasion.
The parents of the School Council Members were also present,
savouring the memorable moments of this great event. The
programme began by invoking God's presence, the prayer song was
sung by the children of class VI. Mukta Ma'am and Radhika Mehra
Ma'am conferred the sash and badge upon the School Captain, Swalee
School Captain, & School Vice-Captain, with
Pandey while Perveen Ma'am and Anita Ma'am conferred the sash and Anita Ma'am, Radhika Ma'am, Mukta Ma'am, Perveen Ma'am
badge upon the School Vice-Captain, Yugakshi Khodke respectively. Various teachers administered the badges
to the other office bearers. Pledging to “Strive Harder and Soar Higher” and being exemplary leaders, the Student
Council took the oath. The delegated Prefects of the four Houses and their team vowed to take up charge
diligently and efficiently, to work with the students to bring out the best in them, helping them imbibe the quality
of team spirit. The Investiture Ceremony was followed by a felicitation ceremony for the School Toppers in the
CBSE, AISSE 2018. This year Aashna Chopra added another feather to her cap while bringing glory to the School.
She stood out not only as the topper of the School but the Vidharba topper as well. She received a scholarship for
her outstanding performance from the Management. Jasmine Singh, Ridhima Chopra and Mihir Patil were also
awarded scholarships from the School for their academic excellence.
Aashna Chopra, Nishita Barapatre, the second School topper and
the fourth Vidarbha topper, and Swayam Basu, the third School topper
were among the ace performers who gave their best, toiling
throughout the year, focusing on their dreams.
The Hitavada and the School acknowledged the hard work and
diligence of these go-getters and honoured them with the Hitavada
Trophy and a gift voucher from the School respectively. Mukta Ma'am,
in her address, congratulated the Student Council with her
inspirational and motivational speech. She also emphasised that it is a
coordinated effort of the parents and teachers which has groomed the
students to be able to lead the school with their leadership qualities.
She also wished them the very best for their future endeavours. The
ceremony was brought to a close after the National Anthem. The
The recipients of the Hitavada Trophy Aashna, Nishita invitees and the Student Council were escorted to the Yoga Room for
and Swayam with Radhika Ma'am. Ridhima receives
refreshments and interaction.
the scholarship from Mukta Ma'am
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BLUE HOUSE :
HOUSE INCHARGE – Mrs. Hillary Maliakal
House Captain
– Maria Kothawala
House Vice Captain
– Ayush Yadav
Prefect Cultural Activities – Ananya Naidu
Prefect Special Projects – Adwait Nichat
Prefect Golden Rules
– Gauri Bajaj
Prefect Anti Bullying
– Sudarshan Nabira
Prefect Sports
– Inesh Agrawal

GREEN HOUSE :
HOUSE INCHARGE – Mrs. Purnima Singh
House Captain
– Nikita Morey
House Vice Captain
– Sara Farooqui
Prefect Cultural Activities – Radha Taori
Prefect Special Projects – Jayant Dharmale
Prefect Golden Rules
– Radhika Dudhane
Prefect Anti Bullying
– Muskan Jaiswal
Prefect Sports
– Simran Khanchandani

RED HOUSE :
HOUSE INCHARGE – Mrs. Karuna Hardas
House Captain
– Anurag Deshpande
House Vice Captain
– Joshma Joseph
Prefect Cultural Activities – Netanya Singh
Prefect Special Projects – Anurag Chaudhari
Prefect Golden Rules
– Arushi Tripathi
Prefect Anti Bullying
– Om Ojha
Prefect Sports
– Vaaniya Lodhi

YELLOW HOUSE :
HOUSE INCHARGE – Mrs. Shupriya Apte
House Captain
– Ruchit Sharma
House Vice Captain
– Aayushi Vatsal
Prefect Cultural Activities – Nidhi Agrawal
Prefect Special Projects – Vidhi Bisen
Prefect Golden Rules
– Raghavi Shukla
Prefect Anti Bullying
– Madhav Mehadia
Prefect Sports
– Abhimanyu Shahane
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KARGIL VIJAY DIWAS OBSERVED @ CPS, AB

The students from the Prahar SSB Wing held a session
with the students of class X of Centre Point School, Amravati
Road Bypass to commemorate 'Kargil Vijay Divas' on the 23rd
of July, 2018. Kargil Vijay Diwas is celebrated on the 26th of July
every year in honour of the Kargil War's Heroes. People all
around the country pay homage to the soldiers and remember
the contribution made by the armed forces. During this
session, the students from the Prahar SSB Wing gave a
Students of CPS, AB and CPSI during the session
presentation based on the invaluable contribution made by
soldiers on duty to protect our nation. This was done with the aim of making the children aware of India's glorious
military history, to inculcate patriotism, and to instill a sense of gratitude and respect towards the soldiers. The engaging
session was filled with instances of valour and selflessness on the part of the
Armed Forces. This inspired one and all. The students from the Prahar SSB
Wing also made the children aware of various career opportunities in
Defence, the qualifications and preparation required for the same. They also
attended to their queries. This not only aroused the interest of many, but also
made sure that the children gave preference to a career in Defence. The
ambience created by the Prahar SSB Wing ignited the flame of patriotism and
Students from Prahar SSB Wing conducting the session pride. The students and the teachers had an enriching experience.

AN EDUTAINMENT FIESTA 'AS YOU LIKE IT' @ CPS, AB
The Library department of Centre Point School, Amravati Bypass had
organised an edutainment fiesta 'As You Like It' to develop the oratory skills, life
skills and reading skills through storytelling and drama for the students of class IV
to class VII in the months of March and April. The ingenious librarians, Vinita Yadav
Ma'am and Chandra Negi Ma'am chose four interesting stories, one for each class,
'And They Became Friends' for class IV, ' A Dance For Granny' for class V, 'Neel's
Birthday Gift' for class VI and 'Mona Lisa'
for class VII. They prolifically narrated the
story to the students and later divided each
class into two groups and gave them an
important task to dramatise the same
story. Two weeks preparation time was
allotted to the students, to allow them to
As You Like It @ CPS AB
unveil their creative skills and to encounter
new responsibilities and opportunities to explore their talents.
On the day of the presentation the students of the other group, the librarians
and everyone present in the library were completely awestruck and pleasantly
surprised to see the young talent of our School present their group as a professional
theatre company. Each group had their directors, script writers, actors, musicians,
choreographers, designers, dancers, prop-masters, etc. to enable them to perform
to the best of their ability and potential as a team. Our budding artists garnished
these simple stories that revolved around school life, family, advantages and
disadvantages of electronic gadgets and history with a twist to add special flavours
to these stories. The performances by the actors were unbelievable, the
background music using the tables and beat boxing was simply amazing, the lyrics
of the songs were mesmerizing, the dancers were graceful, the use of old dupattas
as costumes and the handmade jewellery were all very aesthetic and every
performance was heart touching and fabulous, Kudos!! The students were
appreciated and applauded by their classmates and the librarians for their mindblowing performances and sincere efforts. The students thanked the librarians for
believing in them and giving them a chance to showcase their creativity and talent.
This theatrical fiesta, full of eduventure and edutainment was admired and praised
by one and all in the school.
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CPS, AB'S SCIENCE ENTHUSIASTS SHINE IN THE NATIONAL SCIENCE OLYMPIAD

The Science buffs of Centre
Point School, Amravati Road Bypass
performed excellently in the first
level of the National Science
Olympiad which was conducted in
the School premises on the 9th
Nov'17. The Olympiad is organized
annually
by the Science Olympiad
The medal winners from classes II to V with
The medal winners classes VI & VII with
Sini Ma'am, Perveen Ma'am & Shruti Ma'am
Anita Ma’am & Sushma Ma’am
Foundation in order to identify and
nurture future scientists and technologists, and infuse a healthy competitive spirit through reward based
Olympiads. The top three performers from classes II to X were awarded Gold, Silver and Bronze Medals. Five students
excelled at the zonal level and received Gold Medals of Distinction. The details of the medal winners are as follows.
Class
Name of student
Medal of
Zonal
School
Medal
Distinction
Rank
Rank
II
Simrataa Parihar
52
First
Gold
II
Gayatri Ajit Kumar Saraswat
52
First
Gold
II
Naitik Vikram Sangtani
67
Second
Silver
II
Chinmay Gandhalikar
135
Third
Bronze
III
Shubh Aggarwal
Gold
20
First
III
Rose Bachwani
Gold
24
Second
III
Jama Ramteke
44
Third
Gold
III
Zona Faizan Ahmed
49
Fourth
Silver
III
Akshat Meshram
50
Fifth
Bronze
IV
Tanisha Gupta
Gold
14
First
IV
Ishaan Tayade
Gold
17
Second
IV
Pratyush Prashant Agrawal
33
Third
Gold
IV
Pavi Tyagi
46
Fourth
Silver
IV
Souhardya Biswas
62
Fifth
Bronze
V
Aman A Gupta
138
First
Gold
V
Krishiv Garodia
197
Second
Silver
V
Manas Ramteke
259
Third
Bronze
VI
Joy Agrawal
Gold
7
First
VI
Harman Kamboj
191
Second
Gold
VI
Sana Wankhede
320
Third
Silver
VI
Priya Singh
342
Fourth
Bronze
VII
Siddhesh Badani
118
First
Gold
VII
Shoan Raj
187
Second
Silver
VII
Teerth Jain
222
Third
Bronze
VIII
Pranav Laddhad
45
First
Gold
VIII
Mayank Mukherjee
120
Second
Silver
VIII
Arya Shrungarpawar
141
Third
Bronze
IX
Sanket Palwekar
118
First
Gold
IX
Jayant Dharmale
127
Second
Silver
IX
Nidhi Agrawal
159
Third
Bronze
X
Swayam Basu
77
First
Gold
X
Dev Mishra
215
Second
Silver
X
Siddhesh Mahajan
232
Third
Bronze
The students were felicitated in the assembly and were congratulated by the Principal, Mrs. Radhika Mehra, VicePrincipals, Mrs. Perveen Cassad and Mrs. Anita Sharma, the students and staff.
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CYBER SAFETY SESSIONS @ CPS, AB

Various security threats have encroached the cyber space and
pose to have a detrimental impact on the lives of people. Keeping
this in mind, the Cyber Congress was formed at all the three
branches of Centre Point and the selected students were trained by
the Cyber Safety Expert, Mr. Rakshit Tandon. Cyber security sessions
have been held at regular intervals at Centre Point School, Amravati
Road Bypass to make the students aware of various cyber security
threats and coping up strategies and to sensitise them about the
need of being responsible and alert 'netizens'.
Centre Point School, AB's Cyber Congress team under the
guidance of their mentors Mrs. B. Kalyani and Ms. Rachell Peters had
conducted a session for classes VI to X on the 21st of July'18. The
interactive session aimed at making the children aware of the
consequences of violent online gaming. The children were shown a
presentation made by the Cyber Congress to convey the message
effectively. It was ensured that the session was a 'student only' session to
enable quality interaction. The queries put forth by the children were also
addressed by the Cyber Congress team.
A session for teachers was also held in the month of May. The Cyber
Congress team briefed the teachers about the various threats looming
over social media sites and the various measures they could adopt for
their safety. The use of various privacy controls and the need for using
features like two factor authentication, content sharing and avoidance
The Cyber Safety session for teachers
were also discussed in detail. This
was followed by a group activity
wherein teachers were put up into
groups and were assigned tasks like
solving riddles and completing the
jigsaw puzzle. The stream of
enthusiasm flowed as the teachers
were engrossed in their respective The Cyber Safety session for the students
tasks. Both the sessions were a
success and the students and teachers took the best from it.

MILE SUR MERATUMHARA, TO SUR BANE HAMARA!
The singing maestros of CPS, AB showcased their talent and love for their motherland by singing 'Bharat
merapyara Bharat'. This was a Patriotic Singing Competition organised by Lokmat and conducted by Lokmat
Campus Club and Adarsh Sanskar Vidyalaya at Scientific hall on 18.08.2018. Out of approximately 20 schools
that participated, the Centre Pointers proved their mettle by bagging the third prize.
The mellifluous singers performing at the event
The competition was judged by Mr. Niranjan Bobde and
Mrs. Pushpa Uike. The super talented singers from CPS, AB
were: Paridhi Batra, Nikie Gulhane, Revati Nilawar, Keerti
Likhita, Rishi Roy, Tanisha Panpaliya, Khushi Diwate, Faliti
Singh, Reva Patel, Lovely Jashnani, Dhruvin Rawell, Mohd.
Furquan Athar and Amey Kanojia. The choir was trained by
Mrs. Varsha Jain. The Principal, Mrs. Radhika Mehra , Vice
Principals Mrs. PerveenCassad and Mrs. AnitaSharma along
with the staff members congratulated the team for their
fantabulous performance!
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STUDENTS FROM CPS, AB EXCEL IN THE SANSKRIT OLYMPIAD

CPS, AB language buffs had participated in the 3rd
Sanskrit Olympiad organised by the SB Educational Trust.
The examination is conducted with the purpose of
developing competitive spirit and reading, speaking,
listening and writing skills in Sanskrit language amongst
school students at the National level. The students from the
School participated and excelled in the first and second
level examinations of the Olympiad.
They were awarded Gold medals and certificates for
The Gold medalists with Reeta Ma'am,
their excellent result. The medalists comprised Pranav
Anita Ma'am & Manjusha Ma'am
Laddhad, Utsavi Gohil and Mayank Mukherjee from class VIII, Riya Sinha and Raghavi Shukla from class IX, and
Jasmine Singh from class X. The children were felicitated in the assembly and were congratulated by the Principal,
Mrs. Radhika Mehra, Vice-Principals, Mrs. Perveen Cassad and Mrs. Anita Sharma, the staff and the students.

CPS, AB'S OLYMPIAD CHAMPS EXCEL AT THE ZONAL LEVEL
After excelling in the preliminary rounds of the National Cyber
Olympiad, National Science Olympiad and International English
Olympiad, the talented children from Centre Point School, Amravati
Road Bypass qualified for the Zonal level. Their success stories
resounded the School's motto and their mantra, 'Strive Harder, Soar
Higher'. Seven cyber enthusiasts from the School stood out in the
National Cyber Olympiad. Students Chinmay Gandhalikar of class II
and Gayatri Saraswat of class III bagged the Silver medal. Both secured
the 5th rank at the international and well as the zonal levels. They were
awarded gift vouchers and Certificates of Zonal Excellence. Dushyant
th
Shukla, also of class II scored the 28 rank at the international level and
The winners with Sini Ma'am,
Radhika Ma'am and Shruti Ma'am
24th rank at the national level to be rewarded the Certificate of Zonal
Excellence. Tanisha Gupta of class IV received a gift voucher and a Certificate of Zonal Excellence. She scored the
20th rank at the international level and the 10th rank at the national level. Yukta Singh, Himani Jethwani and
th
Himanshu Jethwani of class IV were rewarded with Certificates of Zonal Excellence for securing the 47 rank at
th
the Zonal level and 25 rank at the National level.
th
Tanisha Gupta also excelled in the National Science Olympiad by securing the 15 rank at the international
nd
level and the 2 rank at the zonal level. She was awarded a Silver medal, a cash award of Rs. 2500/- and a
nd
Certificate of Zonal Excellence. Kashish Somani's flair for language was evident when she scored the 42 rank at
the international level and 9th rank at the zonal level. She was rewarded with a gift voucher and Certificate of
Zonal Excellence. The winners were felicitated in the assembly and were congratulated by the Principal, Mrs.
Radhika Mehra, Vice-Principals, Mrs. Perveen Cassad and Mrs. Anita Sharma, the staff and students.

CPS AB'S MOKSHDA JERATH AWARDED SCHOLARSHIP OF EXCELLENCE IN ENGLISH
Centre Point School, Amravati Road Bypass' young linguist, Mokshda Jerath has another feather added to
Mokshda Jerath
her hat. Mokshda, a student of Class 10 was awarded the Scholarship of Excellence in
English (S.E.E.) for the academic year 2017-18 by the Science Olympiad Foundation.
This scholarship is an endeavor by Science Olympiad Foundation and the British
Council to recognize and reward Excellence in English language among school
students in India. The S.E.E. which is run by the Science Olympiad Foundation in
association with British Council, is awarded to 120 students across India based on
their performance in English on the recommendations received from schools. She
received a one-time scholarship viz. a cheque of Rs. 5000/- and a certificate as her
reward. Principal, Mrs. Radhika Mehra, Vice-Principals, Mrs. Perveen Cassad and Mrs.
Anita Sharma, the staff and the students congratulated Mokshda on her success.
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CPS, AB EMERGES AS THE FIRST RUNNER-UP OF THE REEF CHALLENGE

The CPS, AB Eco-Rangers emerged as the First Runners-up of
the 'How Green is Your Campus - an insight into tiger reserves'
challenge organised by REEF, the nature club of Ramdeobaba
College, Nagpur to commemorate Global Tiger Day Celebrations
2018. The main aim of Global Tiger Day is to promote the
protection and expansion of tiger habitats and hence create
awareness for tiger conservation. REEF organized this event to
sensitize school children about the importance of tigers and their
conservation, and give them an opportunity to contribute towards
it. The challenge which was held from 1st to 28th July, 2018 was
divided into four segments namely Video-making, model presentation,
The CPS, AB Eco-Rangers with Kalyani Ma’am,
Radhika Ma’am, Shrikant Sir & Bhakti Ma’am
quiz and online riddles. Centre Point School, AB environment club - CPS,
AB Eco-Rangers comprising Saee Ghodmare, Akruti Rathi, Parth Pannase, Poorva Naringe, Utsavi Gohil, Dylan Marshall,
Amrit Shelke, Tanisha Sangtani, Yashaswi Kamble, Rashi Pande and Devyani Chaudhari participated enthusiastically in all
the activities of the challenge. In this endeavour, they were guided by their mentors, Mrs. Bhakti Bobde (Co-ordinator), Mr.
Shrikant Wekhande and Mrs. B. Kalyani.
Along with the Runner-Up Trophy, the team secured the winning trophy
in the video-making segment. They were rewarded with a cash prize of Rs.
3500, certificates and souvenir. The earnest efforts made by the CPS, AB EcoRangers were commended and the entire team was congratulated by the
Principal, Mrs. Radhika Mehra, Vice-Principals, Mrs. Perveen Cassad and Mrs.
Anita Sharma, the staff and students. Devyani Chaudhari of class VIII has
penned her experiences from the 'How Green is Your Campus' Challenge'.
'Really Educational and Enlightening Fun'……….this interpretation of
the 'Ramdeobaba College Engineers for Environment Forum' acronym is, in my
opinion, more appropriate as that is exactly what we had during the month long
'How Green Is Your Campus?' challenge which was held on Global Tigers' Day
(29th July'18) at Ramdeobaba
College of Engineering. The
theme for this year was 'An
The children presenting their model
Insight into Tiger Reserves and
goodness, it taught us a lot! Most of us didn't even know that there was a place
called Palamau Tiger Reserve and now we know it like the palm of our hand
(almost!). But before the main contest day, our team went through a month filled
with moments of creativity, fun and excitement clubbed with valuable learning
experiences. And it was all worth it in the end, when the team heard Centre Point
School, Amravati Road Bypass' being declared as the First Runners Up!
Our model of the Palamau Tiger Reserve was made up of biodegradable and
recycled materials. It included much of the flora and fauna found in the reserve.
We presented the model in the form of a skit. We didn't have any costumes but we
did have our faces painted depicting the different birds and animals we were
portraying. And believe me when I tell you, when you've heard people asking,
Winning moments
“Who's that pink animal?” or “Are you a monkey?”, you never forget it! Another
integral part of the competition was solving the riddles posted on the Internet by the REEF members. It's amazing how such
easy answers like 'Pench' can be hidden in the most difficult and complicated of riddles. Solving those riddles added to our
knowledge bank on wildlife and honed our comprehension skills. And last but definitely not the least was the Video-making
segment. It was basically a vlog showing how we made the model, right from an empty base to a fully
finished, beautiful tiger reserve. The competition taught us the importance of teamwork and how a
competition is held not only for somebody to win but to leave all the participants with some new knowledge
so that, at the end of the day, everybody has a sense of having achieved something. It helped us to explore the
world outside our school textbooks. It gave us a chance to interact with other schools and of course, make
new friends. But above all, it taught us to be responsible and sensitive towards the environment as, in the
end, that was what the competition was all about.
By Devyani Chaudhari, VIII A, CPS, AB
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MEDIA LITERACY WORKSHOP @ CPS, AB

Centre Point Group of Schools had organised the Chinh Media Literacy
Workshop at Centre Point School, Amravati Road Bypass from 13th to 15th Aug'18.
The workshop was attended by 36 children from classes VI to X of all the
branches of the School. The workshop was conducted by the founders of Chinh
Early Education Web Channel and Community Web Channel, Mrs. Minakshi Rai
A discussion with Mrs. Minakshi Rai and Mr. Vinay Rai. Both are National Award Winning Film and Culture activists
with a passion for creating films on issues of social relevance, education and
culture. On the first day of the workshop, the children were given a brief
introduction of media literacy and its importance. They were also introduced to
the concept of short films. Children were divided into groups to learn the
intricacies of script writing, making frames (drawings) and deciding a theme or
topic for a film. Discussions on short films and its making continued on the second day
of the workshop. The children were also taught how to view films as jury members in
order to rate them and comment about them. Their creative ideas came to life while
making frames, recording audios and videos for the short film. Acting, judging,
The creative minds at work
shooting and film editing were carried out on the third day of workshop. From
watching films, the children learnt the basics of making films during the course of the workshop. The three day workshop
bubbled with activity from the beginning till the end. It also sensitized them about the appropriate uses of the media and
how it could be used as a medium of effective communication. From the various learning experiences gained, the children
walked home more confident with an enhanced level of awareness. The participants for the three day session were as
follows- Aashita Agrawal, Chhavi Sindhi, Gamini Sai Varshini, Simran Hedaoo, Abhimanyu Shahane, Yashaditya Tamgadge,
Ananth Krishna, Tisha Kamble, Sumedha Rao and Karman Rai from CPS, AB; Tarush Garg, Yuvraj Mahisalkar, Ishan Ingole
and Anaaya Singhania from CPSI; Aryaman Agrawal, Pranay
Golechha, Darsh Agrawal, Sanya Kothari, Aashna Ajmera, Trisha
Garg, Vedika Khemuka, Samruddhi Rangwekar, Jagrit Khatri, Samai
Mandpe, Gargi Vaidya, Saranya Jaiswal, Dhruv Rewatkar, Aditya Rane,
Siri Kapse & Ram Sundar Radhakrishnam from CPS, KR; & Aryan
Khurana, Saaj Modi, Aayush Ganatra, Ismat Chimthanawala, Pinak
Jivarajani & Aouchitya Gawande from CPS, WN.
Mr. Vinay Rai inspecting the tasks being carried out by the children

CUBS AND BULBUL SESSIONS @ CPS, AB
The session 2017-18 witnessed Centre Point School, Amravati Road
Bypass embarking on many new ventures. One of these was the introduction
of the Cubs and Bulbul Junior Scout and Guide sessions. 179 enthusiasts from
classes II to IV had enrolled for these sessions. Cubs and Bulbuls is the first lap
in the journey towards scouting and guiding. Character building is its aim.
Instilling self – discipline and thoughtfulness for others at a tender age is the
focus of the activities designed for this group. It prepares the boys and girls to
take up bigger tasks in scouting and guiding and also helps in their mental and
physical growth. Children learn to be independent and to live life in a
CPS, AB's Cubs & Bulbuls with Chetan Sir,
Radhika Ma'am, Jayshree ma'am & Madhuri Ma'am disciplined manner. Numerous engaging
activities ranging from physical fitness skills, and handicrafts, to nature study and
excursions were conducted during the Cubs and Bulbuls session which were held every 1st,
3rd and 5th Friday of the month to provide the children with a variety of experiences.
The children were taught survival techniques like knotting, providing first aid,
making stretchers, bandaging, and preparing instant equipments. Group activities and
games like unknown tracking sign in the jungle, fire on the mountain, making a vertical
line using materials available in the surroundings were conducted. In this endeavour, the
students were guided by Ms. Jayshree Thool, Mr. Chetan Samrit and Mrs. Madhuri Bhagat.
The Cubs and Bulbuls activities helped to foster in our students important values like
honesty, friendship, dignity, patience, integrity, discipline, kindness, and important life
skills like leadership, creativity and team-sprit. The Cubs and Bulbuls were congratulated
by the Principal, Mrs. Radhika Mehra and Vice-Principals, Mrs. Perveen Cassad and Mrs.
Anita Sharma on the successful completion of their activities.
Cubs and Bulbul sessions in progress
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CPS, AB'S CYBER ENTHUSIASTS BAG MEDALS
The Cyber Olympiad was a great opportunity for the techno savvy
kids of Centre Point School, Amravati Road Bypass to showcase their
potential. The First level of the National Cyber Olympiad was conducted
in the School in the form of a written Exam. The results reflect the hard
work put in by the children from classes II to VII.
At the school level, children from each class bagged Gold, Silver and
Bronze medals. Gold medals of Excellence have been bagged by
Dushyantt Shukla of class II, Tanisha Gupta of class IV, Yukta A. Singh of
class IV, Himani Jetjwani and Himanshu Jetjwani also of class IV. The
medal winners from each class are as follows.
Class

The Cyber Enthusiasts with Shruti Ma'am,
Radhika Ma'am and Sini Ma'am

Name of student

Medal of
Zonal
School
Medal
Distinction
Rank
Rank
II
Chinmay Gandhalikar
5
First
II
Gayatri Ajit Kumar Saraswat
5
First
II
Dushyantt Shukla
Gold
24
Second
II
Sparkle Zunzunwala
97
Fourth
Silver
II
Rudra S. Meheshwari
52
Third
Gold
II
Iya Katiyar
97
Fourth
Silver
II
Riya Maheshwari
134
Fifth
Bronze
III
Arush Dhruv Chitre
88
Second
Silver
III
Unnati Jodhpurkar
104
Third
Bronze
III
Ida Asmi
57
First
Gold
IV
Khyati P. Tidke
97
Fifth
Bronze
IV
Tanisha Gupta
Gold
10
First
IV
Yukta A. Singh
Gold
25
Second
IV
Pratyush Prashant Agrawal
55
Third
Gold
IV
Himani Jethwani
Gold
25
Second
IV
Souhardya Sandip Biswas
69
Fourth
Silver
IV
Himanshu Jetwani
Gold
25
Second
V
Hridyansh U. Kothari
52
First
Gold
V
Manas S. Ramteke
187
Second
Silver
V
Krishiv A. Garodia
206
Third
Bronze
VI
Aastha S. Gajbe
241
First
Gold
VII
Akshat Saraswat
45
First
Gold
VII
Siddhesh Badani
47
Second
Silver
VII
Shoan A Raj
164
Third
Bronze
VIII
Mayank D. Mukherjee
86
First
Gold
The medal winners were feted in the assembly and applauded for their achievement by Principal, Mrs. Radhika Mehra,
Vice-Principals, Mrs. Perveen Cassad and Mrs. Anita Sharma, the students and staff.

READER OF THE WEEK @ CPS,AB
The Library department is constantly encouraging good reading habits and motivating the children to enhance their reading
skills through various activities. Reader of the Week is one such activity in which the children are bestowed with the Reader of the
Week title from each category. The children are observed by the librarians during the time they spend in the Library reading with
great attention and interest. They are awarded a book mark, a gift voucher and a badge of the 'Reader of the Week' by the Principal.
The junior classes (I,II & III) get it during the junior assembly, while the middle school (IV, V & VI) and the senior classes ( VII &
VIII) get the same in the senior assembly. This activity motivates the young readers to inculcate good reading habits and a lifelong
love for books. The Reader of the Week award winners for the session 2017-18 are as follows: Sufia Ahmad 3-D Junior, Harshika
Bajaj 5-F Middle, Advik Deshpande 8-C Senior, Ritika Tiwari 1-C Junior, Aditi Chaudhari 4-A Middle, Gurjyot Sibal 7-D Senior,
Poorva Pethe 4-D Middle, Mihika Sharma 3-F Junior, Raghav Paliwal 3-B Junior, Aneesha Khandar 5-B Middle, Deeksha
Aaishani 6-D Senior, Mahi Shelekar 2-D Junior, Shifa Khan 4-E Middle, Rutuja Peshkar 8-E Senior, Eshan Deshmukh 1-D
Junior, Manasi Bhake 5-C Middle, Ashriel Prasad 7-E Senior, Indrakkhi Sarkar 3-C Junior, Sarah Athar 5-A Middle, Aiswarya
Nair 2-A Junior, Mahee Puri 5-D Middle, Diva Agarwal 1-A Junior.
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CPS KATOL ROAD SWIMMERS EXCEL IN DISTRICT SWIMMING COMPETITION
Around 9 swimmers of Centre Point School, Katol Road
th
participated in the District Level Swimming Competition on 20
May'18 in the Jalkalash Swimming Pool. It was organised by
Vidarbha Amateur Aquatic Association and conducted by
Nashikrao Tirpude College of Physical Education. The swimmers
excelled in the different categories and brought home hordes of
medals and laurels to the school.
The results were as follows : BOYS U/14 : Aryan Jaiswal won 2
Silver in 100m Free Style & 100m Breast Stroke. 1 Bronze in 100m
Swimmers excel in DSO
Butterfly. Shubh Tiwari won 2 Gold in 100m Breast Stroke & 200m
Individual Medley. Ayaan Khawaja won 1 Bronze in 200m Individual Medley. GIRLS U/14 : Niharikaa Agrawal
won 2 Silver in 100m Back Stroke & 200m Individual Medley. BOYS U/12 : Garv Ranjith won 1 Gold in 100m
Back Stroke, 1 Silver in 100m Butterfly, 1 Bronze in 100m Free Style. GIRLS U/12 : Khushi Mehra won 1 Bronze
in 100m Butterfly. GIRLS U/17 : Samidha Awasthi won 2 Silver in 100m Butterfly & 100m Free Style and 1
Bronze in 200m Individual Medley. The achievers and their coaches Anil Lambat, Roshan Choudhary, Praveen
Rohad and Namrata Patel were appreciated in the morning assembly by the Principal, Vice Principal, staff &
students for their outstanding performance.

LAKSHYA OF CPS KATOL ROAD DECLARED BEST DISTRICT PLAYER IN CHESS
The little grandmaster, Lakshya Hirani of Centre Point School,
Katol Road was declared the BEST NAGPUR DISTRICT PLAYER in chess
in the G.H. Raisoni Memorial All India Fide Rating Chess Tournament
held from 26th April to 1st May'18 at Dr. Ambedkar College. The event
conducted by the Nagpur District Chess Association saw 196 players
from different categories. Lakshya scored 7 out of 10 points and won a
cash award of 5000/- and received a certificate. With this he increased
upto 60 International rating. He trained with the school coach Mr. Vilas
Nerkar. He was commended by the Principal, staff & students.

SWIMMING CHAMPS OF CPS KATOL ROAD BRING HOME MEDALS
Twelve swimmers of Centre Point School, Katol Rroad
participated and brought laurels to school in the Khasdar Krida
Mahotsav Swimming Competition which was held in Maharashtra
th
th
Kamgar Kalyan Swimming Pool from 15 to 17 May'18. It was
organised by Khasdar Krida Mahotsav and conducted by Nagpur
District Amateur Aquatic Association. The swimmers showed verve
& skill to prove their supremacy and outshone in all the categories.
The results were as follows : BOYS U/17 : Raunit Sethi won 1
Gold in 200m Back Stroke, 1 Silver in 100m Back Stroke. GIRLS
U/17 : Samidha Awasthi won 1 Gold in 200m Butterfly & 2 Silver in
Champion swimmers of CPS KR
200m Free Style & 100m Butterfly. BOYS U/14 : Shubh Tiwari won
2 Gold in 100m & 200m Breast Stroke. Aryan Jaiswal won 1 Gold in 200m Free Style. 2 Silver in 100m Butterfly,
100m Free Style. Daksh Gupta won a Silver in 200m Back Stroke, a Bronze in 100m Back Stroke. Ayaan
Khawaja won 1 Gold in 200m Butterfly. GIRLS U/14 : Niharika Agrawal won 1 Bronze in 100m Back Stroke.
GIRLS U/12 : Mishka Sharma won 1 Bronze in 100m Butterfly. The swimmers and their coaches Anil Lambat,
Roshan Choudhary, Namrata Patel and Praveen Rohad were congratulated by the Principal, Vice Principal, staff
and students for their outstanding performance.
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JASKARAN – AN ACE SHUTTLER OF CPS KATOL ROAD
Jaskaran Singh Suri an ace shuttler of Centre Point School, Katol
Road, played commendably well in the Baidyanath Junior and Senior
District Championship organised and conducted by Nagpur District
Badminton Association in Subhedar Badminton Hall from 25th to 30th
June'18. His swift moves and focused attention helped him in winning a
double crown in the Championship. He was the Runners up in the U/17
and U/19 Doubles category and Runners up in the U/17 Boys Single. He
received trophies for his remarkable feat. Jaskaran and his mentor Nitin
Raut sir were applauded in the morning assembly for their outstanding Jaskaran with Shilpee ma’am & Nitin sir
performance by Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly, Principal, CPS, Katol Road, Vice Principal staff & students.

LAKSHYA OF CPS KATOL ROAD RECEIVES CASH AWARD IN CHESS
Lakshya Hirani of CPS, Katol Road bagged the title of Best Nagpur
District Chess Player in the 1st All India Below 1600 Fide Rating Chess
Tournament 2018 which was organised and conducted by Nagpur District
st
th
Chess Association from 1 to 17 June'18 in Nagpur. Lakshya scored 6.5
out of 9 points and received a certificate and a cash award of 3000/-. With
this he increased 37 International ratings. He was commended by Mr.
Vilas Nerkar, the school coach for chess. Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly, Principal,
CPS KR, staff & students commended Lakshya on his success.

SIFAT OF CPS KATOL ROAD DECLARED CHAMPION IN BADMINTON
Sifat Singh Arora of CPS, Katol Road played an impressive game in
Baidyanath Junior and Senior District Badminton Championship which was
held from 25th to 30th June'18 at Subhedar Badminton Hall, Nagpur. It was
organised and conducted by Nagpur District Badminton Association. With his
skilled game plan he was triple crowned in the Championship. He won the
prestigious title of a Champ by emerging winner in the U/17 Boys Single and
in the Doubles and was declared winner in the U/19 Boys Doubles. He was the
semifinalist in U/19 Boys Single. He received trophies & certificates for his
commendable performance. Sifat and his mentor Nitin Raut, the badminton
Sifat with Shilpee ma’am & Nitin sir
coach in the school, were congratulated and received a huge round of
applause for outstanding performance by Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly, Principal, CPS KR, Vice Principal, staff & students.

CPS KATOL ROAD SWIMMERS SHOW THEIR PROWESS IN SWIMMING
The young and enthusiastic swimmers of Centre Point School, Katol Road participated in the swimming
competition which was held at Priyadarshani College on 1st July'18. It was organised by Stars Sports Academy
and conducted by Aquatic Association, Nagpur. The eleven swimmers in U/12 & U/14 categories did extremely
well and won Gold, Silver & Bronze medals to make the school proud of them.
The results were as follows : BOYS U/14 : Shubh Tiwari won 1 Gold in 100m Breast Stroke, 2 Bronze in
100m Free Style & 200m Individual Medley. Ayaan Khawaja won 1 Bronze in 100m Butterfly. Aryan Jaiswal
won 1 Gold in 100m Free Style, 1 Silver in 200m Individual Medley, 1
Bronze in 100m Breast Stroke. Daksh Gupta won 1 Silver in 100m
Back Stroke. BOYS U/12 : Garv Ranjith won 1 Bronze in 100m
Butterfly. GIRLS U/12 : Sameeksha Dhandhania won a Bronze in
100m Breast Stroke. GIRLS U/10 : Anannya Ingewar won a Bronze
in 50m Back Stroke and a Silver in 50m Butterfly.
The efforts of the achievers and their mentors Anil Lambat,
Roshan Choudhary, Praveen Rohad, Namrata Patel and Yuga
Chhetri were applauded in the morning assembly by the Principal,
Vice Principal and the staff.
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A Jubilant Adwait

Adwait Mistri of class VII, Centre Point School, Katol Road is a
promising shuttler of the school. He showed his prowess in
Badminton in the Nagpur District Badminton Championship 2018
held from 2nd to 4th July'18 in the Subhedar Badminton Hall, Nagpur.
In the event conducted by Nagpur District Badminton Association,
Adwait emerged as a Semi Finalist in the U/13 Boys Doubles Event.
He was awarded a Trophy and a Badminton Kit. He was applauded in
the morning assembly by the Principal, Vice Principal, staff and
students of the school. Nitin Raut & Vishwajeet Singh, the school
Badminton coaches congratulated Adwait on his success.
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ADWAIT – A PROMISING SHUTTLER OF CPS KATOL ROAD

CENTRE POINTERS BAG TROPHY IN FUTSAL TOURNAMENT
The young energetic footballers of Centre Point School, Katol Road,
displayed skill & strength in the Futsal Tournament organised and
th
th
conducted by CDS School on 12 & 13 July'18. The U/14 Football team
of Boys of CPS Katol Road beat SDM School in the 1st match by 12-0. The
2nd match between CPS Katol Road & Ira International School was a
draw with 4-4. In the final match CDS School won by just a single goal.
The CPS Katol Road team bagged the Runner Up position in the
tournament. The players were awarded a Trophy & certificates.
The team included : Tanay Jajoo (Captain), Bryan Dias, Ved Joshi,
The U/14 Boys Football Team
Mithlesh Gogia, Vaiidit Jaiswal, Tanmay Agrawal, Meharvaan
Singh Anand, Ved Bhatia, Sabhya Mulani, Yash Agrawala, Bhavesh Mulchandani, Sonish Dhone, Gaurang
Agrawal, Somil Chahande, Arnav Rewatkar, Pushkar Jaiswal, Omi Radhwani. Tanmay Agrawal was
declared the Best Goalkeeper. Ved Joshi with 10 goals, Somil Chahande with 4 goals and Tanay Jajoo with 12
goals contributed to the success of the CPS Katol Road team. The team practiced to perfection under the able
coaching of Hemant Trivedi the school coach for football. The players were commended by Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly,
Principal, CPS Katol Road, Vice Principal, staff & students.

Li'l GRANDMASTERS OF CPS KATOL ROAD BRING LAURELS
Harman Singh Chawla of class 1 & Apurv Karan of class 7 played appreciably well in the Late TB Morghade
Memorial Inter School Chess Tournament held on 14th & 15th July'18 in
Nagpur. In the tournament conducted by Nagpur District Chess
rd
Association, Harman bagged the 3 position. He scored 4 out of 9 points
in the U/7 category and received a Bronze Medal and a certificate. Apurv
Karan, who played in the High school group scored 7.5 points out of 9
points and received a Trophy, a certificate and a cash prize of 1000/-. The
li'l grandmasters trained under Vilas Nerkar, the school coach for chess.
The winners and their coach were commended for their success by Mrs.
The Li’l grandmasters - Harman & Apurv Shilpee Ganguly, Principal, CPS KR, Vice Principal, staff & students.

APURV OF CPS KATOL ROAD DECLARED 2ND RUNNER UP IN CHESS
rd

Apurv Karan, a chess wizard of CPS, KR secured the 3 position in
the District Interschool Chess Championship which was held from 18th
th
to 20 July'18 at St. Vincent Palloti School. It was organised by St.
Vincent Palloti School and conducted by Nagpur District Chess
Association. Apurv created a place for himself by scoring 8 out of 9
rd
points. He stood 3 in the championship by giving a stiff competition to
the high ranked player. He was awarded a Trophy and a Certificate.
Apurv and Mr. Vilas Nerkar the school coach for chess were applauded
in the assembly by the Principal, Vice Principal, staff and students.
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CPS KATOL ROAD BAGS OVERALL CHAMPIONSHIP TROPHY IN CENSPORTS

Swimmers & Gymnasts of Centre Point School, Katol
Road brought laurels to the school in Censports, an Inter
School Sports Competition hosted by Centre Point School,
Amravati Road Bypass from 23rd to 26th July'18. It was one of
the schools to win the Overall Championship.
The agile gymnasts in the U/10 & U/12 Boys & Girls
Category exhibited flexibility, stamina & poise in the Floor
Exercises, which were the only apparatus for the
competition. The skilled gymnasts from Centre Point The jubilant champs with Shilpee ma'am & their coaches
School, Katol Road who scored 2 points in the event included : Lisa Jagwani, Anmol Bansal, Samaira
Pacheriwala, Jaikrit Suchak & Ryan George. They were trained by Yuga Chhetri & Namrata Patel, the school
coaches for gymnastics. The well trained swimmers also contributed their might in winning. In the Censports Inter
School Swimming Competition held on 25th July'18 the 23 participating swimmers of Centre Point School, Katol Road,
in various categories, gave a commendable performance to be declared as the Runners Up and added 3 points to the
school's kitty. The swimmers from Centre Point School, Katol Road included :
U/17 BOYS : Raunit Sethi who won 1 Bronze in 100m Back stroke. U/17 Boys won a Silver in 200m Free Style
Relay and the team members were Shubh Tiwari, Siddhesh Fuladi, Darsh Kataria & Raunit Sethi. In the U/17
GIRLS : Samidha Awasthi won 3 Silver in 100m Free style, 100m Breast stroke & 100m Butterfly. The BOYS in the
U/14 category included : Aryan Jaiswal who won 3 Gold in 100m Free Style, 100m Butterfly, 200m Individual
Medley. Ayaan Khawaja won 2 Bronze in 100m Butterfly & 100m Free style. Daksh Gupta won 1 Gold in 100m Back
stroke. The U/14 Boys won a Gold in 200m Free style Relay. The team members included : Aryan Jaiswal, Ayaan
Khawaja, Himanshu Jeswani & Daksh Gupta. In the U/14 GIRLS category Niharikaa Agrawal won a Bronze in
100m Breast stroke. The U/14 Girls also won a Gold in 200m Free style Relay and the team included : Reet Sethi,
Sameeksha Dhandhania, Khushi Mehra & Niharikaa Agrawal. The BOYS in the U/12 category included : Garv
Ranjith who won 1 Gold in 50m Free style and 2 Silver in 50m Butterfly and 100m Individual Medley and Rijak
Makan who 1 Bronze in 50m Back stroke. The Boys in U/12 won a Gold in 200m Free style Relay, the team included :
Garv Ranjith, Rijak Makan, Shivohm Thakur & Rayden Rodrigues. The GIRLS of U/12 category also gave a
commendable performance. The swimmers included: Mishka Sharma who won 1 Silver in 50m Back stroke & 1
Bronze in 50m Free style and Anannya Ingewar who won 1 Bronze in 50m Butterfly. The U/12 Girls won a Gold in
200m Free style & the team included : Mishka Sharma, Anannya Ingewar, Lakshita Bhatia & Anannya Jaiswal.
The swimmers were coached by Anil Lambat, Roshan Choudhary, Namrata Patel & Pravin Rohad, the school coaches
for swimming. Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly, Principal, CPS Katol Road, Vice Principal, staff & students applauded the
swimmers & the gymnasts who brought laurels to school.

CPS KATOL ROAD SHINES IN YMCA FOOTBALL TOURNAMENT
The agile and skilled footballers of Centre Point School, Katol Road
participated in the YMCA Nagpur U/16 Inter School Football Tournament
held from 8th to 25th Aug'18 on the Bishop Cotton Ground. Teams from 64
schools of Nagpur participated in the event. In the 1st match the CPS Katol
Road boys beat S.S. International School by 3:0 In the 2nd match CPS KR
footballers beat Guru Gobind School by 2:0. In the 3rd match CPS Katol
Road beat its opponent St. Xavier's High School by 1:0. The unbeatable CPS
Katol Road team beat Anjuman Urdu School in the Quarter Finals &
Modern School in the Seminals. In the 3rd Place Match the CPS Katol Road
team beat St. John's School by 5:3.
The strong team of players included : Atharva Bagde, Ansh Agrawal, Karan Balany, Siddhant Nalgundwar,
Jagrit Khatri, Harsh Sukhdeve, Siddharth Deshmukh, Pranav Mohta, Ansh Jain, Somil Chhande, Ian Urade,
Atharva Bhatia, Gaurang Agrawal, Manan Agrawal, Bhupesh Jashnani, Vineet Kothari.
From among the players of 64 participating schools, Atharva Bagde bagged the BEST FORWARD PLAYER of the
tournament. He received a special prize for his performance. The team was coached by Hemant Trivedi, the school
coach for Football. A trophy and certificates were awarded to the players. Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly, Principal, Centre Point
School Katol Road, commended the players and the coach.
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Vedant Daulatkar of Centre Point School, Katol Road participated in
the Karate Championship – The All India Independence Cup 2018, held
th
th
from 10 to 12 Aug'18 in the Talkatora Indoor Stadium, New Delhi. The
event was jointly organised and conducted by SETKO KAI KARATE
International & Bharat Karate Academy. Vedant with his concentration
and agility received a Silver medal each in Kata & Kumite in the U/9 to
U/13 category for Maharashtra. He also received a certificate for his
excellent performance. He was commended in the morning assembly by
Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly, Principal, CPS KR, Vice Principal, staff and
Jubilant Vedant
students. Yugant Ugale, the school coach for Martial Arts also commended Vedant on his success.
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VEDANT OF CPS KATOL ROAD WINS MEDALS IN KARATE

CPS KATOL ROAD KARATEKAS SHINE IN DISTRICT KICK BOXING
The alert and agile Karatekas of CPS, Katol Road proved their
mettle at the District level to be selected for the Divisional level
Kickboxing Tournament. In the DSO District Kickboxing
Tournament held on 14th Aug'18 in the Mankapur Indoor Stadium
15 CPS KR Karatekas won medals for their performance. The Gold
medalists included – Dhruv Mishra, Yash Dhanrajani, Anee
Jain, Bhavya Sahni, Aditya Bagchi, Atharva Bagde, Ayaz
Nathani, Saanya Pillai and Aman Khan. Those who bagged
Promising Karatekas of CPS KR
Silver included Shubhom Mukherjee, Ved Bhatia, Mehnur Singh
Tuli, Jay Sahajwani, Eshan Sarda & Mirza Baig. The 9 Gold Medal winners have been selected for the Divisional
Kickboxing Tournament to be held later. The karatekas trained under Mazhar Khan & Yugant Ugale. They were
commended for their success by Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly, Principal, CPS KR, Vice Principal, staff & students.

CPS KATOL ROAD WATER BABIES SHINE IN DISTRICT SWIMMING COMPETITION
Twenty three water babies of Centre Point School, Katol Road
won medals in the District Level Swimming Competition held on
th
19 Aug'18 in the Kamgar Kalyan Swimming Pool. The event was
organised & conducted by the Aquatic Association, Nagpur. Aryan
Jaiswal competed in the U/14 category and with 3 Golds in his kitty,
he won the Individual Championship.
The other swimmers of CPS KR who performed extremely well
included : Samidha Awasthi in U/20 Girls who won a Silver in
100m Butterfly & 2 Bronze in 100m Free style & 100m Breast
The CPS KR Swimmers
stroke. In U/20 Boys Raunit Sethi won a Silver in 100m Back stroke
and Shubh Tiwari won a Bronze in 100m Breast stroke. In U/14 Girls Niharika Agrawal won a Silver in 100m
Breast stroke. In U/14 Boys Daksh Gupta won a Gold in 100m Back stroke & a Silver in 100m Free style and
Aryan Jaiswal the champ won 3 Golds in 100m Free style, 200m Individual Medley, 100m Butterfly. Ayaan
Khwaja won a Bronze in 200m Individual Medley. In U/12 Boys Garv Ranjith won a Gold in 100m Free style & 2
Silver in 100m Back stroke & 100m Butterfly and Shivohm Thakur won a Bronze in 100m Breast stroke.
The swimmers received coaching from the school coaches Anil Lambat, Roshan Choudhary, Namrata Patel &
Pravin Rohad. They received thunderous applause in the morning assembly for their success.

AYAZ OF CPS KATOL ROAD WINS MEDALS IN KICK BOXING
Ayaz Nathani of class 11, Centre Point School, Katol Road won 2 Bronze Medals in the 33rd Askam Senior
th
th
Selection and cadect Open Kickboxing Tournament held from 17 to 19 Aug'18 in Pune.
The Event was organised and conducted by W.A.K.O. Maharashtra. Others from CPS Katol Road who
participated in the event included Yash Dhanrajani of class 6, Keshav Panpaliya of class 4 and Mirza Bage of class
11. They were trained by the school coaches Mazhar Khan and Yugant Ugale.
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CPSWN LIMBO SKATING STAR SETS NEW GUINNESS WORLD RECORD
Shristi Sharma a 13 year old Class IX student of CPS, W'Nagpur captured the limelight and the
hearts of all her fans when she added yet another feather to
her success cap on the skating rink and earned global acclaim.
The hugely talented limbo skater set a new Guinness
World Record in the lowest Limbo Ice Skating at the
Gurgaon iSkate Skating Rink in Haryana on 28th Dec'18. This
city-based skater crossed 11 evenly-spaced bars over a
distance of 10m at a jaw-dropping height of 17.78cm.
This is the first time ever that a record has been attempted
in this category. For Shristi's record to be accepted in this category,
Shristi Sharma
the adjudicators from Guinness World Records had set a minimum
height requirement of 20cm for the bars but Shristi managed to cross the bars at an even lower height of
17.78 cm and set a new world record. Her incredible feat earned her a Gold Medal, a Certificate of
Achievement and not to forget, huge rounds of applause from the school management, teachers and
students for her fantastic achievement. She was wished every bit of success in her future endeavours.
CPSWN ACE GOLFER CORNERS GLORY
An ace golfer, Kashish Patel, a Class IX Centre
Pointer from W’Nagar has made her mark in the
challenging sport & has added quite a few
achievements in her kitty in her budding sporting
career and made her school proud.
In the IGU (Indian Golf Union) West Zoneth
th
Junior and Feeder Tour held at Mumbai on 26 , 27
th
& 28 March '18, Kashish achieved the top
st
position, winning the trophy for the 1 position
Kashish Patel with her trophies
in the Girls B category.
th
nd
st
In the same tour (IGU) held at Baroda from 30 April to 2 May '18, she again clinched the 1
nd
position, winning the tour trophy. She attained the 2 position at Pune in the Indian Golf Union Tour
th
th
which was held on 5 and 6 June '18 and was awarded the Runner-Up trophy at the end of the
tournament. Her stupendous performance in Golf also brought her a yearly sponsorship of 1 lakh rupees
from Ferrero Rocher in June '18. In the IGU (Indian Golf Union) National Championship held at
Bengaluru (Eaglton Golf course), Pune (Oxford Golf Course) and Ahmedabad (Kersville Golf
Course) during April and May 2018, she secured a position in the top 10 at the National level. This rising
star was heartily congratulated by the school management & the teachers for her wonderful performance.
MEDALS IN MARTIAL ART FOR VISHAL & VEDANT
Two Martial Artists from Centre Point School, Wardhaman
Nagar made their school proud when they competed in the
Second Open Vidharbha Taekwondo Championship
th
which was held at Yavatmal on 15 July '18.
Performing commendably, Vishal Pandey won the
Bronze Medal in the 46 Kg to 50 kg senior category and
Vedant Malani won the Gold Medal in the 51kg to 54 kg
senior category. Both the achievers and their coaches, Mr.
Vishal Pandey and Vedant Malani
Vinod Dahare and Mr. Nitin Kamble were congratulated by the
school management and teachers for their wonderful performance.
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CPSWN MARTIAL ARTISTS ROMP HOME WITH MEDALS
Martial Artists representing Centre Point School, W’Nagar
came home with a spree of medals when they participated in
the 6th Tang Soo Do Championship 2018 which was
organized at the District Level by the Tang Soo Do Association
th
of Nagpur at NIT Hall on 5 Aug '18. In all 3 Gold Medals, 1
Silver and 1 Bronze were pocketed by the contestants. While
Gaurav Kanoogo, Mahek Kanoogo and Harshita Jhawar
bagged Gold Medals, Laksh Berodiya won a Silver Medal
and Atharva Burde finished with a Bronze Medal. All the
Tang Soo Do winners
joyous winners, together with their trainers Vinod Dahare & Nitin
Kamble were heartily congratulated for their achievement by the school management, staff & students.

Ismat Chimthanawala

CPSWN CHESS CHAMP SHINES
Ismat Chimthanawala a Centre Point School, W'Nagar Chess
enthusiast proved her mettle when she participated in the St.
Vincent Pallotti Memorial Nagpur District Inter School Chess
th
th
Championship 2018 which was held between 18 & 20 July '18 at
St. Vincent Pallotti School, Nagpur.
She maintained a good command on the board and won the
Bronze Medal, finishing with a score of 7 points out of 9. She
merited a round of applause from the school management and staff
for her commendable performance.

DOUBLE VICTORIES FOR CPSWN CHESS ENTHUSIAST
It was double honours for a talented Chess player from Centre Point
School, Wardhaman Nagar when he participated in two prestigious
events. Young Prince Sadhwani played commendably when he proudly
nd
represented Maharashtra in the 32 National Under-7 Open Chess
Championship which was organized in Karnataka from 16th to 24th July
'18. Scoring a total of 7 points in 11 rounds, he was placed 27th at the
end of the tournament and was presented a 'Promising Player' trophy
and certificate. Prince also gave a super performance and bagged a
Medal when he participated in the late Ramesh Vinayakrao Kotwal
Prince Sadhwani
Memorial All India Rapid Chess Championship (Fide Rating) which
rd
th
was conducted by the Gondia District Chess Association on 23 and 24 June '18. A big round of applause came
his way from the school management and the staff for his superb accomplishment.

CPSWN KARATEKA EMERGES CHAMP
A young and energetic karateka from CPS, W’Nagar emerged a
winner when she participated in the All India Open Karate
Championship titled KHELO KARATE (NATIONALS) which was
st
nd
organized by Karate Association of India in Pune on 21 and 22 July
'18. Displaying her skill and strength, Dhanishtha Siddharth of Class
XI clinched the top positions in the Kata and Kumite events bagging
Gold Medals in the under 50 to 55 kg weight category in the 16-17
years age group.
Her wonderful performance against tough competitors earned her
Dhanishtha Siddharth
a round of applause from the school management and staff. She gave
credit for her success to her trainers, Mr. Vinod Dahare and Mr. Nitin Kamble in the school.
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CPSWN KARATEKA CLINCHES BRONZE AT NATIONAL LEVEL
Another success story in Karate for CPS, W’Nagar was
scripted by a budding karateka who participated in a national
level competition. Keyan Lohar represented Maharashtra at
the N.Y.K. National Karate Championship 2018 which was
venued at Kamgar Kalyan Kendra, Nagpur in March '18 and
won a coveted Bronze Medal in the Kata event. The school
management and staff applauded his achievement & his
coaches, Vinod Dahare & Nitin Kamble for their good training.

CPSWN ACE SWIMMER PROVES HER METTLE
CPS, Wardhaman Nagar star swimmer set the swimming pool ablaze with her stupendous performance
in the District Level Swimming Competition which was organized by Star Sports Academy on 1st July '18.
Sana Neware participated in 3 different events and clinched the 1st
positions in all three. She won Gold Medals in the 100 metres
Freestyle, 100 metres Butterfly and 200 metres Individual
Medley. She was also awarded an individual Championship
Trophy in the U-14 Girls category for her remarkable feat. A
jubilant Sana and her coaches Mr. Vishal Chandurkar, Mrs. Rashmi
Bais and Mr. Kushal Balbudhe were heartily congratulated by the
school management and staff for her achievement.
Sana Neware
CPSWN SWIMMERS TASTE SWEET SUCCESS
Talented swimmers of CPS, Wardhaman Nagar added a
feather to their caps of success when they participated and
bagged medals for the school in the Khasdar Krida Mahotsav
Swimming Competition which took place from 15th to 17th
May '18 at Kamgar Kalyan Swimming Pool, Nagpur.
Nasir Chimthanawala participated in 3 events and
nd
clinched the 2 positions in the 50 metres Freestyle and the 50
metres Butterfly while he finished 3rd in the 50 metres Breast
Stroke. Anushka Sawarbandhe secured the 3rd position in the
Swimming competition winners
100 metres Freestyle while Sana Neware emerged a winner in the 100 metres and 200 metres Butterfly and won
nd
st
the 2 position in the 200 metres Freestyle. Sabiha Chimthanawala bagged the pole (1 ) positions in the 100
metres and 200 metres Freestyle as well as the 100 metres Backstroke. Her super performance earned her the
individual Championship Trophy in the Under 14 Girls Category. The school management and teachers
applauded the marvellous performance of all the winners and the efforts invested by their coaches Mr. Vishal
Chandurkar, Mrs. Rashmi Bais and Mr. Kushal Balbudhe in training them in the school swimming pool.

CPSWN SHUTTLER BAGS PRIZES
It was truly a proud moment for Centre Point School, Wardhaman
Nagar when an upcoming Badminton player bagged prizes in two
tournaments held recently. Participating in the Khasdar Krida
Mahotsav organized in the city, Palveena Advani, a student of Class
4 won the 3rd Prize in Badminton. She also showed her prowess in
the Little Champs Jaripatka Sports Academy tournament in
which she triumphed by clinching the 1st position.
The school management and staff, students congratulated her
Pavleena Advani
and her coach, Mr. Bilal Khan for her outstanding performance.
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TROPHIES WON BY CPSWN SHUTTLER

Krisha Ritesh Soni of Class VI CPS WN claimed the
Runners-up title in Girls Single U-13 category in Khelo Nagpur
Khelo – Badminton Tournament organized by Khasdar Krida
th
th
Mahotsav in Nagpur from 19 to 24 May '18. She also clinched
several top prizes and was awarded trophies at the Nagpur
District Sub - Junior Championship which was organized by
NDBA (Nagpur District Badminton Association) under the
nd
th
Maharashtra Badminton Association from 2 to 5 June '18. She
Krisha Soni
emerged a winner in the Girls Singles U-13 category and the
Girls Doubles U-13 category and was also honoured with the coveted trophy for the 'Best Player of
the Tournament'. Trained expertly by her coach, Mr. Bilal Khan, Krisha was applauded and appreciated for her
accomplishments by the school management and staff as well as her fellow students.

CPSWN TENNIS PLAYER CAPTURES LIMELIGHT

Angel Jhamnani

Competing in several categories in the All India Tennis
Tournament Talent Series organized by Chhattisgarh State Tennis
Association at Raipur from 11th to 15th June'18, Angel Jhamnani of CPS
st
WN secured top positions in all. While she bagged the 1 position
in the U-12 Girls category, she finished as a Quarter Finalist in the
U-14 category and secured the 4th position in the Doubles Semifinals. Her super achievement earned her a round of applause from the
school management & staff who also commended her coaches, Mr.
Mukul Wasnik and Mr. Pritin Rangari for training in the school.

CPSWN SWIMMERS WIN MEDALS
Ace swimmers representing CPS, W’Nagar at Censports,
the annual sports extravaganza organized by CPS, Amravati
Bypass on 25th July and 26th July '18 gave a super performance
and romped home with a spree of medals. While Mithansh
Jivarajan & Arik Itankar from Class II bagged the Bronze
Medal and the Silver Medal respectively in 25m Freestyle,
Nasir Chimthanawala from Class IV pocketed the Bronze
Medal in 50m Breast Stroke. A Class VIII student, Kartikey
Sawarbandhe clinched Silver Medals in 100m Freestyle
and 100m Breast Stroke while his classmate, Sana Neware
Swimming Censports Winners
won a Gold Medal in 100m Butterfly Stroke and a Silver
Medal in 200m Individual Medley. Anushka Sawarbandhe of Class IX bagged the Bronze Medal in
100m Backstroke. All the delighted winners were congratulated by the school management & staff for
their superb achievement. A round of applause also went out for their trainers, for their expert coaching.

Sparsh Khumbhalkar

CPSWN CHESS BUFF GIVES SHINING PERFORMANCE
A young and upcoming Chess enthusiast from Centre Point School,
Wardhaman Nagar played some smart moves on the board and clocked in a
praiseworthy performance when he participated in the 18th L.G. Somalwar
Memorial Inter-school Boys Team Chess Championship which was hosted by
Somalwar Academy Education Society.
Chess prodigy Sparsh Khumbhalkar of Class III represented the school in
rd
the Primary Group and bagged the 3 Board Prize. His good performance
earned him a big pat on the back from the management and staff of the school.
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A SPREE OF MEDALS FOR CPSWN KARATEKAS

Young and upcoming karatekas representing Centre Point School, Wardhaman Nagar gave an excellent
performance at the 5th NSKAI Nagpur District Karate Championship which was organized by National
Shotokan Karate Association, Nagpur District at Ishwar Deshmukh College of Physical Education, Nagpur on
19th Aug '18. Rising to the challenge, the competitors used their skills to bag medals in both the events i.e. Kata
and Kumite. Unnati Dhimole of Class IV finished with a Gold Medal in the Kata event and a Bronze Medal
in Kumite under her belt. While Nakul Kalambe of Class III
clinched a Bronze Medal in Kata and a Silver Medal in Kumite,
Mahek Choudhary of Class V won a Bronze Medal in Kata and a
Gold Medal in Kumite. The Class II grader, Kavish Betala bagged
a Silver Medal in Kata Event and a Bronze Medal in Kumite. Last
but not the least, Kavya Sarawgi pocketed a Silver Medal in Kata and a
Bronze Medal in Kumite. All the super achievers with their proud
coaches, Mr. Vinod Dahare and Mr. Nitin Kamble were congratulated by
the school management and staff for their commendable performance.
Shotokan Karate winners

CPSWN KICK BOXERS EMERGE WINNERS
Centre Point School, Wardhaman Nagar kick boxers gave a shining
performance when they participated in the Nagpur District Kick Boxing
Championship 2018 which was organized by the Nagpur District Kick
Boxing Association at Mateshwari Bhawan, Nagpur on 12th Aug '18. With
as many as eighteen students participating in the Under 11 category
of the event, a volley of medals were won for the school as the participants
blazed their way to success. The GOLD Medal winners include Gaurav
Kanoogo, Jai Shah, Reyan Patel, Dev Chauhan, Nasir Chimthanawala,
Lakshya Berodia and Mahek Kanoogo. The SILVER Medal winners are
The Kick boxing winners
Atharva Burde, Reshen Dhage and Bhavya Chaddha. The BRONZE
Medal winners include Akshay Dubey, Arnav Thakur, Manan Agrawal, Kavya Sarangi, Virag Dahikar, Unnati
Dhimole, Abdul Parekh and Aditi Jhaveri. All the winners gave due credit to their coaches, Mr. Vinod Dahare and Mr.
Nitin Kamble for their success as their performance was applauded by the school management and staff.

CPSWN MARTIAL ARTIST CORNERS GLORY
For an upcoming and skillful Martial Artist like Harshita Jhawar from Centre
Point School, Wardhaman Nagar, coming up with a praiseworthy performance at
the 6th District Level Tang Soo Do Championship 2018 was smooth sailing. The
event was organized was organized by the Tang Soo Do Association of Nagpur at
N.I.T. Hall, Nagpur on 5th Aug '18. Competing in the U/12 category, Harshita
romped home with a Gold Medal under her belt in the Fight Event. She, along
with her trainers Mr. Vinod Dahare and Mr. Nitin Kamble were congratulated by
the management and staff of the school for her wonderful performance.

Harshita Jhawar

STUPENDOUS PERFORMANCE BY CPSWN KICK BOXERS
Upcoming and zealous kick boxers represented Centre Point School,
Wardhaman Nagar at the School Kick Boxing Tournament organized by
the Nagpur District Kick Boxing Association and DSO at Mankapur, Nagpur
on 14th and 16th July '18 and gave a commendable performance. Laying
claim to a hoard of top positions, they made the school proud. Competing
in the U/14, U/17 and U/19 age categories, the 1st position holders
include Ashish Bankoti, Shreyash Dalal, Dhanistha Siddharth, Aman
Kick boxing winners (seniors)
Mansata and Vedant Malani. The second position holders were
Shourya Bodhare, Zaid Opai, Liyanka Katara, Diwesh Kewate and Chirag Gagalani while the 3rd position was
secured by Yesh Jain, Aryan Nagariya, Mo. Taj Jamil, Harsh Samarth and Prathamesh Chakankar.
The school management and staff applauded the commendable performance of all these achievers and the
valuable input of their coaches, Mr. Vinod Dahare and Mr. Nitin Kamble.
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CPSWN RUNNER SHINES IN MONSOON MARATHON

For this Centre Pointer from Wardhaman Nagar, not only did
his passion earn him laurels but also skyrocketed him to fame.
Arjun Deshpande of Class VI, an enthusiastic participant in the
Pachmari Monsoon Marathon ended his run tasting sweet
st
success as he bagged the 1 Prize in the 5km race in the age
group of 10 to 18 years.
He managed to reach the finishing line in just 30 minutes 39
seconds and was awarded a medal and a certificate for his
successful stint. The event was organized by Adventure and You on
22nd July '18 in Pachmari, Madhya Pradesh. Arjun's achievement earned
Arjun Deshpande
him applause and congratulations from the school management, teachers and students.
CPSWN KARATEKA SHINES AT NATIONAL LEVEL
An upcoming Karateka at Centre Point School, Wardhaman
Nagar earned laurels for himself and the school when he gave a
praiseworthy performance in a national level tournament.
Nakul Kalambe represented his state when he participated in
the Khelo Karate All India Open Karate Championship which
was organized at Balewadi, Pune on 21st and 22nd July '18.
rd
Competing in the Sub-Junior category, Nakul clinched the 3
position and was awarded the Bronze Medal in the Kata
Nakul Kalambe
event. His achievement earned him a big pat on his back from the
school management and staff. His coaches, Mr. Vinod Dahare and Mr. Nitin Kamble were also
appreciated for their expert training using the school facilities.
CPSWN SWIMMER SHINES IN SWIMMING COMPETITION
Proving herself in the pool, a talented swimmer from CPS,
Wardhaman Nagar made her presence felt when she
participated in the Swimming Competition organized by
Aquatic Association, Nagpur at Kamgar Kalyan Swimming Pool
th
nd
on 19 Aug '18. Pushti Rathi clinched the 2 position in the
100m Back Stroke and was awarded a medal and a
certificate. She, together with her trainers, Mr. Kushal Balbhude,
Mrs. Rashmi Bais and Mr. Vishal Chandurkar was congratulated
by the school management and staff for her performance.
CPSWN CHESS BUFF EXCELS
A budding Chess player at Centre Point School, W’Nagar gave a commendable performance when
he participated in the Prakashbau Umathe Memorial Open
Rapid Chess Tournament which was organized by Nagpur
District Chess Association on 11th and 12th Aug '18 in Nagpur.
Prince Sadhwani added one more feather to his cap of
success when he won 6 games out of 9 and won the trophy in
the U/7 Boys category. His wonderful performance earned him a
big round of applause from the management, staff and students of
the school.
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CPS, AB CHESS PLAYERS WIN ACCOLADES

The Chess enthusiasts of Centre Point School,
Amravati Road Bypass scripted success in the 10th St.
Vincent Pallotti Memorial Nagpur District Inter-School
and Junior College Chess Championship, This
tournament was organized and conducted by St. Vincent
Pallotti School from 18th to 20th July'18 in its campus.
More than 1000 players participated in the event.
Centre Point School, AB was represented by 26
skilled chess players. CPS, AB's High School Girls' team
comprising of Aaishita Chhabda, Krishna Taori, Mohana Yadav
and Ekta Khosla emerged winners with a score of 24.5 points
out of 36. Krishna Taori from class VI scored 8 out of 9 points
The Chess champs with Pathak Sir,
and bagged the 1st prize, Aaishita Chhabda from class VII scored
Radhika Ma'am and Perveen Ma'am
nd
7.5 out of 9 points to secure the 2 position, Mohana Yadav of class VIII scored 5 points out of 9, and Ekta Khosla,
also from class VIII got 4 points out of 9. Krishna was awarded a Gold medal, the winner's trophy and a
certificate. Both Krishna and Aaishita received mementos for their commendable performance. With victory on
their mind, the Primary Boys' team demonstrated excellency in skill & gameplay. Himanshu Jethwani, Arush
Chitre, Shriram Bajaj, Sanskar Gaigore, Raj Kapse and Siddharth Nair scored 7 pts out of 9. Himanshu Jethwani
rd
th
bagged the 3 place & Arush Chitre bagged 4 place. Shoan Raj, Dev Singh, Shloak Channawar, Shloak
Pacheriwala, Abhishek Apte, Shubham Singhvi and Harsh Jethwani also participated in this event. The team, by
scoring 28.5 points tied up with Somalwar High School to lift the Winner's Trophy.The team members were
awarded merit certificates & mementos. The success of the Primary Girls' team added to the jibilation. Himani
Jethwani, Yashika Chandankhede, Aboli Bodkhe, Aditi Chaudhari, Divyanshi Chandankhede, Tanisha Gupta,
Princi Santosh Singh and Yukta Singh the skilled Chess players, represented the School. In the tournament,
Himani Jethwani was declared the winner and Yashika Chandankhede – the First Runner-up. Himani and
Yashika scored 8 points out of 9, while Aboli, Yukta and Aditi got 6 points out of 9. Divyanshi scored 5.5 out of 9,
whereas Tanisha and Princi scored 5 points. Their total score of 28 points made them the recipients of the
Winner's Trophy. The school management and the staff applauded their performance heartily, even as the team
credited their success to their coach Kiran Pathak.

CPS AB GIRLS' FOOTBALL TEAM PERFORMS REMARKABLY
Centre Point School, AB Girls' Football team participated
in the Inter-Club Football tournament organised and
conducted by the Deputy Director of Sports and Youth
Service on the DSO Football Ground on 1st May'18. 80
participants took part in the same wherein 8 skilled girls
represented the school.
Though this was the first time the team was competing
in such an event, they undauntingly moved ahead to secure
the Runner-up position. The high-spirited girls performed
marvellously in the finals under the able guidance of their
coach, Mr. Rahul Bante. The team comprised of Reet Dara,
Isha Karira, Reeyaa Agrawal, Anushka Atre, Tanvi Chandak,
Kriti
Bhabra, Swastika Kaushik and Tanushree Verma. Reet
The winners with Radhika Ma'am and Rahul Sir
Dara was adjudged the Best Player in the final match while
Reeyaa Agrawal was declared as 'The Best Emerging Player' of the tournament. The players were heartily
congratulated by the Principal, Mrs. Radhika Mehra, Vice- Principals, Mrs. Perveen Cassad & Mrs. Anita
Sharma, teachers & students for their enthralling performance.
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CPS, AB'S AASHANA PANWANI SWIMS TO SUCCESS

The swimmers from Centre Point School, Amravati Road Bypass had participated in the swimming
competition organised by N K P Salve Academy, Dabha. This event was conducted by Aquatic Association of
Nagpur. NKP Salve Academy has already created a niche for itself in the field of Art and Craft and organises
competitions throughout the year. It was for the first time that this academy planned a swimming event to hone
the talents of these budding aqua artists. Total number of students participating in the contest was approx. 115,
out of which 17 students were from CPS, AB. Aashana Panwani brought laurels to herself and the School by
winning the Bronze medal in 50 mtr freestyle with an amazing timing of 41.5 sec. She was also awarded a
certificate. The other participants who put forth their best were Ved Pimpalkar, Vishesh Achankar, Rishaan
Chakraboryi, Anuj Didolkar, Anandi Gharde, Yuran Pouwal, Chaitanya Tahulkar, Hryday Chelwani, Raghav
Bhargav, Shlok Choudhary and Rishi Mishra. The coaches accompanying the students were Mr. Chetan Samrit,
Mr. Pritam Pinjarkar and Mrs. Madhuri Bhagat. The efforts and hardwork of the swimmers were appreciated by the
Principal, Mrs. Radhika Mehra, Vice-Principals, Mrs. Perveen Cassad and Mrs. Anita Sharma, and the staff.

ALWAZ SIDDIQUI - CPS, AB's UPCOMING PADDLER
Centre Point School, Amravati Road Bypass' talented Table Tennis player
Alwaz Siddiqui scripted success with his brilliant moves in the Shivaji Nagar
Table Tennis Ranking Tournament. Nagpur District Table Tennis Association
(NDTTA) had organised and conducted this tournament at Shakti Club, Nagpur
from 28th May to 2nd Jun'18. The NDTTA oragnises this ranking tournament at
the district level to give the players an opportunity to hone and showcase their
skills. Alwaz represented the School in the U-17 and U-19 Boys' categories. He
Table Tennis player, Alwaz Siddiqui
faced tough competition from his opponents, but his determination and the
with Radhika Ma’am
will to win turned the situation in his favour. In the quarter-finals, he defeated Pranav Kale, the first runner-up of
the U-19 event. In the semi-finals, he competed with the winner of the U-17 event, Jayesh Kulkarni. After a nailbiting match on the part of the audience, Alwaz entered the finals with a score of 4-2. He emerged as the First
Runner-up of the U-19 category. Excellence in gameplay was also demonstrated by Alwaz in the U-17 matches.
He achieved the third position in this category. Alwaz was awarded with a trophy, medal and certificates.
He also won laurels for his performance in the Khasdar Krida Mahotsav Table Tennis tournament which was
held from 21st to 26th May'18. 350 participants had competed in this tournament at Shakti Club, Nagpur to clinch
the highest honours. Alwaz had participated in the U-17 as well as the U-19 Boys category. His commendable
rd
skills in the game enabled him to win the 3 prize in both the events. He was awarded with a medal, trophy and a
cash prize of Rs. 1000/-. He was applauded by the Principal, Mrs. Radhika Mehra, Vice-Principles, Mrs. Perveen
Cassad & Mrs. Anita Sharma, staff & students.

CPS, AB'S SHUTTLERS WIN ACCOLADES
CPS AB super shuttlers excelled in the Nagpur District Sub-Junior Badminton Championship 2018. Around
450 players had contested in the event organised by the Nagpur District Badminton Association at Subhedar
Hall from 2nd to 5th Jun'18. With their skills and agility, the shuttlers bagged top honours in the Championship.
Aruva Shivarkar and Aditi Payasi were declared the semi-finalists of the U-10 Girls' Singles matches. Gaurai
Rajhansa emerged as the semi-finalist of the U-13 Girls' Doubles matches. Aryan Sadhankar became the semifinalist of the U-13 Boys' Singles and Doubles matches.
In the U-15 Boys' events, Arav Fernandez emerged as the
The winners with Radhika Ma’am and Chetak Sir
winner of the Boys' Doubles matches and semi-finalist of the
Boys' Singles matches. Arjun Voditel and Raghav Voditel
represented the School in the U-15 Boys' Doubles events and
qualified as the semi-finalists. Aditi Sadhankar was declared
the winner of the U-15 Girls' Doubles matches and the Runnerup of the Girls' Singles matches. The winners were rewarded
with a trophy, cash award and kit bags. The children and their
coach, Chetak Khedikar were congratulated for their
achievement by the School Management.
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CPS, AB'S INEXORABLE FOOTBALLERS GRAB THE WINNING TROPHY

The unyielding footballers of CPS, AB shone one and all to secure the
winning position in the Inter-Club Football Tournament organised and
conducted at the DSO Football Ground on 1st May, 2018.
Out of a total number of 180 participants, 18 represented CPS, AB.
The undaunting boys clinched the winning trophy with a marvellous
score of 3-0. The team comprised Aditya Sarda, Ayush Yadav, Ajinkya
Ghorpade, Ruchit Sharma, Aryan Bagdi, Aditya Sharan, Vedant Jaiswal,
Aditya Thakur, Jyotiraditya Chavan, Akshat Duragkar, Jagrit Jaiswal,
Shraman Lahri, Dinkar Pratap Singh, Vedant Nagfase, Arnav Gadkari,
Shivraj Ghuddhe and
The 'Best Coach' awardee,
Sujal Shaha. Aditya
Rahul Sir with Radhika Ma'am
Sarda was adjudged the 'Man of the Tournament' and
Ayush Yadav-the Best Goal Keeper, Ruchit Sharma – the
Best Defender. NKP Salve Academy was declared the
winner in the tournament under the commendable
guidance of Rahul Sir who was also honoured with the
'Best Coach' award. The Principal, Mrs. Radhika Mehra,
the Vice-Principals, Mrs. Perveen Cassad and Mrs.
Anita Sharma, the teachers and students applauded
the team for their exceptional performance.
The successful footballers with Radhika Ma'am & Rahul Sir

CPS AB'S FOOTBALLERS ASTOUND ALL BY THEIR PERFORMANCE
The inexorable footballers of CPS, AB dominated and won laurels for
the school in the K. R. Pande Memorial Football tournament held at the
RTMN University Football ground from 10th to 17th Jun'18.
The tournament was organised and conducted by the Big Ben Football
Club. A total number of 96 students had participated out of which 8
unstoppable players represented CPS, AB in the U-12 category. They
emerged as the winners of the tournament by defeating DDSYS Academy
under the able guidance of their coach, Rahul Bante Sir. The team
comprised of Sujal Shaha (Captain), Yug Sharma, Gaurav Ghoshal, Manan
Kriplani, Jaiman Mehta and Param Kalra.
The unyielding Sujal Saha secured the position of top scorer by
The victorious footballers with
notching 10 goals in the tournament while Yug Sharma, the impressive
Radhika Ma'am and Rahul Sir
goalkeeper seized the Best Goal keeper title. The Principal, Mrs. Radhika Mehra, the Vice Principals, Mrs. Perveen
Cassad and Mrs. Anita Sharma, the teachers and students congratulated them on their incredible feat.

CPS, AB's MARTIAL ARTS EXPONENTS EXCEL
The Martial Arts exponents of CPS, AB dominated in the Mahapor Chashhak Inter-State Championship -2018
which was held in Nashik on 28th April'18. This event was organized and conducted by the SQAY Federation of
Maharashtra. A total number of 200 participants competed in this event. Three energetic and enthusiastic Martial
Artists from CPS, AB contested and bagged Gold Medals in their respective events. In the U/23 Mixed Group category,
Sarah Farooqui and Palash Bajaj displayed brilliant skills and bagged Gold Medals in the Aero SQAY Event. Eshan
Sarah Farooqui, Eshan Ghanote &
Ghanote represented the School in the U/23 Men's Category and grabbed the
Palash Bajaj with Mehboob Sir
Gold Medal with his outstanding performance in the BK4 Event. These
incredible Martial Arts Champs were selected for the Ek Bharat Shreshtha
Bharat Inter-state Championship at Nashik which was held on 29th and 30th
April, 2018. Together with their coaches, Mr. Mazhar Khan, Mr. Pritam
Pinjarkar and Mr. Mehboob Ansari, the three outstanding players were
congratulated by the Principal, Mrs. Radhika Mehra, Vice Principals, Mrs.
Perveen Cassad and Mrs. Anita Sharma, the staff and students.
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CPS, AB'S SPORTING SENSATIONS SHINE IN THE KHASDAR KRIDA MAHOTSAV
CPS, AB sportspersons have won accolades for their
commendable performance in the Khasdar Krida Mahotsav.
The Khasdar Krida Mahotsav which was promoted as Chak de,
Khelo Nagpur Khelo - is the Country's first multisport festival,
which aimed to provide a platform not only to the fitness
enthusiasts and amateur sportspersons, but also to the
professional players of the city to showcase their talent in a
competition format at the grass root level.
th
th
Aditri with Radhika Ma'am and Chetan Sir
The sports meet which was held from 6 to 26 May'18
attracted the participation of over 25,000 sporting enthusiasts of the city. Around 294 sporting events were
conducted at 31 different venues with regard to the individual and team sports. Students from CPS, AB had
participated in Lawn Tennis and Badminton tournaments, and Athletics, Chess, Swimming and Skating
competitions. Tanmay Urade, the agile athlete of CPS, AB had participated in the Athletics competitions
which were held at the University Ground from 14th to 16th May'18.
His swiftness enabled him to secure the 3rd position in the Individual
event in the 600 meter running race. He received a Bronze medal
and a cash prize of Rs. 500 /- for his feat. The young sprinter was
also commended for completing the Medley relay in 1 minute and
46 seconds. He won a Bronze medal and a cash award of Rs. 1000/for his excellent performance in this race.
CPS, AB's, Aditri Payasi has carved a niche for herself as a
proficient swimmer. Her focused approach keeps her on a
winning spree. She had participated in the Swimming competition
Tanmay Urade with Radhika Ma'am
which was held at Kamgar Kalyan Swimming Pool, Sakkardara,
and Mdhuri Ma'am
Nagpur from 15th to 17th May'18. The event was organised and
conducted by Nagpur District Amateur Aquatic Association and
Khasdar Krida Mahotsav-2018. Aditri secured the 3rd position in the
100 meters Freestyle Swimming event in the U-10 Girls category
and was awarded a Bronze medal and a certificate at the venue.
The young and talented skater of CPS, AB, Sara Nankani, a
student of class I C won accolades with her stupendous
performance in the Skating competition oraginsed at the
th
th
Nandanvan Skating Rink on the 12 and 13 of May'18. More than
Achintya Verma with Mangesh Sir,
Radhika Ma'am & Ganesh Sir
100 skaters had participated in this event. Sara performed
st
excellently in the U-6 Inline category as she left all her competitors behind to secure the 1 prize in the
300m race. She had also participated in 500 m race. She maintained the right balance and speed to secure
the second position in this competition. As a mark of her achievement, she was presented Gold and Silver
medals and cash awards of Rs. 1000/- and Rs. 700/- for the respective races
as well as certificates.
The Lawn Tennis players, Achintya Verma, Atharva Mandal and Harman
Singh Kamboj had represented CPS, AB in the Lawn Tennis tournament at
the MSLTA Academy, Nagpur. 128 promising Lawn Tennis players
competed in this event from 9th to 12th May, 2018 to prove their mettle.
Achintya's creditable performance won him praise and a score 2/6 and 1/6.
He emerged as the First Runner-up in the U-14 Boys' category. He was
rewarded with a Silver Medal, Cash Prize of Rs. 3000/- along with a trophy
The Chess champs with
Radhika Ma'am & Pathak Sir and certificate.
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The young Chess champs of CPS, AB rocked the
board with their talent and skill and brought laurels to
the School. The children performed exceptionally well
in the individual as well as team events which were
held from 6th to 26th May'18.The individual events
recorded some moments of excellent gameplay on the
part of our players.
Divyanshi Chandankhede represented the School
in the U-7 category. The upcoming player scored 3
points out of 6 and secured the second position.
Yashika Chandankhede scored 5 points out of 6 and bagged
the first prize in U-11 category. Himani Jethwani also
The winners with Radhika Ma'am & Chetak Sir
participated in the U-11
category and won the second prize for her score of 6 points out of 6. Aishita
Chhabda, Sanskar Gaigore, Soham Chhabda, Shoan Raj, Harsh Jethwani,
Krishna Maheshwari, Sanskar Gaigore and Himani Jethwani made up the
School team and gave their opponents a tough competition. Aishita, Himani
and Yashika's individual scores of 6 points out of 10 and Divyanshi's score
of 3 points out of 10 enabled the team to win the first prize.
CPS, AB'S young shutters brought laurels to the School during the
Badminton tournament conducted at Subhedar Hall from 16th to 23rd
May'18. Anuva Shivarkar, with her excellent gameplay defeated all her
opponents to be declared the champion of the U-10 Girls' Singles
Championship. Aditi Sadhankar was declared the winner of the U-15 Girls'
The young skater, Sara Nankani with
Singles matches. She also became the Runner-up of the Girls' Doubles
Radhika Ma'am & Rajni Ma'am
matches. In the U-17 Girls' Singles matches, she qualified as the semi-finalist. Ananya Durugkar and Arav
Fernandez won the U-15 Girls' Doubles and U-15 Boys' Doubles
matches respectively. Arjun Voditel, Raghav Voditel and Arnav Arya
emerged as the semi-finalists of the U-15 Boys' Doubles matches.
Aaryan Sadhankar emerged as the Runner-up of the U-13 Boys'
Singles matches, and the semi-finalist of the U-15 Boys' Doubles.
The winners were feted in the school assembly and were
congratulated by the Principal, Mrs. Radhika Mehra, VicePrincipals, Mrs. Perveen Cassad and Mrs. Anita Sharma, the
students and the staff. Their coaches were also commended by the
The winners, Anuva & Aditri with
School Management for providing them their unflinching support.
Radhika Ma'am & Chetak Sir

GOLD MEDALS CLINCHED BY THE MARTIAL ARTS CHAMPS OF CPS, AB
The Martial Arts enthusiasts of CPS, AB added yet another feather to their caps while bringing laurels to the
School at the 'Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat Inter-State Championship' which was held in Nashik on the 29th and 30th of
April, 2018. This event was organized and conducted by the SQAY Federation of India. 32 Martial Artists from the
states of Maharashtra and Odisha contested in this event. 3 students from CPS, AB stood out in their respective
categories and events and bagged Gold Medals with their laudable performances. In the U/23 category, Sarah
Farooqui and Palash Bajaj who participated in the Mixed Group in Aero SQAY Event bagged Gold Medals, and Eshan
Ghanote who put up a brilliant performance in the BK4 Event finished off with a Gold Medal as well.
These young victors have been selected to play at the National Level. Having put their heart and soul in the art
they so love and practicing religiously with their coaches, the champs made their school proud. The brilliant achievers
along with their coaches Mr. Mazhar Khan, Mr. Pritam Pinjarkar & Mr. Mehboob Ansari were applauded by the
Principal, Mrs. Radhika Mehra, Vice Principals, Mrs. Perveen Cassad & Mrs. Anita Sharma, staff & students.
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CPS, AB'S INCREDIBLE PERFORMANCE IN THE FUTSAL TOURNAMENT

The agile Futsal players of CPS, AB demonstrated
their exceptional performance in the DDSYS InterClub Futsal tournament held at DSO Mankapur
Stadium. The event was organised and conducted by
the Deputy Director of Sports and Youth Service.
Seven skilled students of CPS, AB represented
the school among a total of 98 contenders. They
bagged the Runner's-up position by just missing in
the penalty shoot-out. The score was 4-3. The
outstanding team included Vedant Nagfase, Ajinkya
Ghorpade, Aditya Sarda, Aayush Yadav, Vedant Jaiswal,
Aryan Bagdi and Arnav Gadkari. The unrelenting players,
The talented Futsal team with Rahul Sir & Radhika Ma'am
Aryan Bagdi, Aditya Sarda and Ajinkya Ghorpade scored
5, 4 and 3 goals in the tournament respectively under the able guidance of their mentor, Mr. Rahul
Bante who was also adjudged the 'Best Coach' of the tournament.
The players were heartily congratulated by the Principal, Mrs. Radhika Mehra, Vice-Principals, Mrs.
Perveen Cassad and Mrs. Anita Sharma, teachers and students for their enigmatic performance.
CPS, AB'S SWIMMERS AT THEIR BEST DURING CENSPORTS 2018
Centre Point School, AB had hosted the Inter-School Sports Meet, Censports from 24th to 26th
th
July'18. Swimming competitions were conducted at the School on 25 July'18. The host school buzzed
with activity; the swimming pool area witnessed the gathering of some of the finest swimmers from 42
schools in the city. 28 budding swimmers from CPS, AB represented the School in various age
categories and left no stone unturned to mark their victory.
The achievements of the skilled swimmers in the individual events deserve a worthy mention.
Abhimanyu Shahane, a talented swimmer of the School won a Bronze medal in the 100 mts Breast
Stroke event. An upcoming swimmer, Aditri Payasi won two Silver medals in the 50 mts Free Style and
Back Stroke events. The swift Gargi Peshwe won a Bronze medal in the 50 mts Free Style event.
The children also gave a laudable performance in the team events. Their excellent co-ordination
and quick moves enabled them to create celebratory moments of success. The U/12 Boys' team
comprising Yuvan Porwal, Rishaan Chakraworty, Kaustubh Duragkar, Chaitanya Tahalkar and Prithvi
Singh Chauhan secured the second position in the Free Style relay 4 x 50 mts. The U/12 Girls' team
stood third in the 4 x 50 mts Free Style relay. The team members were Anushree Deshpande, Gunjan
Mahajan, Swara Paunikar and Palak Nagpal. The U/14 Girls' team consisting of Rishika Chandak,
Shreya Tiwari, Sanika Kawde and Anushka Bal swam
to the second position in 4 x 50 mts Free Style relay.
The U/14 Boys' team were the Second Runners-up of
the 4 x 50 mts Free Style relay. Taha Kothawala,
Oumar Owais, Raghav Barghav and Saurabh Bhagwat
made up the team.
The winners and their coaches, Mr. Chetan
Samrit, Mrs. Madhuri Bhagat, and Mr. Pritam
Pinjarkar were commended by the School
Management and staff for their efforts and
The successful swimmers with Pritam Sir,
dedication.
Radhika Ma'am, Madhuri Ma'am & Chetan Sir
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CENSPORTS AT CPS, AB
th

24 July'18 marked the beginning of the three day
inter-school sports meet Censports at Centre Point
School, Amravati Road Bypass. Swimming and
Gymnastics competitions, and Futsal tournaments
were conducted at the host school. The Censports
united 700 sports enthusiasts and their mentors from
45 schools in the city, and gave them an opportunity to
showcase their talent and hone their skills. In an era of
high academic competition, the Censports encourages
sports at the local level. Discipline, good health, teamwork,
Censports 2018 is declared open
designing strategies and better reflexes are few among the many benefits that one gains from sports. At
Centre Point, equal emphasis is laid on academics and sports. And Censports acts as a medium of making
this ideology contagious. This year, the Censports was witness to many engaging matches.
THE GRAND INAUGURAL : The participants and
their mentors, the organizers and the sports officials
had circled 24th July'18 on their calendar. In the host
school, the flags were flying high and the balloons
were ready to be released; the Censports was all set
to be announced open! The grand inaugural
witnessed the attendance of Director of Centre Point
Group of Schools, Mr. Jai Singh Rajwade, Executive
The winners of the Censports Overall Championship trophy
Director of Centre Point Group of Schools, Mrs.
Mukta Chatterjee, Principal of Centre Point School, Katol Road, Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly, Principal, Centre Point
School, Amravati Road Bypass, Mrs. Radhika Mehra, Principal of Centre Point School International, Mrs. B.
Anuradha, Head of the Department of Sports, CPS, KR, Mr. Mangesh Pandit, the participants, their mentors
and parents. Shri Ranjeet Shridhar Joshi graced the occasion as the Chief Guest of the function. Shri Ranjeet
Joshi, an avid sportsperson, is the recipient of the highest sporting honour bestowed upon sportspersons in
Maharashtra, the Chhatrapati Shiv Award; he is also the founder and treasurer of Apanga Association in
Nagpur, and the President of the Nagpur Para Association.
To mark an auspicious beginning, the school choir sang a
Sanskirt prayer, and later a motivational melody, 'Kar Har
Maidaan Fateh' to pep up the participants. Athletes of Class
X from the host school, Sarah Farooqui and Ayush Yadav led
the participants while pledging fair play. The Chief Guest,
Shri Ranjeet Joshi and Director, Dr. Jaisingh Rajwade
inaugurated the event by releasing the balloons with the
School mascot Censhine, and announced the meet open.
Shri Ranjeet Joshi, mesmerized the gathering with words.
A still from the girls' Futsal match
He shared his experiences in his address to the gathering
and motivated the participants to give their best. With the
perfect dose of inspiration, the participants proceeded to
their respective arenas after singing the National Anthem.
THE GAMES – GYMANSTICS : The energetic and flexible
gymnasts performed various floor exercises to demonstrate
their skills in the Gymnastics events which were held on 24th
July'18. Girls and boys had contested in the U-10 and U-12
A still from the boys' Futsal match
categories.
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In the U-10 Girls' category - Mahi Korde from Seva Sadan High
School stood first, Samruddhi Kashikar from New Apostolic High
School came second Trishna Junghare from St. Vincent Palloti stood
rd
3 . In the U-10 Boys' category – Harel Kalwa from St. Vincent
Palloti was the winner, Aarsh kapse from Narayana Vidyalaya was
second, Sarthak Uprale from Centre Point School, Amravati Road
Bypass and Tanay Deshpande from St. Vincent Palloti tied up for the
third position. In the U-12 Girls' category - Sharwari Meshram
The inaugural Futsal match
from St. Xavier's High School attained the first position followed by
Kartiki Matkar from Sanskar Vidya Sagar School on the second position. Sanskruti Vairagade from
Kendriya Vidyala stood third. In the U-12 Boys' category – Ishan Kalbande from St. Xavier's High School,
Hingna Road emerged as the winner. Kaustubh Rao from Pandit Bachharaj Vyas Vidyalaya and Ishan Galande
nd
from TBRA Mundle tied up for the second position. Yash Deshmukh from Neeri Modern School was the 2
Runner-up. CPS, Amravati Road Bypass won the Overall Gymnastics
Trophy. SWIMMING : The swimmers had taken the audience and the
judges by surprise with their strokes, speed and agility. The pace and the
ease with which they dived and raced in water marveled the audience. 50
swimming events were held for the aquanauts in the U-8, U-10, U-12, U-14
and U-17 categories. The prizes for the 1st, 2nd and 3rd positions were given
th
on the day of the competition, i.e. on the 25 of July'18. The scores of the
girls and boys in the Swimming teams for each school were summed up
and team from School of Scholars was announced the winner of the
Censports Swimming Championship Trophy. FUTSAL : A variant of
Ready, set, dive!
association Football, Futsal was also played at the Censports by the U-15
age group. Teamwork, footwork, spirits, skills and energy were at their best with
regard to Futsal. Each team gave a tough competition to the other and left the
audience and the referees in awe. The girls and boys' teams were at par with each
other with regard to skill, energy and enthusiasm. The boys' team from St. Ann's
School beat BVM Trimurti Nagar by scoring 2-1 in the final match. Last year's
defending champions from Delhi Public School, Kamptee restored their position
and defeated Jain International School by 4 – 0. The Overall Futsal Trophy was
shared by the teams from St. Ann's School and Delhi Public School, Kamptee.
THE GRANDEUR CONTINUES WITH THE CLOSING CEREMONY! : After
being witness to incredible performances by the players, the Censports, which
th
began with grandeur concluded on the same note on 26 July'18. After the final
The winners of the Swimming
Futsal matches, the Valedictory function was held. Dignitaries, Principal of Centre
competition with Anita Ma'am
Point School, Amravati Road Bypass, Mrs. Radhika Mehra, Vice-Principal of Centre Point School, Amravati Road
Bypass, Mrs. Perveen Cassad and the Chief Guest, Mrs. Kalpana Jadhav, the Director of Physical Education
Department of Rashtrasant Tukdoji Maharaj Nagpur University graced the occasion. They presented the awards
to the winning teams and their coaches. After the prizes for each sport were given, it was time to announce the
Chief Guest, Ms. Kalpana Jadhav
winners of the Censports Overall Championship Trophy. There was
addressing the gathering
nervousness and excitement on the participants' faces; they'd crossed their
fingers as well. The scores gained by each participating school were added
up and the school to score the highest with regard to each sport and team
performance was declared the winner. For the first time ever in the history
of Censports, there was a tie for the Overall Championship between five
schools. The teams from CPS, AB, CPS, KR, St. Ann's School, Delhi Public
School, Kamptee and School of Scholars, Wanadongri shared the honour.
Congratulatory wishes poured in from the dignitaries. The event concluded
with a vote of thanks and the participants singing the National Anthem.
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INTER-HOUSE SKATING COMPETITION @ CPS, AB
The house meetings at Centre Point School, AB have
always been cherished by the primary grade children as
various activities are specially designed for this span. The
Inter-house Skating competition which was conducted on
the 14th of Aug'18 added to the thrill.
More than 100 children of classes I to II had
participated in the competition which was held in different
categories for the boys and girls. This clash of Houses in the
form of different competitions was a treat to watch. It
portrayed the spirit of sportsmanship among the children. The
event was a clear depiction of the 'joy quotient'. All the Houses
tried their level best to secure the 1st position but the Overall
Trophy was won by the Yellow House with 10 points. Blue and
Red House shared the second position with the score of 5 points.
In the Skating Compeition for class I, the Yellow and Green House
tied up for the first position.
The two Houses also marked their victory in the Skating
Competion for class II. Red House stood second. In the boys
category a student of class I, Sean Raut of Yellow House secured
the first position, Parth Shajramani of Green House was the First
Runner-up, and Hussain Zakir stood third. Among the boys from
class II, Vivan Zunzunwala of Yellow House was declared the
winner, Shreyan Sayankar of Red House stood second, and
Glimpses of the Inter-House Skating Competition
Pradyuman Jindal of Green House bagged the third position. In the Sakting Competirion for the girls of class
I, Sara Nankani of Yellow House owned the first position, Rajvi Singh of Green House stood second, and
Lehar Sawal of Green House came third. The girls of class II also put up an excellent display of skills on the
wheels. Dishita Bhagchandani of Green House came first, Taneesha Paul of Red House was First Runner-up,
while Adwaita Nair of Yellow House was the Second Runner-up.
The students were thankful to their mentor & coach, Mrs. Rajni Dharmik who has always been there to
guide them. Principal Mrs. Radhika Mehra, Vice-Principals, Mrs. Perveen Cassad & Mrs. Anita Sharma
congratulated the winners & wished them the best in their endeavours.
CPS, AB'S ZEALOUS SHUTTLERS ECXEL
Centre Point School, AB, Badminton players Aditi Sadhankar and Arav Fernandez have won accolades in the
1st Maharashtra State Sub Junior Selection Badminton Tournament. The event witnessed the participation of
over 1000 budding shuttlers from all over Maharashtra from 23rd to 29th Jun'18 at Mulund, Mumbai.
Maharashtra State Badminton Association had held this event as the First check point to qualify for the National
level tournament. CPS, AB's players' skills were put to test and they put in all their efforts to deliver the best.
Aditi's opponents didn't stand a chance to hike their scores and this enabled her to enter the finals.
She emerged as the Runner-up of the U-15 girls' Doubles
tournament and was declared the 2nd best player in the Doubles event.
She was awarded a trophy and a cash award of Rs. 3000/-. In the U-15
Boys' Doubles tournament, another promising Badmintion player of
the School, Arav Fernandez became the semi-finalist. His team work
and game were applauded by the judges and the audience. The players
along with their coach, Mr. Chetak Khedikar were congratulated by the
Principal, Mrs. Radhika Mehra, Vice-Principals, Mrs. Perveen Cassad &
Aditi & Arav with Radhika Ma'am & Chetak Sir Mrs. Anita Sharma, & the staff.
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CPS, AB's SUB-JUNIOR CHESS TEAM EXCELS
The juniors of Centre Point School, AB were victorious in
th
the 18 L.G. Somalwar Memorial Inter-School Sub-junior
nd
rd
Chess Tournament (Boys). The event was held from 2 and 3
August, 2018 at Somalwar High School, 35 high teams
comprising 140 participants participated in the grand event
which was organized by Somalwar Academy Education
Society, Nagpur. Two teams comprising 4 players each
represented Centre Point School, AB.
In the first team event, the upcoming champ, Himanshu
The winning boys' team with Pathak Sir
st
Jethwani won the 1 Board Prize with a perfect score of 6 on 6. The
judges and mentors were awestruck to see him perform extraordinarily. Sanskar Gaigore was a tough
competitor to defeat. He also scored 6 points out of 6 to win the 4th Board Prize. Promising players of the
team Arush Chitre and Shriram Bajaj scored 4 and 3 points out of 6 rounds respectively. Their scores
combined to give the team 10 match points and the first place in the tournament. The second team also
received applause for their commendable performance. The talented children Shourya Divecha and Yug
Sanghavi scored 5 points out of 6 rounds respectively, while Raj kapse and Arav Bhartia scored 4 points out
th
of 6 rounds. The team secured the 7 position in the tournament. All the participants were appreciated by
their coach Mr. Kiran Pathak and other mentors for their brilliant moves. Principal, Mrs. Radhika Mehra,
Vice-Principals, Mrs. Perveen Cassad and Mrs. Anita Sharma were overjoyed to welcome the students back
with their mementoes and Certificates of Excellence for their performance.
HIMANI JETHWANI'S COMMENDABLE PERFORMANCE MAKES CPS, AB PROUD
Centre Point School, Amravati Road Bypass' Himani Jethwani may appear to be a quiet and simple girl of
class V, but lo and behold, her achievements as a Chess player will give you an insight into her talent and
passion for the game. At a very young age, our dedicated player has to her credit accomplishments at the
inter-school, district, state and national levels. The feats she performed recently speak of her expertise.
Himani's participation in the Nagpur District U-11 and Girls Open Selection Chess Tournament marked
the continual of her winning spree. 42 promising Chess players had gathered at Dhanwate National College
from 2nd to 4th May'18, to showcase their skills on the Chess board. Himani Jethwani, a worthy contender,
drew her last round game against her opponent with a score of 5 points out of 6 and finished fifth in the
tournament. Himani's youthful exuberance proved too much for her opponent. She was not only
applauded for her performance, but was selected to compete in the Maharashtra State Chess Selection U-11
Open Girls Tournament. Maharashtra Chess Association had conducted this event at Indira Gandhi Krida
th
th
Sankul, Nandurbar from 14 to 17 Jun'18. Her magical fingers and sharp mind spun strategies which made
her stand out among the 60 participants of the tournament. The audience and the judges were in awe as
they watched her perform. Himani scored 6 points out of 9 and secured the third position in the
tournament. To top it up, she also qualified for the National level tournament. Himani received applause, a
The winner, Himani Jethwani with
trophy, cash prize of Rs. 1,500 and a certificate. Her proud mentor, Mr. Kiran
Radhika Ma'am & Pathak Sir
Pathak joined in her happiness and prepared her for the next challenge.
Laurels continued to pour in with Himani's brilliant performance in the
Nagpur District U-17 Open and Girls Selection Chess Tournament which
was organized and conducted by Nagpur District Chess Association on 7th
th
and 8 July'18 at Dhanwate National College.
Our Chess prodigy gave an outstanding performance and bagged the
first prize scoring 5 out of 5 points. She was rewarded with a memento and
a certificate. Himani was feted in the assembly and congratulated by the
Principal, Mrs. Radhika Mehra, Vice-Princiapls, students and staff.
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GIRLS OF CPS, AB OWN THE BEST TEAM TITLE IN THE CHESS TOURNAMENT

The super talented girls of Centre Point School, Amravati Road
Bypass added another page victory in the 12th L.G. Somalwar
Memorial Inter School Chess Tournament that was held from 31st
July to 1st August, 2018 at Somalwar High School Khamla, Nagpur.
The event was organised by Somalwar Academy Education Society
for both primary and high school children wherein CPS, AB had
almost 6 witty brains competing with another 62 challengers.
Yashika Chandankhede, the mastermind challenger was
incredible with her moves. Leaving the challenger surprised, she left
The victorious girls' team
no room for a second thought and owned the 1st position by scoring
7.5 out of 8 rounds. Himani Jethwani, another such gem of CPS, AB stunned the judges by securing the 2nd position with
a score of 7 points out of 8 rounds. All the other coaches, judges and viewers were awestruck to see the girls perform
so well. Both the champions contributed well to possess the Team Championship for the school. The other
competitors who put in their best efforts with their never give up attitude are Aditi Choudhari, Yukta Singh, Anushka
Kapse and Swar Gaigore. Both Aditi and Yukta scored 5 points out of 8 rounds. The team became the proud recipients
of the Championship Trophy and the members were awarded with trophies and certificates to mark their success. It
was one of the proudest moments for the mentor of the Chess champs, Mr. Kiran Pathak. All the participants gave the
credit of their success to the coach, their parents and the School for their immense support. Principal, Mrs. Radhika
Mehra, the Vice Principals, Mrs. Perveen Cassad and Mrs. Anita Sharma, the students and the staff appreciated the
hard work put in by the students and wished them good luck for their future endeavours.

CPS, AB'S CHESS CHAMPS SEAL VICTORY
The Chess Champs from Centre Point School, Amravati Road
Bypass were applauded for their brilliant performance in the G H
Raisoni Memorial All India Fide Rating Chess tournament. The
event was organized by Dr. Ambedkar College and conducted by
Kalpana Prakash Welfare Foundation. Dr. Ambedkar College hosted
196 talented Chess players from 26th April to 1st May'18.
Himani Jethwani, the witty Chess champ got the 1st prize in the
U-11 category, Himanshu Jethwani, got the 5th prize. He was
awarded a cash award of Rs.2000/- and a certificate. Harsh
The winners, Himani & Himanshu with
Jethwani emerged as the 2nd Runner-up in under 15 boys category.
Radhika Ma'am & Pathak Sir
Aishita Chhabda bagged the Best Female Trophy for her brilliant display of skills on the board. He was
awarded a cash prize of Rs.1500/- Soham Chhabda got the 2nd prize in U 11 category and Arush Chhitre
bagged the 5th prize. The winners and their coach Mr. Kiran Pathak were congratulated by the School
Management for the achievement.
CPS, AB'S SWIMMERS MAKE A BIG SPLASH
The young swimming champions of Centre Point School,
Amravati Raod Bypass participated in the District level Swimming
Competition which was held on 1st Jul'18 at Priyadarshini College
of Engineering, swimming pool. The competition was organised
and conducted by Star Sports Academy and the Aquatic Association
of Nagpur. The young and promising swimmers of the School, Yuvan
Porwal and Aditi Payasi gave their best and grabbed the second
prize in the 100 meters Freestyle event, whereas Sanika Kawde
secured the second position in the 100 meters Backstroke event.
The winners with Perveen Ma'am,
Chetan Sir & Madhuri Ma'am
The swimmers won Silver medals and certificates. The trio and
their mentors Mrs. Madhuri Bhagat, Mr.Pritam Pinjarkar and Mr. Chetan Samrit received a huge round of
applause during the assembly and were appreciated for their efforts.
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CPS AB WINS THE OVERALL GYMNASTICS CHAMPIONSHIP TROPHY

While Competing with a total number of 145 Students from different
schools, all the 24 young gymnasts of Centre Point School, Amravati Road
Bypass won accolades at the Gymnastics Competition conducted during
the Inter-School Sports Meet Censports which was hosted by Centre Point
School, AB. Mr. Parikshit Mangrulkar, the instructor feels pride in naming
the team members of the U-10 and U-12 girls and boys' categories who
enabled the entire team to earn 67.15 points and bring laurels to the
School. The list of winners who performed the floor exercises is as follows:
U/10 Boys- Sarthak Uprale, Moh. Arsh Siddiqui, Shreshth Chandak,
Viranchi Babulkar, Aryaveer Karnawat, Aarav Bhartia. U/10 GirlsAryana Wankar, Swasti Ghodmare, Indrani Shahane, Iya Katiyar, Shrishti Dave,
Sarthak Uprale with
Anaya Elizer. U/12 BoysRadhika Ma’am & Parikshit Sir
Aarav Rathod, Ishaan Kukde, Adwait Nair, Aansh Agrawal,
Chaitanya Lahurkar, Arnav Patne. U/12 Girls- Spruha
Waghmare, Saachi Chandak, Dia Singhvi, Suhani Nankani,
Addya Chaudhary, Shaurrya Khandar Sarthak Uprale who
represented the School in the U-10 boys' category bagged
the Bronze medal for his skilled display. The entire team
was congratulated by the School & staff.
CPS, AB's Gymansts lift the Censports Overall Gymnastics Trophy

CPS, AB'S CHESS CHAMPS APPLAUDED
Centre Point School, Amravati Road Bypass' Chess players
have earned a place in the golden pages of the book of victory.
Their praiseworthy performance in the 1st All India Below 1600
Fide Rating Chess Tournament has been commended by one and
all. 490 enterprising Chess players had contested in the
tournament which was organized by Kalpana Prakash Welfare
Foundation in Nagpur from 15th to 17th Jun'18.
Himanshu Jethwani
The Chess champs with Perveen Ma'am,
used his determination
Anita Ma'am & Pathak Sir
and skills to his advantage and bagged laurels. He was awarded a cash
prize of Rs. 2000/-. Harsh Jethwani, a brilliant player for his age
secured the 3rd position and was awarded a cash prize of Rs. 4000/-.
Another talented player of the School, Aaishita Chhabra stood third for
her remarkable gameplay in the U-13 category. Soham Chhabra, a
representative of the School in the U-11 category gave a tough
competition to his contenders. He was awarded the 4th prize. The young
achievers & their mentor Kiran sir were commended by the School.
The winners with Perveen Ma'am & Pathak Sir

KRISHNA TAORI, THE YOUNG CHESS CHAMP OF CPS, AB
CPS, AB talented Krishna Taori earned a round of applause when she gave a
commendable performance in the Late Tushar Bhau Morghade Memorial InterSchool Chess Tournament. The tournament was organized by Deepsankalp
Bahuddeshiya Sanstha Nagpur and conducted by Nagpur District Chess
Association on 14th and 15th Jul'18 at Vaishnav Shimpi Samaj Hall, Ganesh Nagar.
Among a sea of players from different schools, Krishna stood out and secured the
2nd position by scoring 6.5 out of 9 rounds. She was showered with praise by the
judges and rewarded with a Silver medal and certificate.
Her coach, Mr. Kiran Pathak had accompanied her for this competition. The
Principal,Vice Principals and the staff congratulated Krishna on her success.
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Krishna Taori with
Perveen Ma'am & Pathak Sir
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TRIBUTE TO FOUNDER DIRECTOR ON FOUNDER'S DAY
Founder's Day- a day looked forward to by all Centre Pointers was celebrated with
much enthusiasm and excitement at Centre Point School Katol Road on 16th August 2018.
Our Founder – Director, Mrs. Aruna Upadhyaya, a visionary educationist brought in a new
age in the academic scene of the city. A plethora of events including Inter-house Singing and
Dance Competitions were organized at CPSKR to commemorate the occasion. An eminent
jury was present on the occasion to judge the events. Mr. Niranjan Bobde, a prominent
singer of the city, recipient of the Nagpur Bhushan Puruskar and founder of Swartarang
Music Academy, Mrs. Rucha Yenurkar, a vocalist and Director of MKH Sancheti Public
School, Mr. Joe Lovette, also known as Sunny Sir, judge of a 12 –hour Dance -a –thon that
entered the Limca Book of Records, Mr. Richard David, classical and contemporary
Western vocalist and Mrs. Pooja Mandlekar a visharad in Kathak and a former teacher at
Founder Director,
Mrs. Aruna Upadhyaya
CPSKR were the judges. Former Principal, Mrs. Supriya Chaudhuri was the guest of honour.
The first event was the Inter-House Dance Competition for the Sr. Group – students of classes 9 and 10. The young
dancers set the stage ablaze with their electrifying performance. The theme was fusion of various Indian and
International dance styles. The Green House chose to showcase a fusion of Kathak and Contemporary dance form. The
graceful hand movement, footwork and expressions of the kathak
danseuses alternating with the contemporary steps were a whiff
of freshness. The Red house combined the quirkiness of the
Maharashtrian Lavni with the energy of the Hip Hop. The uprock
and roboting of HipHop were in tandem with the jingaat
performance of the fast paced Lavni.
The Yellow House synchronized the spirited Bhangra with the
gracefulness of the Salsa. Not to be left behind, the Blue House
came up with the lively Jive blended with our colourful, Gujarati
Judges & Guest with Principal, Vice Principals
Garb and won the 1st position. The Inter-House Junior Choir
competition left the audience spellbound. The Green House set the bar high with their patriotic song 'Yeh Lakshya hai
Tera' followed by' Kar Har Maidan Fateh' from the recently released movie 'Sanju' by Red House. 'Zinda' from the
biopic 'Bhaag Milkha Bhaag'sung by Yellow House and ' Yu hi Chala
Chal Rahi'by Red House put the judges in a fix since they couldn't
decide on a clear winner. Blue once again won the 1st place in this
competition.
The crooners of classes 6,7 and 8 regaled the audience with their
English numbers. Green House began the western choir competition
with the American rapper Wiz Khalifa's soulful number 'See you Again'.
The Red House
choir lit up the
stage with their
song 'The Nights' by Avicii. The Yellow House presented the foottapping number ' Can't stop the Feeling', a disco-pop song by
Justin Timberlake. The Blue House serenaded with Auli
Cravalho's “How
far I'll Go' from the
popular animated
movie 'Moana'. Green House bagged the 1st position in this competition.
The overall winner was Blue House. The entire show was compered by
the school captain, Advait Jagtap and vice captain, Taranjot Singh
Narula. After the programme, the children received a snack box as a
token of love.
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CPS KATOL ROAD CELEBRATES INDEPENDENCE DAY
The nation's 72nd Independence Day was celebrated with a lot of fervor at Centre Point
School Katol Road on 15th August 2018. Braving the rains, everyone in the Muktangan stood
tall as the tricolour was hoisted by the Principal, Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly. The school choir
echoed the thought of every Indian with its rendition of the patriotic song, 'Kabhi Na
Jhukne Paaye Apni Shaan Ka Jhanda'. This was followed by a heart-in-the-mouth gymnastic
show performed on the bar and the trampoline by the agile gymnasts of the school. They
drew applause with their breathtaking splits and somersaults. Then came Mohit Makhija
of 11E with his powerful speech on why he is proud to be an Indian and how we should
carry forward the legacy bestowed upon us by our leaders and the freedom fighters.
The tiny tots from the primary classes captivated the audience with their dance
performance set to a medley of patriotic numbers. This was followed by Roma Ramname from
11F and Palak Chopra from 11B who ignited the hearts of young Indians with their narration of
the changes they would like to bring about in India. The
school choir once again stirred our souls with the song, 'Ai Watan, Mere Watan,
Aabad Rahe Tu..' The students of class 11 and 12 also danced on the theme '
Change' in the life of an Indian girl as she journeys from girlhood to womanhood.
The narration by Aman Ojha from 11F complemented their performance. After a
brief speech by Shilpee maam, the students dispersed to the tune of the evergreen
number 'Kadam Kadam Badhaye Ja…'. The programme was compered by
Karanjot Singh Narula, Vice Captain of the school.

CPSWN CELEBRATES INDEPENDENCE DAY
Our country's 72nd Independence Day was
celebrated with a lot of patriotic fervour and
enthusiasm at Centre Point School, Wardhaman
Nagar on 15 Aug '18. As the school watched with a
sense of pride, the programme started with Mrs.
Sumathi Venugopalan, the Principal hoisting the
National Tricolour followed by the rendering of the The school choir presenting patriotic songs
National Anthem. As the audience settled down to witness a special programme
commemorating the day, the compeers for the occasion, Nayan Sarawgi and Ishika Agrawal
introduced the first speaker for the day. A Class X grader, Shailey Maloo addressed the
audience not as herself, but as the National Flag itself! She not only expressed how important
Mrs. Venugopalan hoisting
the day was to the fluttering Tricolour but also had a chill
the National Flag
run down everyone's spine with its strong message. Patriotic sentiments ran high
as the entire school joined in the singing of the song, 'Kabhi na jhukne paaye
Hindustan ka jhanda' waving their flags proudly in the air.
The school choir also rendered the melodious number
'Shahido ki chetahaon….' in their sonorous voices
followed by a moving speech by Siddhant Agrawal who
reminded everyone about the sacrifice and nobility of the
real national heroes. A well scripted and staged skit by
students of Classes VII, VIII and IX threw light on Netaji
Dance by the seniors
Subhash Chandra Bose's journey from his cherished
childhood to becoming a man who came to be known as one
of the many driving forces of India's Independence. Rishab
Shailey Maloo
Shukla of Class X also voiced his views on the contribution
expressing her views
of the youth of today in India's progress in Hindi. A well synchronized dance by
Class XI students took the audience back in time on a journey through the decades
with music, melody and dance. Last but not the least, Sambit Roy, the guitarist,
regaled the audience with patriotic songs that had everyone joining in. Addressing
Children presenting a play on Netaji
the gathering, Mrs. Venugopalan enlightened one and all with her inspiring
words on the occasion before the school dispersed to the tune of 'Kadam kadam badhai ja…
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A MEMORABLE FOUNDER'S DAY AT CPSWN
A lot of enthusiasm and gusto marked the Founder's Day celebrations at Centre Point
School, Wardhaman Nagar with high school students all geared up to for the occasion as they
staged an excellent show. The programme started with Class X students performing short
street plays based on the importance of Golden Rules in our lives.
This House wise presentation highlighted the dedication and creativity of the children and
their teacher mentors who put up one engrossing street play after another. Green House was the
first one to perform on
the Golden Rule 'We
are kind and helpful'
showcasing that there is still
hope for the human race in
this unsympathetic and
cynical world and all it takes
is random acts of kindness
to bring a smile on anyone's
The Torrinz group regaling the audience
face.
The next one in line was Blue House with their street play based on the rule, 'We work hard'
portraying the importance of hard work in our day to day lives. They presented this act with the present
as well as a futuristic outlook. The third act staged by Yellow House students portrayed the virtue of
honesty and the difficulties encountered to inculcate this quality in one's character. It turned out to be
very instrumental in
emphasizing the
importance of honesty in
our daily lives. The last
group to present their skit
was Red House theming
their presentation on the
Golden Rule, 'We don't hurt
others feelings'. They
Street play by Green House
depicted how people
knowingly or unknowingly hurt others emotionally and their presentation became an eye-opener for
everyone to realize that hurting someone's sentiments causes depression too. The icing on the cake
was the performance by the Torrinz group which provides musical education in various schools and
has started classes in the school too. Performing on rock numbers, they were a big hit amongst the
students as well as the teachers. Students of Classes X &XI later presented a humorous, quirky play
titled 'Mother's Day' which revolved around a tame, docile mother who along with her not-so polite
neighbour, puts her high- Street play by Blue House
handed family on track after
a small interchanging of
bodies. A laughter riot then
ensues as the family meets
the uptight neighbour in the
form of their mother. The act
clearly recounted the vital
role of a mother in a family.
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As the curtains closed on a stupendous show, Principal Mrs. Sumathi Venugopalan highlighted
our Founder Director, Mrs. Aruna Upadhyaya's vision which was to provide quality education
to children within the context of mutual respect and joy. This same institute, decades later
continues to 'strive harder and soar higher' with every passing year. She also applauded the shows
presented which showcased budding talent and overall development of all the students who took part
in the shows. The programme ended after everyone sang the birthday song for Aruna Ma'am and
then it was time to head back to their classes to enjoy a yummy treat.
Glimpses of Founder's Day
Street play by Yellow House

Street play by Red House

A still from the English comedy 'Mother's Day'

The happy cast of the play

Mrs. Venugopalan addressing the audience

CPSWN OBSERVES GURUPOORNIMA
The choir presenting a song dedicated to teachers

On the auspicious occasion of Gurupoornima, the school
choir group of Centre Point School, W’Nagar paid a special
tribute to the gurus and mentors who play such an
instrumental role in the lives of students every day of the year,
be it academically or otherwise. The choir presented a song
dedicated to all their teachers in the morning assembly of
the school which was appreciated by all those present. The
Music teachers were applauded for training the singers who
presented the song beautifully.
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CPS, AB & CPSI UNFURL THE TRICOLOUR WITH PRIDE ON INDEPENDENCE DAY
The 72nd Independence Day celebration at Centre
Point School, AB along with Centre Point School
International, reminded the patriots not only of the
famous freedom fighters but also the unsung heroes
who fought relentlessly and even sacrificed their lives
for the country. At the onset, the tricolour was unfurled
by the Principal, Mrs. Radhika Mehra, followed by the
singing of the National Anthem, filling the ambience
with patriotism.
Centre Point sings
'Kabhi na jhukne paaye apne shaan ka jhanda'
As a tribute to
the bravehearts, the students of class 4 recited a motivational poem.
Vihaan and Vishwajeet Chopde of Centre Point School
International, with great pride in their hearts recited an excerpt
from the very famous poem 'Where the Mind is Without Fear' by
Rabindranath Tagore and Aaj Tiranga Fehrata Hai' by Sajeevan
Mayank respectively. Patriotic songs like 'Kabhi na Jhukne Paye' and
'Ae Watan' resounded in the campus as the children sang them with
great passion and enthusiasm. Venerating and saluting the ladies
who worked hand in hand with the others to help India attain her
freedom, a tableau was presented highlighting the courage and
valour of these ladies with iron guts. Begum Hazrat Mahal, Madam
Glimpses of the tableau
Bhikaji Cama, Aruna Asaf Ali, Matangini Hazra, Lakshmi Sahagal,
The choir group singing 'Ae Watan'
Kittur Rani Chennamma, Sucheta Kriplani, Durgabai
Deshmukh, Usha Mehta, Savitirbai Phule and Parbati Giri
were some of the women emphasised in the tableau. As the
event came to a close 'Kadam Kadam Badhaye Ja' was sung,
while the children marched out of the School keeping in
mind that freedom is very precious and it is very necessary
to preserve it.

CPS, AB CELEBRATES FOUNDERS DAY WITH A PURPOSE
Every year, the Founder's Day which is our Founder Director, Mrs.
Aruna Upadhyaya's Birthday is celebrated with various activities,
helping children identify their potential and capabilities. This year in
Centre Point School, Dabha Founder's Day was celebrated on 18th
Aug'18. Boards and charts were made, skit and street plays were
performed as part of the activities of the British Council projects and
children from classes VI to X enthusiastically participated in the
activities House wise. Students from classes I to V enjoyed
themselves while performing various activities pertaining to their
projects. With an objective of sensitizing the children about the
importance of not wasting food, the children made boards
highlighting the importance of food and how one can prevent food
wastage. The beautifully decorated Boards displayed the dos and the
don'ts, slogans of saving food and various pictures, craft work and
Glimpses of the street plays
slogans on prevention of food wastage. Apart from Boards, the
children also prepared interesting posters and charts displaying their thoughts in a very creative manner on the
'Usage of Solar Energy' and 'How to Save Electricity'.
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This was done keeping in mind the dire need of the hour
which is to save Electricity, to alert this generation, so that
stringent steps can be taken before their future is jeopardised.
The students exhibited great skill with their models which
depicted the very famous monuments like Gol Gumbaz, Christ
Church, Tiger's Nest and Golconda. These models were made by
Blue House, Red House, Green House and Yellow House
respectively. This was to showcase the echo effect in these wellknown monuments. This was a competition and the first place
was taken by Yellow House, followed by Green House and Blue
House picking the third slot. Another very delicate but very
essential issue was presented by the children of the Four Houses in the
form of a Skit. It brought forth the vital need to save the most important
Children performing the street play on'Save Water'
resource for human survival before we run out of it, i.e. Water. The
children put up a brilliant performance and brought out the essence of the theme in an excellent manner which
was appreciated and applauded by everyone.
In order to bring out the perils of Internet overuse & misuse a
street play competition was held among the Four Houses. The pros and
cons of various themes that were portrayed were Facebook and
WhatsApp by the Red House, Bullying and Sexting by the Blue House,
Snapchat and Instagram by the Green House and Violence on Live
Gaming by the Yellow House. The performances were applauded by the
former Principal of Centre Point School, Katol Road, Mrs. Supriya
The esteemed judges - Kalpana Ma'am,
Supriya Ma'am & Radhika Ma'am
Chaudhuri Ma'am; Principal of Mother's Pet Kindergarten, Mrs.
Kalpana Dhareshwar, and Principal of Centre Point School, Amravati
Road Bypass, Mrs. Radhika Mehra who adjudicated the play. They were
enthralled by the brilliant show and how the topics were touched upon
bringing out the essence of the theme. The Green House bagged the
first place, while Yellow House, Blue House and Red House followed in
nd
rd
th
the 2 , 3 and 4 position respectively. The Children also made various
boards based on Cyber Crime which have been put up at various places
in the school building. It is very important to keep tradition alive and
help children understand the value of art, craft and design. To help
children comprehend and appreciate the art and craft of people around
the globe a competition among the Four Houses was organized. The
popular craft of the Americans, namely the Red Indians was presented
by Blue House, the Green House exhibited the traditional craft of Sri
Lanka, Japanese Craft was showcased by the Red House while Yellow
House presented the craft of Egypt. In this competition the first place
was awarded to the Yellow House, the second place was bagged by the
rd
th
The House boards - a display of skill & creativity
Red House; the 3 and 4 positions were taken by Blue and Green
House respectively. Folk art encompasses art produced from an indigenous culture or by peasants. Folk Art is
characterized by a native style in which traditional rules of proportion and perspective are not employed. The
children brought to life some beautiful folk art practiced around the globe with their creative skills and vibrant
colours. It was a very exciting and colourful competition among the Four Houses. The Blue House and Yellow
House were tied for the first position portraying the beautiful folk art of Bangladesh and China respectively. The
folk art of Turkey in all the hues and colours won the second place; it was a work of art of the Red House. Not far
behind was the Green House in the third position exhibiting the folk art of Russia. These competitions were held
th
on various days in the school premises. On the 16 of August the children were treated to a box of delicacies
which they savoured and also carried home with them memories that they will cherish for a life time.
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INSTALLATION OF INTERACT CLUB TEAM AT CPS KATOL ROAD
The Installation ceremony of the new Interact Team of Centre
Point School, Katol Road was held on 20th July'18. The members of
the Rotary Club present on the occasion were President Rtn. Kapil
Bahari, Secretary Rtn Nilufer Rana, IP President Rtn Kushnoor
Chugh and Tauby Bhagwagar, Director of Youth and Community
Service Anjuli Minocha. The Vice Principals of CPS Katol Road,
Delnaaz ma'am and Renu ma'am also graced the occasion.
The members of the Interact Club from class 9 were audience
for the event. The ceremony began with the lighting of the
The newly inducted CPS KR Interact Club Team
traditional lamp by the esteemed dignitaries as the school choir
sang 'Here I am'. The guests for the day were welcomed with saplings by the outgoing Interactors, as an eco-friendly
gesture of appreciation. Yukti Makan, the outgoing President of the Interact Club, presented a report on the projects
they carried out throughout the year. They showcased their hard work through a wonderful power point
presentation. The Rotary Club President Rtn. Kapil Bahari presented badges to the new enthusiastic team.
The team consists of : President-Anushka Subramaniam, Vice president-Jui Jagtap, Secretary-Gulmehek Kaur
Khurana, Treasurer-Yashna Singhania, Director (Youth Service)-Saesha Sadhwani, Director (Vocational
Service)-Arshia Jain, Director (International Service)-Devansh Narang, Director (Community Service)-Janav
Dua. The newly installed interactors took a solemn oath and promised to keep service above self. Then, Anushka
Subramaniam delivered a speech, humbly accepting the post as the president and promising to fulfill her
responsibilities with utmost dedication. Following that, Renu ma'am motivated all the members to work hard and
empathize with the under privileged. She also appreciated the efforts made by the Rotary Club Rtn. Kapil Bahari then
appreciated the outgoing team and advised the new team to follow their footsteps. He also encouraged them to work
diligently and whole heartedly for the welfare of society. The ceremony concluded with a vote of thanks by Gulmehek
Kaur Khurana, Secretary Interact Club. This was followed by a rendition of the National Anthem.
The programme was effectively conducted by Aashna Ajmera. The teacher Incharges, Arati Deshraj and
Traymbakmani Dwivedi planned and executed the event with perfection.

CPS KATOL ROAD INTERACTORS VISIT SHRADHANAND ANATHALAY
Interactors of Centre Point School, Katol Road visited the 'Shri
Shradhanand Anathalay' on 2nd Aug’18 to meet and greet its
residents. Mrs. Pratima Devang and Mrs. Lalita Gawande, the
incharges welcomed them. They also briefed the team on the working
of the orphanage and how children of various age groups and
backgrounds come there. Ms. Ranjana Kumre, who was once a part of
this orphanage took the members on a tour of the aashram and
informed them that it is a home for 150 children. Girls of all ages and
boys under the age of seven years reside here. The Interactors visited
The CPS KR Interactors Visit
the 'Bal Mandir' where children aged 2-3 years confidently recited
nursery rhymes. The Interactors were happy to meet the girls of their own age. CPS KR Interactors learnt about the day to
day activities of the inmates, i.e. how they enjoy going to school, attend colleges and sometimes even marry before leaving.
They are given good education, provided with healthcare, given skill-based training and taught to face all hurdles of life. The
team was told about how these children lead a disciplined life-wake-up at 6, school at 8, lunch at 12, play and learning
handicrafts in the evening and sleep at 10. They also watch television, have all meals, play, go for trips and do everything
together. Mrs. Ranjana told the Interactors that the staff leaves no stone unturned to ensure that children never feel the
vacuum of not having parents. She also told the team that at least 2 children are adopted every month, which is quite
commendable. Interactors gifted 60 jackets, 40 lunch boxes and 20 water bottles to them. They also gave 25 kgs of potatoes,
25 kgs of onion and 5 kgs of rice which Centre pointers contributed on one of the Fridays as 'Friday Collection'.
Members of the Interact Club realised how the children are content and lead a happy life despite lacking something
very precious. The interactors came back enriched with happy moments spent with the orphans.
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PATRIOTIC GESTURE DISPLAYED BY INTERACTORS OF CPS KR
On 15 August, the young and enthusiast interactors expressed their love for their motherland and
showed honour and respect for the National Flag in their own peculiar way. After the school prgramme, the
interact members of Centre Point School, Katol Road, stayed back to pick up any of the flags and badges
that were on the ground. Further on the interactors walked down the street from school to the triangular
park and the street going towards Japanese garden. They ensured that the flag was not being disrespected.
As a prelude the interactors also visited classes 1 to 5 the previous day and spoke to the young Centre
Pointers to keep the honour of the flag high.
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th

RAKHI SALE BY INTERACT CLUB OF CPS KATOL ROAD
A week before the auspicious occasion of Raksha Bandhan, the Interact
team of Centre Point School, Katol Road ordered Rakhis made by special
children from the 'Sandhya Samvardhan Sanstha'. Raksha Bandhan is a
much awaited festival in which sister tie a rakhi to their brothers and expect
them to protect them and be their pillars of strength. What better
opportunity could the Interactors have to share this joy with the special
children of the society than doing something for their welfare!
The team took up the initiative to sell Rakhis made by them. 45 other
Interact members also pitched in to sell the beautiful rakhis, which ranged
from Rs. 15 to Rs. 40. They put up stalls around the school and also went from class to class to sell the rakhis to
younger students. Their first customers were CPS Katol Road, Principal, Shilpee Ganguly ma'am, Renu Singh
th
th
st
rd
th
Ma'am and also the students of class I. Members gave up their breaks for 5 days – 16 , 20 , 21 , 23 and 24
Aug'18 to ensure that everyone willing to contribute to the good deed could purchase the Rakhis. On Friday,
when the parents came for the Parent-teacher-meeting, they also had an
opportunity to buy the colourful Rakhis of their choice. They collected a
huge amount of Rs. 18,800 in the limited time. They also tied rakhis to the
Trees in the school campus, as they believe that trees protect us.
The entire sale was efficiently managed by the Vice President Jui Jagtap
and Treasurer Yashna Singhania of the CPS KR Interact Club under the
guidance of Arati Deshraj Ma'am the teacher Incharge and Tryambak
Dwivedi Sir. Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly, Principal, CPS KR praised the students for
their effort put in for a good cuase.

CPSWN INTERACTORS BECOME GOOD SAMARITANS YET AGAIN
The Interact Club members at Centre Point School, Wardhaman Nagar
had another wonderful initiative to work on as the academic session drew to a
close. With children, young and old left with piles of books rendered useless at
home, the Interactors actively assisted a project originally started by
Melghat Tiger Reserve to put all these books to good use. Spurred on by this
initiative, they instructed all children to bring their used notebooks to school
on the annual result day and hand them over to the Interactors.
The drive witnessed an enthusiastic donation of nearly 240 Kg of
notebooks and textbooks which were then sent to the Melghat Tiger
The collection of used books
Reserve. As a token of their great appreciation, the Tiger Reserve gifted the
school with 25 potted plants which adorn different corners and areas of
Applauding the Green Warriors
the school. The authorities thanked the school for its support in inculcating
environment sensitivity in children and thereby making them 'Green
Warriors.’ Giving them a big congratulatory pat on their backs for a job well
done, the school management and teachers appreciated the good work
done by the Interactors under the mentoring of their teacher-coordinator
Mrs. Roma Mundra.
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CPSWN EXPLORES CYBER SECURITY
Can we imagine a life without computers and smart phones in today's
times? With an increasing addiction to these gadgets and the social media
especially by children whose fascination with online games, chatting, etc. knows
no limits, it's important to make them aware of the correct usage of technology
as well as their safety while using these gadgets. A good solution found by the
school management of Centre Point School was a series of workshops
conducted on 10th April '18 by the eminent cyber cop, Mr. Rakshit Tandon as a
resource person with 40 students from each branch of Centre Point Group of
Schools. Mr. Tandon also set up the “Cyber
Congress” which would look closely into any
issues related to “Cyber Safety and Security” in
the school in the future. The student ambassadors The students being addressed by Mr. Tandon
of “Cyber Congress” at Centre Point School, Wardhaman Nagar took up the initiative on
an enthusiastic note by conducting a workshop for teachers and students of Classes
IX, X and XII on “Cyber Safety”. The workshop saw these students divided into groups
of 6 and dealing with different aspects such as 'Threats and Security on Social media
like Facebook and What's App', 'Security of android phones and Gmail accounts' as
well as 'Cyber Hygiene'. The informative workshop was well received by the attendees
who found themselves very enlightened by the info shared with them. They
appreciated the efforts invested by the student teams in preparing very apt PPTs and
throwing valuable light on a number of issues related to cyber crimes that demand
attention today. But of course, all the teams were very ably guided by their Computer
teacher and mentor, Mrs. Smita Chakankar who helped the students in making PPTs
and training them for their presentations. They were also mentored by Bhagwan Sir,
Cyber Congress ambassadors taking
our
school Counselor and ably headed by Mrs. Sumathi Venugopalan, the Principal.
a workshop on cyber security

CPSWN SAYS 'THANK YOU' TO THEIR SUPPORT STAFF
An enthusiastic buzz filled the air as the onus of
organizing a special programme for the school support
staff fell on the shoulders of Class X students. Guided
by their teachers, they rose to the occasion, beautifully
managing everything from the invitation cards and the
decorations to the live entertainment, the compering,
A formal welcome for all! the fun-filled games and serving lunch on 4th May '18.
After a formal welcome for the male and female support staff who had turned out Letting songs and music do the talking!
in their traditional best especially for the occasion, eager singers accompanied
by a live band entertained the audience with a couple of melodious numbers.
They really set the mood for a few grooving dances which followed on the beats of
popular Bollywood tunes. They even inspired a few support staff members to take
to the floor and dance their hearts out. Giving the performers a break came a few
rounds of fun-filled games which had the 'didis' and the 'bhayyas' dressing
Dancing to a peppy number
themselves up in newspapers to finishing tricky tasks in 1 minute. What a whale of
a time they had! The icing on the cake was a delicious lunch arranged for them in the Audio Visual room. The winners
of the various games were only too happy to receive prizes at the hands of the school Principal, Mrs. Sumathi
Venugopalan. The 'showstopper' was a special PPT reminding everyone of the numerous times that they counted on
We love our new attires!
the presence of these helpers in school. The small videos which formed a part of
One minute games are always so much fun!
the presentation crisply captured the 'didis'
and the 'bhayyas' doing their bit to make life
easy for us! At the end of the eventful day, the
entire Support Staff was overwhelmed by this
kind gesture of the students and some of them
expressed that they felt very honoured for all
that was done for them.
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INTERACTORS SWORN IN AT CPSWN
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To continue with their philanthropic activities in the coming year and
spread even more smiles all around, a new Interact Club comprising of
members from Class IX was formally instated at Centre Point School,
W'Nagar on 4th Aug '18.
The new Interact Club was installed during a special ceremony
venued in the NKP Salve Hall of the school. Witnessed by Class IX students,
the function was called to order by the outgoing President of the Club, Aman
Sheikh who also introduced and welcomed the dignitaries on the dais
namely President of the Rotary Club of Nagpur, Rotarian Kapil Bahri,
Rotarian President Kapil Bahri
addressing the gathering
Honourable Secretary Rotarian Nilofer Rana, Director Youth Services
Rotarian Anjuli Minocha and Concerned Chair Rotarian Reema Sial.
They were warmly welcomed with saplings before the lighting of the traditional
lamp by all the esteemed guests which gave the ceremony an auspicious beginning.
Other Rotarians who attended the programme included Rotarian Jumana Shakir,
Rotarian Manisha Kapoor and Rotarian Fatima Akolawala. After the new office
bearers were officially installed by being presented their badges by the dignitaries
present, they took a solemn oath promising to keep service before self. The past
President Aman Sheikh continued by presenting a report on all the charitable
activities spearheaded by the Interact Club
Vinit Kalra being installed
in
the past year, be it in school or beyond
as the new President
with the help of a PPT. In his speech, the new President of the Interact Club, Vinit
Kalra, expressed his gratitude and promised to continue the wonderful work done
with utmost dedication and explore fresh avenues of philanthropy.
Inspiring speeches were delivered by Mrs. Sumathi Venugopalan, the
Principal and President Rotarian Kapil Bahri. Her applauded the outstanding
work done by the outgoing team and encouraged the new team members to look
around them and work wholeheartedly to discover newer ways of being worthy
Aman Sheikh presenting the
citizens of the community and live up to the motto of this year 'Konnect-Serveprojects taken up last year
Smile'. On a concluding note, the new Secretary of the Club, Kalash Bhattad proposed a vote of thanks before the
rendition of the National Anthem. All the newly appointed members, along with their teacher-in-charge, Mrs. Roma
Mundra were congratulated by the school management and staff and
wished the very best for the year. The new office bearers include
Vinit Kalra (President), Paridhi Jaiswal (Vice President), Kalash
Bhattad (Secretary), Vedika Disawal (Joint Secretary), Anshul
Kamble (Treasurer), Ekansh Madan and Vahista Gupta
(Directors of Community Services), Raman Gupta and Ruchi
Bheda (Directors of Vocational Services), Uday Gupta and Jagriti
Sharma (Directors of International Services) and Mudrika
The newly installed Interact Club with the dignitaries
Mantri and Arya Gillurkar (Directors of Youth Services).

OVERWHELMING RESPONSE BY YOUNG PHILANTHROPISTS AT CPSWN
With the auspicious occasion of Raksha Bandhan round the corner, the
Interact Club of CPS WN together with volunteers organized a
philanthropic sale of rakhis specially made by the differently abled
children of Sandhya Sanwardhan Sanstha. The stalls set up in the
tamarind pavilion of the school for two days on 10th and 13th Aug '18 wore an
inviting look and had groups of
Parents find a rakhi they like
children buying rakhis during break
Students busy choosing their rakhis
times. A whopping amount of
approximately Rs. 7500 was collected.
The inmates of the Sanstha and the organizers were overwhelmed
and expressed their thanks to their patrons, CPSWN and hoped that they
would continue to make a difference on every Raksha Bandhan.
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'#ALL FOR KERALA' AT CPSWN
Distances don't matter when it comes to extending a big
helping hand to alleviate the suffering of people ravaged by
natural disasters. Nearly every Centre Pointer at
Wardhaman Nagar rose to the occasion and the young and
the old Good Samaritans came together to do their bit for
the flood affected victims in devastated Kerala.
Empathizing with their agony and anguish, students
contributed generously to the relief measures which were
undertaken jointly
by the Student
Council members segregating the
donations before packing
Council and the
Interact Club of the school to assist rescue operations in
st
'God's own country'. Launching a donation drive on 21
Aug '18, members
of the Student
Council and the
Interact Club
The school Interactors with the packaged supplies
addressed every
class, informing them about the various materials and
commodities that they could donate and stressing on the
Student Council members busy in
urgency and necessity of the endeavour. Messages were also
packing the collected items
sent out on all active student social media groups to reinforce the emergency of the situation. The
response was overwhelming. Donations in the form of various kinds of medicines like
disinfectants, syrups, tablets, first aid kits, cotton
rolls, bandages, etc. as well as toiletries and mosquito
repellants poured in from students of Classes I to XII
rd
th
on 23 and 24 Aug '18. These were later sorted and
packaged into nearly 7-8 large containers along with
half a dozen sacks of cereals like rice and wheat and
sugar each in just two days. The consignment was
finally dispatched to the Rotary Club and a Kerala based
NGO with the hope that it would offer timely relief
wherever needed.
Sending off the sacks of packed cereals
Brimming with pride for a job well done, every
student was appreciated for their valuable
contribution to a noble cause by the school
management and staff. Members of the Student
Council and the Interact Club were also applauded
for leaving no stone unturned to accomplish this
feat at such short notice.
The initiative spoke volumes for the spirit of
teamwork, humanity and concern showed by
Centre Pointers to help their brethren in need. It
The Student Council and MPK children proudly hand
over the relief supplies to concerned officials
was ample proof that when small acts of kindness
are multiplied by millions of people, they can transform the world.
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CPSWN COUNSELING CELL CONDUCTS ADOLESCENCE WORKSHOP
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With children growing up so fast and entering their
teen years, it was felt necessary to sensitize their parents
on the issue. Keeping this aim in mind, the Counseling
department of Centre Point School, Wardhaman Nagar
conducted a workshop on “The charm and the
challenges of adolescence” for parents of Class VI
th
students on 4 Aug '18.
Mrs. Venugopalan addressing the parents
These children have moved on to high school and are
going through a changing phase, making it necessary to
understand them better and to get the best out of them.
Accordingly, the workshop was conducted on three major topics
namely 1) Developmental changes during adolescence 2)
Changes in behavioral pattern and 3) Strategies and
solutions. The Principal, Mrs. Sumathi Venugopalan started the
session with the introduction of the speakers and the purpose of
organizing the workshop.
Bhagwan Sir interacting with parents
Ms. Ajita Dabhade, one of the counselors continued with
“Developmental changes during adolescence” which focused on the physical, cognitive, social and
emotional changes that take place during adolescence. “Changes in behavioral pattern” was then
elaborated upon by Mr. Bhagwan Kargaonkar, dealing with the changes in behavioral pattern and how
Sakshi Ma'am talking to the audience
these changes can turn into behavioural problems .if they
are not dealt with effectively. Dr. Sakshi Thawrani later
talked about the “Strategies and solutions” for effectively
dealing with the changes. The session continued with a
question and answer session which gave insight into the
problems of the parents. The workshop concluded with one
to one interaction between parents and Counselors. The
parents found the workshop extremely useful as they
realized the purpose of the workshop.

CPSWN INTERACTORS INITIATE DONATION DRIVE
The Interact Club members at Centre Point School,
Wardhaman Nagar felt a wave of contentment sweeping over them
as they encouraged their school children to donate generously for
the 'Sole for Souls' campaign organized by the Rotary Club of
Nagpur. The provisions collected went a long
way in alleviating the pitiable condition of
labourers, beggars, workers, roadside
vendors and other such people who are badly
The sizeable collection ready to be sent
and most helplessly affected by the rising
temperatures during the scorching summers. Within a fortnight, a remarkable
collection of 8 sacks and 2 cartons of footwear were donated in total by the
children of the school and their families. Apart from being directly donated, some
of them were passed on to other charitable organizations too. Working under the
guidance of their coordinating teacher, Mrs. Roma Mundra, the Interactors were
applauded for their sincere efforts by the school management and staff. They really
Children donating
felt inspired to take more such humanitarian steps in the days to come.
generously for the cause
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CPSWN COUNSELING CELL SENSITIZES YOUNGSTERS
In today's times, we hear a lot about child abuse and
molestation and most of the time, the targets are very young
children below 6-7 years of age who are too young to
understand the difference between right and wrong. Thus, it is
very important for their betterment that they know about it so
that they can deal with it if they ever come across a situation.
With this aim in mind, the Counseling Department of Centre
Point School, Wardhaman Nagar took an initiative to educate
students of Class I on 'good touch and bad touch'. The
Sakshi Ma'am taking the session
sessions were conducted on
30 July and 31 July '18 with
Ajita Ma'am showing the PPT
every class being addressed
by one counselor namely Mr. Bhagwan Kargaonkar, Mrs. Ajita
Dabhade and Dr. Sakshi Thawrani. For a better understanding, a
small video was shown to the students on Good touch and Bad touch
followed by a worksheet.
The interaction began by explaining what is Good and Bad touch
with suitable examples. The children were later given guidelines to
help them deal with the situation if they ever came across it. They
understood that the school is a place which wants children to be
safe and secure and wants to give them the best.
INTERACT CLUB INSTALLATION @ CPS, AB

Centre Point School, AB Interact Club 2018-19 was installed in a grand ceremony at the School's Conference
nd
Room on 2 Aug'18. The young Interactors were happy and enthusiastic as they were about to take charge of a
noble task. To join in their happiness and to motivate them were the students of class IX as the audience. The
ceremony began at 9:00AM in the presence of the dignitaries - President, Rotary Club of Nagpur, Rtn. Kapil Bahri,
Former President, Rtn. Khushnoor Chugh, Secretary, Rtn. Nilufer Rana, Director Youth Services, Rtn. Anjuli
Minocha, Chairperson Interact, Rtn. Manisha Agrawal, Executive Director of Centre Point Group of Schools, Mrs.
Mukta Chatterjee; Principal of Centre Point School, Amravati Road Bypass, Mrs. Radhika Mehra and VicePrincipals, Mrs. Perveen Cassad and Mrs. Anita Sharma. The dignitaries lighted the traditional lamp citing an
auspicious beginning. The gathering then invoked for blessings to the Almighty with a prayer song. The outgoing
President of the School's Interact Club, Yugakshi Khodke briefed the gathering about the activities carried out by
the Interact team in the year 2017-18 through a power point presentation.
The newly elected office bearers – President, Vidhi Chokhani; Vice-President, Harsh Mandlekar; Secretary,
Aditya Sule; Treasurer, Saloni Swarup; Director Community Services – Mitesha Dange, Director Vocational
Services – Sahil Kalambe, Director Youth Affairs – Dhwani Bijoul, and Director International Services – Saana
Kapse, were then given the badges by the respected guests. After the new team took the oath to carry out their
duties with dedication and determination, the incoming President, Vidhi Chokhani gave the acceptance speech
CPS, AB's newly installed Interact Club with
and briefed the Rotarians about their upcoming activities.
the dignitaries and teachers in-charge
The Principal, Mrs. Radhika Mehra congratulated the new
Interact Club team and extended her warm wishes for their
endeavours. The President of the Rotary Club, Rtn. Kapil
Bahri also inspired the children with his encouraging words
and appreciated the work done by the Interact Club in the
previous year. He also motivated them to keep up their good
work. The programme concluded with a vote of thanks by
the Interact Secretary, Aditya Sule.
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CPS, AB'S INTERACT CLUB ADJUDGED THE BEST
Centre Point School, Amravati Road Bypass'
Interact Club 2017-18 CPS, AB received the award for
the 'Best Interact Club' for the second consecutive year.
The Interactors were a part of various activities that
were carried out throughout the year which not only
showed their kind side, but also gave them a platform
to do their bit for the society. From contributing
essentials to orphanages and stationary to NMC
Schools, conducting the Rakhi sale, to spreading
awareness among citizens about avoiding honking and the
The Interact Club with Piyasi Ma’am, Nikhat Ma’am,
use of plastic, as well as advocating good health by
Radhika Ma’am, Perveen Ma’am, Sabina Ma’am and Pallavi Ma’am
participation in the Rotary Walkathon, the Interactors not only participated actively in these events but also
ensured the participation of the School. They worked as a team with all the students in order to share the
goodness. Adopting a pregnant lady and making provisions for her nourishment, being a part of the 'Sole for
Soul' initiative, and providing education to under-privileged
children with the motto of 'service above self' gave the Interactors
an opportunity to gain valuable life skills.
The Intercators - Yugakshi Khodke, Swalee Pandey, Vanshika
Tekriwal, Madhav Mehadia, Radhika Dudhane, Sanchi Dhoke, Maria
Kothawala, Gauri Bajaj were guided at every step by the teachers incharge Mrs. Sabina Farooqui, Mrs. Nikhat Khan, Mrs. Piyasi Kar and
Mrs. Pallavi Diwate. They were commended by the School
Yugakshi Khodke with the
Management for their endeavours and success.
Sabina Ma’am & Perveen Ma’am
INTERACT EVENTS @ CPS, AB
No sooner did Centre Point School, Amravati Road Bypass'
Interact Club 2018-19 assume charge, than they set on a spree
of various activities to mark the beginning of a 'service-full'
year. As part of the Rotary Club initiative, Anti-Tobacco
Campaign, the School had screened a short film on Antitobacco awareness
on the 27th of
July'18. The event
The children taking the oath to support
the anti-tobacco initiative
was conducted all
over the state to make the children conscious of the ill-effects of
smoking and chewing tobacco. The children also took an oath to
distance themselves from tobacco and alcoholic products to
initiate the formation of a tobacco and alcohol free society. With
Raksha Bandhan around the corner, Sadhya Samwardhan
The screening
Sanshtha had
organised a Rakhi sale at CPS, AB on 6th Aug'18. Rakhis
made by differently abled children were put up for sale
during the long break. The Rakhi sale received a good
response as they went out to make Raksha Bandhana special
event for their near and dear ones and for the inmates of
Sadhya Samwardhan Sanshtha. The School's Interact Club
played a pivotal role in the success of the initiative.
Rakhi Sale @ CPS, AB
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RANGOLI COMPETITION FOR SUPPORT STAFF AT CPS, AB
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Centre Point School, Amravati Road Bypass' Self-Esteem and
Morale Committee is dedicated at conducting events to bring out the
best in the staff. On the 11th of April'18, the Committee had organised
a Rangoli competition for the helper staff of the School. The Yoga
Room was all set to be adorned by colourful designs that showcased
the creativity of their makers. As soon as the didis were informed
about the competition they took out time each day to plan out the
course of action with their partners. On the day of the competition,
the didis were quick to finish their chores. The 18 pairs assembled in
the Yoga Room with the materials required – this was a reflection of
their preparation and enthusiasm for the event. Soon, the Yoga Room was
filled with vivid representations of geometrical patterns, free hand
drawings, floral art and even
the logo of the School. The
Glimpses of the Rangoli Competition
children and teachers were in
awe of the creative display put up by the artistic didis. Not only did they
receive appreciation from one and all, but the endeavour also boosted
their morale and left them feeling refreshed. The judges too were
marvelled at the intricacy of the designs and had a hard time to finalising
the winners. Sampada Didi and Savita Didi were rewarded the first prize,
followed by Deepti Didi and Kalpana Didi at the second position, and
Pratima Didi and Vandana Didi bagged the third prize. In the assembly, the
Didis were felicitated at the hands of the Principal, Mrs. Radhika Mehra,
and were congratulated by the Vice-Principals, Mrs. Perveen Cassad and
Mrs. Anita Sharma, the students and staff. The Didis expressed their
gratitude towards the School & the Self-Esteem and Morale Committee for
organising the event.

PARTY TIME FOR CPS, AB'S SUPPORT STAFF
21st April'18 at Centre Point School, Amravati Road Bypass was
very special. On this day, the School decided to give the didis and
bhaiyas a deserving break from work. Something exciting was in store
for them! The School, the Self-Esteem and Morale Committee and the
Interact Club joined hands to organize an enjoyable luncheon for the
School's support staff. The didis and bhaiyas were given an invitation in
advance and they eagerly awaited the arrival of the event. When the
day arrived, they were dressed to their best in their traditional attires.
The Didis & Bhaiyas having a gala time
The Self-Esteem and Morale Committee along with the Interactors had
made all arrangements for the success of the party. They all wanted to give a good time to the didis and bhaiyas who
work endlessly and contribute greatly to the smooth functioning of the School. They chose this moment to
acknowledge their efforts and thank them heartily for the special care they always shower. Various games were
organised for their entertainment. They had great fun playing the 'Musical Chairs' which brought back memories of
their childhood days. The first prize was won by Sunita Didi, the second by Alka Didi and the third was won by Shirke
Bhaiya. The Music Department had helped in arranging a game of Antakshari for the support staff. They were divided
into four teams - Deewane, Mastane, Parwane and Afsane. The musical
extravaganza was cherished by one and all.
The Parwane team was awarded the first prize. Prizes for the best dressed
members were bagged by Peeti Didi, Kalpana Didi and Urmilla Didi. The
Consolation prizes were awarded to Archana Didi and Sumitra Didi. After all the
fun and fare they enjoyed the scrumptious lunch during which Sunita Didi and
Archana Didi sang a song and Raju Bhaiya recited a poem in Marathi. They
thoroughly enjoyed every minute of the afternoon and had a good time.
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CENTRE POINT STUDENTS AWARDED PRESTIGIOUS IAYP AWARDS
In 2017, The Centre Point Group of Schools joined hands with one of
the most adaptable and successful youth empowerment programmes
called IAYP – International Award for Young People….with the
common purpose of youth development and inclusion. IAYP is the
programme of choice for over 11 million people in the world today.
Around the world, more than 140 countries use this model for positive
youth empowerment. The Award Programme was first introduced in the
United Kingdom in 1956 as the Duke of Edinburgh's Award.
The aim was to motivate young people aged between 14 and 25
years to become involved in a balanced programme of voluntary selfMr. Jai Singh Rajwade & Mrs. Radhika Rajwade
development activities to take them through the potentially difficult
lighting the traditional lamp
period between adolescence and adulthood. Recognized in over 140 countries, it is a heavyweight asset to have in
one's CV. In its maiden year, an astounding 82 children of The Centre Point Group of Schools were feted with the
Bronze Award in a glittering award ceremony on 13thApril '18 in the evening hours at the Chitnavis Centre, Nagpur.
The ceremony was attended by luminaries from the world of IAYP
namely Ms. Sanzeeda Ali, Regional Manager, Asia Pacific, IAYP Australia;
Mr. Kapil Bhalla, National Director of The International Award for Young
People-India and Mr. Bivujit Mukhoty, Head of Programme for The
International Award for Young People in India. Also gracing the occasion
with their presence were Mrs. Radhika Rajwade and Dr. Jaisingh Rajwade,
Directors, Centre Point Group of Schools, Mrs. Mukta Chatterjee, Executive
Director, Centre Point Group of Schools, Principals and Vice-Principals of
Mrs. Mukta Chatterjee lighting the lamp
all the three branches, ex-Principals Ms. Supriya Choudhary and Ms. Kana
Roychoudhuri, parents and members of the press. After lighting of the ceremonial lamp, the gathering was addressed
by Mr. Kapil Bhalla who spoke at length about the wonders of
the award. His tenure is marked by an expansion of the
Award in 27 states of India, reaching out to a larger number
of participants from the “marginalized community” and
those “at risk”.
Our IAYP Bronze Award aspirants spent an eventful 6
months striving towards their goal. They quickly understood
that this was a competition like no other. A competition
where your only competitor is YOU.....AND YOU ALONE!
Samyukta Tati shared her firsthand experience of Skills
and Physical Recreation as she plunged headlong into
The attending dignitaries and IAYP mentors
Mr. Bivujit Mukhoty
this programme. Later,
addressing the gathering
Onkita Sur and Lavanya Pillai performed a beautiful Bharatnatyam routine.
Our Bronze Medal aspirants experienced the heady feeling of undiluted
happiness that comes with selfless service and Akshat Handa shared his
feelings on the same. Ayushi Vatsal presented a PPT on one of the most
exciting phases of the award, namely “The Adventurous Journey”.
Then it was time to interact with the original adventure guru himself.....Mr.
Bivujit Mukhoty, who has conquered Mt. Everest thrice!!! With an incredible track
record spanning 34 years of heading mountaineering expeditions and highaltitude mountain rescue and of service to the community with The International
Award for Young People. His speech peppered with humour and real life
experiences was a treat for all.
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He was followed by Ms. Sanzeeda Ali who
stressed on the fact that Centre Point children were
indeed very lucky to have a visionary management
that gives young children such wonderful
opportunities. Her speech was succeeded by a
Zumba Performance by the Bronze Level
winners. Then befittingly the ceremony concluded
with the momentous occasion of distribution of the
coveted IAYP Award to 82 winners. Each received
The jubilant IAYP awardees
a Certificate and a badge as
the fruit of their labour and toil for 6
months. Parents and winners were
equally elated as they received best
wishes from all quarters. The 18
students from CPS KR who were
awarded Bronze Award included :
Aditi Alsi, Aonkita Sur, Ananya
Deshpande, Disha Mantri, Harsukna
Alag, Kawalmeet Saluja, Mrinali
A choir performance as part of the award ceremony
Behera, Nalin Iyer, Parth Gupta,
Rebecca Mathews, Reefa Malik, Samyukta Tati, Saranya Jaiswal, Satish Sarode, Shreshta R.
Veeragandham, Shruti Krishnakumar, Srishti Kriplani, Dakshita Kewalramani. The 48
IAYP awardees from CPSWN included : Viraj Gorasia, Mitali Kothari, Urja Bahadure,
Performing a Bharat
Vaidehi Manjule, Suhani Khemani, Unnati
Natyam jugalbandhi
Kothari, Jaya Mukerji, Musaibuddin Ansari,
Prateek Madan, Radha Jaiswal, Shazil Jalil,
Aryan Khurana, Ojas Punyani, Vidhi Pandya,
Anagha Giradkar, Tanishka Saraf, Kanishka
Saraf, Nusrat Chimthanawala, Lavanya Pillai,
Akshat Poddar, Chirag Pillai, Bhavika
Waghdhare, Naman Parekh, Somya Jain, Garima
Bihani, Rishita Godre, Rasika Bargi, Geetika
Dhruv, Pratik Agrawal, Nilay Dumbhare, Akshat
Being addressed by Mrs. Zahida Malik
Handa, Jose George, Prerna Agrawal, Rahul
Gaglani, Sayali Pandit, Ritik Gurnani, Mehul Jain, Paras Rokde, Drishti Joshi, Surbhi Bobde,
Anisha Khati, Mithun Biswas, Riya Wadhwani, Naina Poddar, Nandini Agrawal, Shailey
Maloo and Anushka Chhabra. The 19 Bronze holders from CPS, AB included : Aashna
Chopra, Ridhima Chopra, Aayush Sharma, Sarah Farooqui, Jenai
Buhariwala, G. Sai Pranay, Nidhi Agrawal, Joshma Joseph, Smeet
Joshi, Praneeka Bhutani, Abhimanyu Shahane, Roma Ramname,
Part of a city tour
Aayushi Vatsal, Arjun Bendre, Shawn Maliakal, Kavya, Daksh
Nagpal, Gauri Bajaj and Ishyta Sakharkar.
Radhika Rajwade Ma'am thanked everyone for their unflinching support and
congratulated the proud award winners by applauding them for their commitment, hard
work and enthusiasm. She was content to know that our society is in the capable hands of
Participants of the adventurous journey
our children. She was thrilled to Participating in skill development
see the young stars participating in these non-competitive
tasks and emerging victorious. She thanked the Chief Guests,
Award Holders, Award Leaders, Principals, Teachers,
Parents, Guardians for being there to make the Ceremony a
success. This glittering ceremony culminated with the
interaction among the members of the house.
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CENTRE POINT SCHOOL, KATOL ROAD OBSERVES WORLD YOGA DAY
Centre Point School, Katol Road observed World Yoga Day on 21st June'18. A yoga session
was held in the school in the morning hours. Yoga mats were spread out in the Muktangan where
students did Yoga under the guidance of Mr. Hemant Trivedi the Yoga Teacher Incharge and other
PTIs & coaches. Not only the students but also the PTIs & coaches joined in to do yoga &
meditation. It may be
mentioned here that a
new spacious yoga
room is made
available on the school
campus for the students
and teachers. A yoga period
is also part of the school
time table.
RAUNAK OF CPS KR THE YOUNGEST INTERNATIONAL MASTER
Raunak Sadhwani of class VII Centre Point School, Katol Road is a
skilled Chess Champ, who has won accolades and appreciation in not
only National but International Chess. Nagpurians, especially the
aficionados in Chess must have been following the success story of this
young prodigy in chess. He became, the youngest International
Master from Maharashtra. He had already completed his 3 'IM' norms
earlier. He completed the 1st norm at Czech Republic, the 2nd norm at
rd
Gibraltar Masters and the 3 norm at Sharjah Masters. He required just
a rating of 2400 to become 'IM'. This target he achieved in the Felix Cup
Open Chess Championship 2018 held from 25th to 28th May in Romania.
In this International event 103 players from countries across the world had participated. He played against
grandmasters with impressive International ratings. Raunak with his excellent game plan and alertness was
declared Champion of the Felix Cup Open Chess Championship 2018 scoring 5.5 out of 7 points. In this event he
crossed 2409 rating. The stupendous achievement of this little grandmaster (now International Master) has
won him accolades and appreciation in school and the city. Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly, Principal, CPS KR, Vice
Principal, staff & students of the school gave him a thunderous applause in the morning assembly.

REDISCOVERING LEARNING – XIV INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE
Alpha to Omega, Chennai organised and hosted their XIV International
Conference on Rediscovering Learning at The Gateway Hotel, Chennai from
th
th
16 to 18 Aug'18. Mrs. Anita Sharma, Vice Principal, CPS WN and Mrs. Anagha
Mishra, School Coordinator, CPS Katol Road attended the conference.
The speakers at the conference spoke about Strategies and Interventions
to Improve Processing Skills. The focus was to understand the peripheral skills
that are central to learning and exploring ways to help the student learn to Mrs. Anita Sharma & Mrs. Anagha Mishra
become an effective learner by focusing on strengthening processing skills
as many students have limited success in spite of academic intervention.
The extremely qualified speakers were Dr. Michael Hart (Child
Psychologist, Co-chair of UNESCO MGIEP, USA), Dr. Ellen Braaten (Associate
Professor of Psychology at Harvard Medical School), Ms. Kalyani Krishnan
(Clinician – Assessment and Individualized strategy instruction, USA) and
Dr. Nandini Singh (Cognitive Neuroscientist, NBRC). The conference was
well attended by approximately 120 people from London, North Korea, Sri
Lanka and cities from across India.
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YAP BRIEFING SESSION AT CPSWN

With an increasing number of students opting to pursue higher
education abroad, creating the right kind of awareness for their benefit is the
need of the hour. A special orientation session was organized for the Youth
Achievers Programme (YAP) at Centre Point School, W’Nagar on 22nd June
'18 for Classes IX and X and for Class XI students on 23rd July '18. YAP is a
special programme offered exclusively by Centre Point School through which
its students have an opportunity to apply for higher studies in USA at Green
River Community College, Seattle. Two ex-Centre Pointers Kartik Sarda
and Mariya Mubeen who have completed their High Grade Diploma and an Mariya Mubeen interacting with Class IX & X students
Associate Degree from Green River Community College, Seattle, Washington
D.C., US shared their experience at GRCC and also highlighted the study system in
the US, with the help of an informative PPT presentation, “Studying in the US”. They
dwelled at length on what it meant to be a Global Citizen and what pathway a student
needed to follow to become one. Kartik Sarda is currently studying for a B.S. Degree
in Physics in IOWA State University, US while Mariya Mubeen is pursuing a
Bachelors Degree in Communication and Media Studies from Carleton
University, Canada. Mrs. Renu Muniyal, senior
Computer teacher and YAP coordinator for Kartik & Mariya addressing the Class XI students
CPSWN informed the students that admissions are open all year round at the college as
the academics regime in the US follows the quarterly semester pattern with an added
advantage of a lot of flexibility offered to students regarding their choice of subjects.
The attendees found the orientation very informative and got some valuable feedback
Mrs. Muniyal addressing the students
from the two ex-students as they answered their queries.

EXECUTIVE BOARD EXPERIENCES OF CPSWN MUNNERS
Their vast experience of MUNning over the years has stood two students from Centre
Point School, Wardhaman Nagar in good stead as they were considered eligible to serve as
esteemed members of the Executive Board at various MUN summits across the country.
Rishab Asrani of Class XII has gained a valuable experience as the Lok Sabha Speaker
(Chairperson) at three major conferences namely IIMUN Nasik from 27th to 29th April
'18, IIMUN Raipur from 13th to 15th July '18 and IIMUN Hyderabad from 27th to 29th
July '18. Hiten Muniyal, a Class XI grader has had the privilege to preside as CoChairperson of United Nations Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC) as part of the
IIMUN, Kullu Chapter venued at La Montessori School, Kullu on 12th and 13th May '18. He Hiten Muniyal & Rishab Asrani
has also held the post of Chairperson of ILO (International Labour Organization) as part of IIMUN Hyderabad venued
at Mount Litera Zee High School from 27th to 29th July '18. As a member of the Executive Board of IIMUN, Raipur he served
as the Co-chairperson of United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) held at Rungta International School from
13th to 15th July '18. His most recent experience includes being the Chairperson of UNICEF at the Discernment
International Summit 5.0 (DISRAIPUR) venued at Amity University, Chhattisgarh on 11th & 12th Aug '18.Both the students
were applauded by the school management & staff for their achievement and wished more such opportunities in the future.

CPSWN CHESS PRODIGY SCORES SECOND IM NORM
For the Centre Point School, Wardhaman Nagar Chess genius, it was one more feather in his
cap of success when he participated in the Abu Dhabi International Chess Festival which
concluded at UAE recently. The 15 year old Chess player, Sankalp Gupta achieved his second
IM norm in style in the Masters category of the event during the Abu Dhabi Festival after
having scored his first International Master on 5 Jan '17 at Sweden. The nine round international
meet saw 158 masters from 32 countries including 54 Grand Masters and 36 International
Masters vying for honours. With an international rating of 2304 Elo points, Sankalp started as a
96th seed and after collecting five points, he finished the event at the 48th position. He gave a
performance rating of 2520 and earned as many as 47.8 international rating points. With three
Sankalp Gupta
wins, four draws and two defeats, he claimed 5 points pitted against higher-rated masters
including GM Abhijit Kunte, IM Sameer Kathmale and FM Srinivasa Rao. For his superb performance, Sankalp won the
second prize in the below 2400 rating players and pocketed a prize money of $400. He was heartily congratulated for
his wonderful performance by the school management and staff who expressed their immense pride at his achievement.
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Art Effect.....
THREE PROMISING ARTISTS OF CPS KR WIN CASH AWARDS IN DRAWING COMPETITION
Three promising artists of Centre Point School, Katol Road,
participated and won in the Drawing Competition conducted by Zonal
Anthropological Survey of India on 18th May'18 on the occasion of
'International Museum Day'. The event had been organised by the
nd
Govt. of India. In Category-I Piya Mudliar of class 3 bagged the 2
position and received a certificate and a cash award of 400/-.
Mokshada Deshmukh of class 5 displayed her aesthetics & creativity
by participating in Category-II and won the 3rd prize which included a
The young artists of CPS KR
certificate and a cash award of 300/-. Yashaswee Dhakulkar of class 6
st
also participated in Category-II and her artwork was adjudged as a 1 Prize Entry. She received a certificate & a
cash award of 500/-. The young promising artists were mentored & motivated by Sanjay Waliokar, HOD, Art and
Nandkishor Kosare and Manish Bobade of the Art dept. The three artists were commended in the school
assembly by Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly, Principal, CPS Katol Road, Vice Principal, the staff & students of the school.

CPS KATOL ROAD WINNERS OF HP COLOUR PRINTING CONTEST 2018
Hewlett Packard (HP), an international giant in the field of
Information Technology, organised the “Colour Printing
Contest in the last week of August 2018, using “Paint Brush”
tool of computers. The paintings are judged by Mr. Sanjay
Waliokar & Ms. Mohini Sawarkar.
The Junior Artists of CPS Katol Road from Category 1 were
st
: Aakashi Dalwankar who bagged the 1 Prize, Shruti
nd
Jeswani received the 2 prize and Ekaansh Awtaney won the
rd
3 Prize. Matreya Godeswar, Raunak Golchha, Jividha
Swami, Riya Adatia & Ayan Ahmed received Consolation Prize 1, 2, 3, 4 & 5 respectively. The Senior Artists of
st
nd
CPS Katol Road from Category 2 included : Ishita Chadha the 1 Prize winner, Zaina Rayeen who bagged the 2
rd
prize and Kaiz Dhamani who won the 3 Prize. Ayushi Dalwankar, Arya Lokhande, Mrinali Behra, Pushkar
Khanorkar & Shubham Sinha got Consolation Prize 1, 2, 3, 4 & 5 respectively. A prize distribution ceremony
th
for winners and the participants will be held after 30 Aug'18. All the students and the participants will be able
to see their paintings in the Computer Lab 2 of the School between 1:30 pm to 2:30 pm for a week.

SPREE OF PRIZES FOR CPSWN TALENTED ARTISTS
Young and super talented artists from Centre Point School,
W'Nagar were all geared up on 18th March '18 to participate in
Rangotsav, the inter-school drawing and painting competition hosted
th
by CPS Katol Road on the occasion of the 97 birthday of the school
patron, Late NKP Salve. Taking part with a lot of enthusiasm and gusto,
it's no wonder that they bagged prizes in various categories. Mrunaini
Wankhede, Smyannh Mandhana and Geeta Shahu won prizes in
Group B, choosing to work on one of these topics namely 'A hot
Rangotsav winners
summer day', 'My school' and 'Holi'. From Group C, Vedika Madan
emerged the winner as she chose to paint on one of these topics 'Bus stop', 'An Indian Village' and 'A fruit
Market'. Siya Agrawal and Niharika Sharma bagged prizes in Group D theming their art work on these topics
namely 'Birthday party', 'My favourite game' and 'Building construction site'. Last but definitely not the least,
Dharmesh Vora and Neha Kasliwal won prizes for their paintings themed on 'Visit to an Art exhibition',
'Jungle Safari' and 'My dream' in Group E. These elated winners, together with their Art teachers who had
trained them so well, were congratulated by the school management and staff for their wonderful performance.
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CPSWN TALENTED ARTIST WINS CAMLIN CONTEST
What an achievement for Centre Point School, W’Nagar to be
proud of! One of its very talented artists came up trumps in the
world's largest art competition and he is just into Class II! The
amazingly talented Smyannh Mandhana was one of many
budding artists from the school who participated in the Camlin
th
Kokuyo Art Contest held in the school premises on 25 Oct '17.
Organized for students of Classes I to XI, the competition saw
winners emerging in all groups bagging prizes and being
selected for the next level. The wonder artist made it to the
Smyannh Mandhana
grand finale round in which he clinched the 1st Prize in Category
By Smyannh Mandhana
Group B. This was no mean feat as the contest had a
whopping 6600 schools participating in it and the number
of participants were more than 50 lakhs in all six groups!
Smyannh's piece of excellence was printed in the Camel Art
Contest (National) Brochure of 2018 and he is also eligible
for Popular Choice Award which will be based on public
voting. Smyannh's fantabulous performance earned him a huge
round of applause from the school management, teachers and
students. His equally joyous parents & Art teachers were also
congratulated for his success.
CPSWN ARTISTS WIN ACCOLADES
Talented artists from CPS, Wardhaman Nagar shone at
the Zonal Level of the Camel Art Contest. The
exceptional paintings of these artists were chosen from
those who participated in the school level of the
competition which covers all schools in the Maharashtra,
Goa and Chattisgarh region.
rd
Smyannh Mandhana clinched the 3 Prize at this
level while Bhavika Waghdhare, Tasneem Vali, Supriya
Kumbhare, Vicky Lakhwani and Soumaya Talmale
Winners of Zonal Level Camel Contest
were awarded Appreciation Certificates. All these
winners were heartily applauded by the school management and staff for their achievement. Their Art
teachers were also appreciated for the expert training and guidance imparted to the students.
A DOUBLE THUMBS UP FOR CPSWN ARTIST
A very talented artist from CPS, W’Nagar let her creative fingers do
the talking when she participated in the Khelo Nagpur Khelo drawing
competition which was organized by Khasdar Krida Mahotsav on 1st
May '18. Ayushi Mahajan, a Class IX grader stood second and was
congratulated for being a responsible Indian Citizen by none other
than Mr. Nitin Gadkari who also applauded her creative excellence
through her art work when he presented her the prize.
The elated winner, together with her Art teachers who contributed
to her artistic development, was heartily congratulated by the school
management & staff for her wonderful performance.
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Ayushi Mahajan

CPSWN DIGITAL ARTISTS SHINE
Art Effect.....

Talented artists from Centre Point School,
Wardhaman Nagar showcased their artistic flair when
they participated in a painting competition with a
difference – painting with the 'paint brush' tool on a
computer as part of the HP Digital Colour Printing
th
Contest organized by HP for school students from 6
th
to 14 Aug '18. Children participated enthusiastically
The Junior group winners
in two categories namely the Juniors from Classes I
to VI and the Seniors from Classes VII to XII. While the former were given the topics 'Censhine
with me in a flying object or in space' and 'My e-school (modifying the school building to school econnectivity), the latter displayed their creativity in 'Communication then and now' and 'e-city with
robots'. Outstanding pieces of 'digital artwork' bagged top prizes in both the categories. In the Juniors,
Nimisha Hande of Class III clinched the 1st Prize and won a laptop bag while Anvi Mahajan of Class II
nd
rd
pocketed the 2 Prize and was awarded a Pen drive. The 3 Prize was won by Kavya Agrawal of Class
II who received Head phones. Consolation Prizes were won by Naysa Agrawal (Class II), Kushal
Muniyal (Class IV), Aishwarya Sethia (Class V), Pinak Jivarajani (Class VI) and Khushi Moon (Class
st
VI). The winners in the Seniors group include Ayushi Mahajan of Class IX who claimed the 1 Prize
nd
and got a Laptop bag, Prathamesh Chakankar of Class VIII who pocketed the 2 Prize and a Pen drive
and Ashwik Raj of Class IX who received Head phones. Consolation Prizes in this category were won
by Jishnuv Tiwari (Class VII), Supriya Kumbhare (Class VII), Owais Khan (Class X), Saakshi Samant
(Class X) and Jagriti Sharma (Class IX). Apart from individual prizes, all the elated winners also received
The Senior group winners
personalized planks with their names embossed.
All the participants were presented with certificates and
an 18% discount coupon to buy on HP Ink Tank 315
Colour Printer. The delighted winners along with their
mentors, Mrs. Renu Muniyal, Mrs. Aparna Shrivastava, Mrs.
Seema Bhad, Mrs. Pragya Chakraborty and Mrs. Smita
Chakankar were heartily congratulated by the school
management and staff for their super achievement.

CPS, AB'S BUDDING ARTIST NIDHI WINS INTERNATIONAL ACCLAIM
CPS, AB talented artist Nidhi Agrawal of class X D has been bestowed the honour a Golden
Artist as a result of her participation and excellence in the Picasso Art Contest. The international
online art contest which was conducted for children in the age group of 6 to 19 years is
recognised by the International Organisation for Standardisation (9001:2015 Certified).
The contest aims at motivating artistic and creative minds. More than 10, 000 art
enthusiasts from over 69 countries had posted their entries for this competition which were
judged on the basis of ICE-PAPA approach which denotes the parameters- Innovation,
Creativity, Engaging, Perfection, Age of Artist, Presentation and Artistic Ability. After learning
about the contest, Nidhi was determined to participate. Her creativity spurred with the idea of
making a colourful portrait of a smiling lady. She has no model for her portrait.
The painting was an original creation and ensured a result in Nidhi's favour. Nidhi was
Nidhi Agrawal
congratulated on her success by the Principal, Mrs. Radhika Mehra, Vice-Principals, Mrs.
Perveen Cassad, Mrs. Anita Sharma & staff.

News@CPS will be back again with Glimpses of
Achievements, Activities, Artwork & Compositions of Centre Pointers.
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